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the purpose of' this study was to des~gn,: impl~ment ,a:rid ,evaluate , 
, ,, ' , . 
a unit on :proof :l,n ~eometry, incorporating a 'r 'evie,w of fundame~tal c9n- . 
c~pts, '~~ " organiiation~l SChe~e ~al1ed , ~' , "D'ic~io~arY';:\ll;: '~I~me , prob~eIn-
" , "\: , , , 
, " " " ', ,' \ , ' 
' solving' strategiei;. t\:lat could be applied to prooL : .Answf!~s were sought 
" ;;', 
~o ,the following que~ti6ns: ; Does ' the' '~se' of , the ,instiu~t~pnal unit 
, , ,' , " 'J;" 
r~sult' in ' signific~ntly different achievement o'u,an immediate' and 
. ' . , , . ':: . 
delayed po~ttest of ~onc~pts' and skills? , And, .i~ , the ef~~~t on a~hieve~ 
I • 
.. men!:: dif{erent for r~peaters than f.or ,n~n":~epeate;r:'s? ', ' , ' 
' f 
• " • . 1, 
.. \.". , 
This study was cpnducted ~sing 54 Grade ' Hl ', matriculation 
' ~ I, " , 
' , ~eometr>, student's ' f,rom an all-male regionalhig~, schopl" ,in urban New-
foupdland. These students :,were assigl1ed to ~n~ of ,two ,treat~erit ' co~-
' . ' , ' , '" ' ''" ' ., " ' 
~itions ' ,' > The experimental : group was ',taught, ~ pp.it cin,' ~r~of ,usin~ - th~ 
\ I ' • • • 
instructional ~nit dev~loped . .fo~ this s'tildy, whereas the control group , 
. .I.. ' , ' .... 
followed !=he: program ~outlined;' irt ~,the 'Gr~del(j 'geomet,ry text -used ' in ' , 
, / 
Newfoundland when this ,s t~dy, was , carried out. cilasse~ w~te: heid once 
.,' I · • 
a day for .it total of'40 class, s.es'Sion~., 
. 'To determine""?thestudents' 'achie~emer).t, ' ~wo ' test; we~e ad'niinis-
. . ... , . . 
. r; _ .. -;.-.-... . _._...:.--:-"7 ... -;- . , '" -:- . ' _ _ ,_~T>. • . 






. ' -I , 
weeks instructi.on and ~ 2"::period" r~view ' sessIon._ Tl].e" ,second, the ' delayed 
, ' 
.. po!:!t~est was given two months later. 
'. The ' data ' were c,ollected '"and analyzed u!'ii,ng '~ t~6-factor analysis' " 
. . .. : . " , . . 
" 
of -v;ariance procedure. ' The ' maj or, findings of the s.l:udY · were: (1) There 
. w'ere' I'D significant diffe'ren~es in achieveme'nt on the immediate and 
'd,elayed posttests between ',treatment groups; (~)non-r~peater~' scored 
:! 
I .• ii , 
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s'ignifican~ly higher ' ~hlm repeat'ei's :on the imniediate' 
... " I " ' .. ' ' I ',', I 
.J 1. ( 
pqsttes~ b~t not. 
i 
on' ~he delay~d ?osttest;and (3) the~e was rio sign~fic~~t inter~'ction . 
r • ". • t '. . ~, • • ' • : "'. • i 
betweeh. treatme~t ~ec'eiv~d and the 'grade, ~tatus' ~flstJdent~, '';' , 
\ " ,,-'" . ' • . - . I I" 
: I " 
. ' ! I On ,the. basis of these findings, it Fas ,concluded that the 
' . . . ' // : 
exper~~en~al .. trea.~ineitt · was no more efi.fective than · the textbook a~proach , 
, ' - '. 1/ 
in ' promod,ng higher achieve~ent in geometry at: the Grade ' ~o level', 
.,. , " ~. ' ' / 
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. ' l[ 
, ,Secon'dary school geometry/ilis frequently describ~d as ','the " 
,most" di$likedsubjec't'" and;'.As pf~en,,:as '~the most . poorly 
taught , subject" in the high 'school mathematics: curriculum,. ' 
. :Whether 'these, des:tgnad.ons are ' true cir false, ' it :Ls certi:linly " 
tr&e, that the problem Qf . iri:;;;truc~io~, fri, geomevy' is ' mVltf-:- , , ' 
'faceted" ' The. problem includes ques.tion,s. on. the' nature ofj.. 
. ' leometry , the way s'tudentslearn it, . and . the. pptimum tea~hing 
approaches, ' (Farrell, '~,971) '.,', . . .. . ; ' . ' , . 
. ' 
, I . , " 
. US'i.skin (1'980] reported that the' :sing:L.e realon most cOImllontY 
',. _' __ "_~ given for ~ea:chingJ ,:geometrr is ~h~t~lge~me~ry . pJ;ovide~ ';'111 example ' df a 
'mathematical system,' Histo~icidlY, it was the' 'first' ~and , hfls' been : t:he' 
. " 
most influential ma'thematical' sys ~em, In e~rltei time~ t'he' goal ' of 
. . . /--- '. 
geo~etry cou:rses was to train' the mind, to develop critical 'thinking, 
. ' . ; . \ . . ' 
.. 
·:t . . 
, . 
• ,' and to 'teach. the student to re~sol1' . ~~cause ['Stu/ies from the 193?'s 
. to.· thE!- 1950's/:s.howed ' that the, unenriched standard co'urse did not help 
. ' . /' /' ... . .' ' .. " .' <:.'" ~ 
.. . ~r~.t·~ca/t,hinkii1g or i:eB:S~~in'g a~il~tY,. the .~hetoriC ,h~~ ,to be changed • 
. Now, .Usiskin · contends, geometry , i's the place where 'the . st1,ldent sup-
. ,,,,/,: i ' . . . , . _.... t '., 
. p~s~diy\ iea:~ns how mathema tic~' is dev.elop·ed.. It is ' t ,he.p1!lce 'whe're, ' 
't~~ ~{~ude'nt is ' askeci,' to 'd~ what mathematicianspresumablyd'O, that fs, 
~ prove. the'orems . (p.,; 41.3) .. 
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"I \, " '. 
cif ' a' mathamet1cal system~ , 'stu'd~nts must be 'exposed to . the ·concept 'of 
, ' .' . .' . ~ 
IJ 
mathematical proof •. He commented: . 
". . .. 
11 • . ,. S~Ud\J~S ' ~~n . OnlYf.U~lY.: 
. ap:p'reciate wha~·' ama~hemat.'ic~l system is if they understand what it 
means, to prove something in mathematics'" (p " 5) ~ 
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, ; i , ' :Ask .studenes·' what 'tl\ey like mos~ and what they dislike .~Qst . 
. ,:1 , about their geometry course" ~ ' , "To what they dislike'" there ' , 
.. 
,' I is one .strpngianswer: proof, , For most teachers,.pr,:oof is the' 
most important concept--the raison 4.'etre--of the &eometry i 
course, " . "Thus, the most hated.: and feared. idea' is . the ,most . 
il\lportant. . (Usis~in, '1980) , :. ,r , " I 
Bowling (1977) 'commented: L ~ 
' ,'i ." , ~ , , ~ , " 
Fora variety of reasons, a persofl's first contact w:i;.th proof 
is usually frustrating, 'Ofteri it is ' hot clear why proofs are , 
necessary in the :first place, and o~e of life's little ' .. " 
mysteries ~emdn, 'How did the te~her know to write" this 
, ·.·.step· after that .one?" Unfortunately, 'stud~nts frequently : 
, ! .ad,opttne rul:, ,'Ask what pro?fswe' re responsible-fo.r. 
',' I, memodze the ,'steps, and hope for partial creait' . ,<p~ 506). ,' 
~ i ,; .. 
, , 
I, , ' ", . 
. More uri£6rt~~te1y, Bowlin~ contended; this a1gci~idlm ,~s usuailY'1luite' 
'Sufficient, 
, , 
. Bci'ckground . .. 
, , . 
' . ' 
, 1 
, . ', . , ' 
'. '" 
" 
,# : ,I • 
t '. , 
.. " I ' 
, ' ," 
.: 
" . 
1 : • 
. , j . 
J • 3 1 , ~ t ,,'II 
, . Wooldridge ' (197~) reported di~ficulti<:>eS 'w:i.tJt the .high se.hool ' . -,. -,.' . ,; ', ' 
'I 
J ' 
\' , ' . : , " 
.. 
. geometry program' in Newfoundland, ,' He, wrotel' 
~ \ 
II ' , 
" not· all is well in 
the geomE;try' program in Newfoundland. ' Some of the pr~blem's are 'related," 
" 
. , ' . . ', ' .' . - , ' 
: ,' , ' . ., . L . ,-. ' , • • • : 
'I t9 't,he curriculum while 'oth~rs hay~ 'pedag'ogical, bcfses" (p. :1.0), Some' of '· 
, ' , , ' p ' . . 
'.f 
" : ./. 
. / 
; ' , 
, . 
: - , , ' . 
-, 
• Q ~ f u 
the diff,iculty be~ng experienced in the geometry program is : due to' the ' 
I ' 
fact .that the ' geometry content is often·skipped .. in ~ the ' elementarygrade~ ~ . 
. 1- ' , " 
. j ~',. 
,Wooldliidge (1.978) commented: 
~. 
,the practice of omitti~g geometry topics 'in the ele-
mentary and junior high grades deprives student,s 'of proper 
" deve~opment ' :'p~ior to the formal :geometry coui~e. , an~thus ' , 
contItibutes t<l. poor performance in the ,high school geometry 
cO,urSe. (p. ,10) ,' , . ' . ' "~ . " ' .' ; 





McGrath (1979) rep~rted 'difficulties' wi,~~ g~oni~try ' through?~t 
the 'sixth, .seventh and e~ghth1 g~ades •. , .In ,a . surVey of ele~entary , , 
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They further indicated, that the ,amount o{ mat'erial in the 
, geom~trys~ction' was ' s~ ,ov~r~he;ming tha~ th'ey wefe riot sur~' :what t~ 
• . t · . • 
~cover . and, as a result, ' ended up doing very littl~ or none at ,all . 
. ' .) 
McGrath concluded that '~whlle the approach of se~ectwg appropria~e 
, ' o 
ma:teri:af .. ,is not necessarily b~d . . . , it may result 'in gaps in t 'he 
.' . I, . 
child' s" e"periences , 'tha"t can ' lead . to more serious proble'ms in later 
g~adesll (p. '70), . . 
' . . 
, ' Rober'ts (1~8'O) " r?p~~ted th~ fqrthe s'chool year1978~7~, ele-
mentary ' schoo'l '-teache~s in' the , Pr'ovinc~ of Newfoundland spent less ' 
• ,.,: ' , ' .' . . • • I " 
. than 'one-half -the, rec.ommended tinie on' geometry.. Roberts ,concl~ded: 
" '. ; , . 
. 1 
It ',is evident _ that;: .the required ti¢e i.s not. b~ing ' spent on ' " 
geometry in .our el~mentary ',schoois; and as a' result, ' the 
, chil'dren will, ,con,tiriue to experience ' difficuities ¥ith 
" geoniet~y at , the sec'onc:Jary ,le,vel. , (p. 84)" 9 
" 
. \ 
A m~~~i for stud,ents , . deyelopmEmt in learnirig ' g~ometry has been 
. .... ,t ... .. ,.' . , 
descri~ed by ' the Van Hieles. Mathematic.s educators, methodorogists" , 
" 
3 
, • . ' , I : 
and p~ycho1ogists . at the Soviet ,Academy 6f Pedagogical Sciences, between ', 
.' " ,: ,f- . . " , ' 
,1960 and .19,64 have verified ' the validity of the van Hieles' assertions 
,~ r . • • I ' 
. . . ,: , , 
'arid ~rincip1es '(lVirs~up, 1976) . . According to the van Hie1e model', . the ' 
1earner~ assisted by appropria~e i.nstruct'io~al e~periences, 'p~sses 
. " '. " . .' ' 
. " 
thT6~g1i. -1eve~s of, thinking beg:i,.nning with recognition of shapes as P-
I ' , '\ , ,,/ .' . , . 








apoutthes~ figures, and cuiminating 'in 'a rigoro'us study 9f 
geoinetrY . (Gedd~S, ~ FU;S" Lov~n, :i Jach1er; ' ~98i) " . , Prog~essib~ 
Ofr~m ievel-:-to-'ievel can only be ~cc~mplished thro~gh careful instruc- ,,' 
, , " . " ,," , . - ' 
and le;ye1s cannot '~~ ., s~ipl'ed (Burger, 1980) . . 
• ' . • • - ', I 
tion 
f" lh~: ~jor~ty of . our high school students, according to .Wirszup· 
(1~76), are ' at the ,first level of d~v~lopmerit in ge'ometry, while the " 
. \ 
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" 
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\. ~ . 
. , 
. .co~rs.etheY , ~ake 'demands ~he f~urt~ level o'~ .·thought. ' He commented: 
. '~It, is no wonder that high schoo): ~t:a'duates have hardly any' knowledge 
) of geometry • and ,that this irr,eparao1e defiCiency haunts them con-
tinuously later on tl (p. 96). 
',' 
Piaget (1964) main:tatned that. a child, can 'receive valuable . 
,', ' ,informat~on, via language or yia educa~ic:in d'irected by a~ adu:Lt on1~f , 
" ~ , . . '" 
" 
,he' is in a state where he can understand this information. 
' Th~t ' is, , ~o r 'eceive the information, hem~st have a structure 
w}:dch enables hi~ to assimilate , thi~(:informat'ion. J'his is why 
yoti cannot teach ,higher ' mathematics to ' a 'five year. old. He 
does not yet have structures which enable him to "understand. 
(p. 180) 
I , . ' .. 
Piaget , suggest's ' that , children pass through various ptages of /' 
l'ogical operations (Lester, 19i5). Studies by Lowell (1961)" Case and ' " 
, t!' , 
' ~ollinson ' .(l962). Randall (1967), and others 'indicate ,that many adoles":' 
cents ' are somewhere i~a tra~~itional st~ge ?etween the concrete and 
forma~' oper~tional stages. 
. . 
'Lawson and 'Renner (1975) have ,do'cumented 
, , 




level are able to learn very little, ' if ' anY' i of what is taught in an 
. abstract ~erbal way. 
/ 
I 
.I , In discussing adolescents 1 transition to a new ,stage, ,Ausube,J. 
(1964) conmiented: 
. It, is quite possible, ..• , ,that ipdor intuitive understand-
ing of certain' concepts during childhood could facilitate 
their ', learning and stabiiize . the~r : retention when they are 
,,' taught , at a more formal, abstra'ct ' level dur'ing" ado.1escence. 
1-'1 L .' ' . , (p' , 261) 
" , 
" 
Nied~rmeyer (1968)', in ,discussing Gagne's experimentS on the . 
. " 
. . I 
hierarc~1al nature 'of learning commented : . 
. ,Wha£Gagne is saying . . , . is ttt 'some things must be ,l~arned\ 
befp,re: others _. ,the concepts' that comprise a principle must be 
a'cquired ,before' the learner can show his understanding of the 
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,"" 
Kane (1:915) h~~ 's,ugge's ted that i~ order to engage, in ,proof-
'" " 
" ','
, making, :,a student ', mi.tst' h~ve' at ' least ' an info'rmal knowle;dge ' abou't : logic. 
:'. As a,very mi~i~Um~ Kan~ , says ' that' stud~nts mu~i: q.av~ , experiences 'with , 
• . ., - • ,' , J • • 
the logic~l connective~, t 'ruth ,values of stat~ments and the' .la~s of 
. I' . .... " \ ' , 
" togic. Wooldridge (1978) inafntained that " 'i .' • without some instruc-
tion i~logi, and th~ nature of proof. thete" ~,i\ti.e ""nde~- . 
students are unableto prove, theorems" , (P' , ~l~\' , , ', ' ", ' " ,: ', 
Traditionally, the two-column proof in " s~tement-reason format ' 
'''':. I.!. . ., ' . 
has been ' the form of p~oCto which ' the student is first introduced. 
, " .', , . , 
5' 
Hallerourg '(1911) saw .. this form as probably mor,e' of a hindrance than a : 
" . " 
\ l1e~p to ;he average or below average s~~dent. He pointed out Itwo areas 
. ~, 
:'of difficulty. First, in about half of 'the s 'teps, the ' step is a , I 
",: ' ,par"ticular application, of what Hallerburg 'called ' the basic H.I.C.:"'-the 
/ 
<,' 
statement of the step is 
the ,:,Implication,. and the 
. II : • ' 
the\ConClvsion, the reason ' for 
HYPO~e~iS pro~a~ly ' appears as 
the step is 
, . ~ . , . , ~ 
in ' the , precedin8 '~tep" or, if a compo~nd hyp.otli.esis~ it may "be ' fouhd 
, . ;f 
'scCittereci' in various of the prec'e'ding steps. ' This reverse ' order 1s ' 
, confusing ,and the student often feels that he should ~irst, of all , collie 
of the proof. 1I When. a single reason -in' a text ~ ~ ,two:-~olUmn proof , 
'states, ' "by steps 5 ,and 8 ', abfilve, the definition of is'osceles triangles 
' . '. I _ I - . 
' J" 
and" substituti?n," the st:'\ldent may v~ry well wonder what he will 
-
have to ,include, in hfs, reason:s when 'he is developing his ,own proof 
• I, ~ 
of a , new theorem (p. 205) . . 
, ' 't " 
The undue emphasis , pl~ced on the content 'aspect of ge~metry by ,~ 
'.the 'present high, scho'ol matric~lation geometry text is 'seen as a fu~ther 
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" " , ,.' 
. , , 
~r()blem,~oo1dridge ~(1978) ' c6~ented: " , 
. , . f ' , ' . ' , • - .J ', 
" 
There 'fs a great deal 'of discuss'ion as '1:.0 whether there ')~ 
enough '~mphasis' ,on' the' proof aspect in 'the 'matriculat:(.pn 
' " , . " , I 
course, 'Certainly, the , t~xtbook does not '; do a!1 ,adequate 
, job 'there, (p', 10) • , 
6' , 
," . - . 
., ' The ,difficulties' suggested previous~,Y are 'that too many ,students : 
in ' th~ ~a~riculatioi; c~ur~e 'have, 'no t attained ' many of,' tli~ , fundament~l 
, '. " .. ' .f • ' 
' ~ . . . 
concepts of ' geometry and they expe'i:ience grea:tdifficulty with .proof'-




, I,' " 
Statement , cit' the' ~Pro&lem I. ' , 
, . 
" 
, I ~t' has been ,argued above that, many s~,condary ', school geo~e-try ' 
, ' 
: ~tude~ts have not ~t ',ta{ned 'many' ~ithe ftindamentai concept~ ,of 'geom~try . ' " 
.' ,'/ ' . ' and are experienCing great difUc~lt'y"with proof. ' The purp.ose of, this 
~ I • . 




' study , was to design and tesi' a unJ.t on proof ,in geometx:y fncorpora't:lng , 
I' , 
(1) ,a ' review' of fundamental concepts; 
(~) "an organiza'tio~al sche~e'; uSin~\ s~me , basic principJ,es , of 'logic; 
(3) some problem-sol vfngstra teg,ie'striat" can be app~~ed' ,',to ' proof l; 
~.< ' , '(4) ,examples and exer~ise~ ' based on, .the. above; · and 
' -.~ , '" ' , . ' 
;~< ~5~ , a ' test measuring skills , and con~ep~s' taught dur,i~g , the 
'd~signated inst,ruction period." , ,}; 
'\ . .' (. ." .4J: 
A ,second purpose was to compare the ef~e,ct$ of the ins truc-
" 
. ' ,-
ticJl1alunit 'on. the a¢hievement, of, students who ~weie repeating their ' 
" ' ..... " 
't . '. 
" .. ~~~~etry 'iou~~e with those stud~n:'ts who were ' atte'mptfng th~ co~rse for-
the, first time, ' " ". 
" 
. .' '. 
Specifically:" answers were, sought to the following questions: 
, , 
Does the use o~ th~"instruc~iorti,bun,i~ ' have any ef,fec~t on 
: achieveinent ' in geometry? Ii> , ,<;:1j ,' ,' 
(1) 
(2) Do'es' the use of the . instruct,iona.! ,unit have any, effect ~n 
retention? , ' 
" " 
'\ . 
: • .','." I ~, . 
, , I ' 
, 1 1 . 
, (. ' 
'1 ' : 
,' : . 
, ' 
"y, 
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, " ,' -:' 
• 
" Rationale , ' ' \ . 
Every effort. to construct curx:icula in: '- mathemati:cs , demands 
" ' . 
, " decisip~s 'apout ' structu~ing the c011t~nt and designiJ\g arid ordering 
___ , " -." ' ' . I ,I' , 
'\:: ' ,:.' instructional tasks. ' , H~imer '(l969) 'co~e~ted that 'there are few p.reci~e, : 
, ' :' ~ " . " • I ' \... ' 
, ' cohere)1t, a~d em,pirisally , testabl,e 'sets of hypothe'ses 'for, id~tif~:L~g ;. \ ' 
, '\ an~guiding' those' instructio,na~ decisions. ' There are no well-'formtllated 
' \' " ,~. , , . .f: , 
, \ ~ , " 
, theQries cif inst~uct{on. In ;short"there are no a,deqUate'teaching 
, , " I "~'I I " " " 
\,l~o~ith'm~ :(p. 495). 
, "{ ' ' , , " " ' , ' 
, Cooney and Henderson (1972) , decl~red that: one of the concerns of 
" , I ', ,' 
' : teachers is help~ng students or-ganize the ' concepts,facts, and , princi- ' 
pIes ,that they 
in , particular, 
" ' 
learn. A' qU'estiono'f' interest to 'mathematics" ~d1-lcator's 
a's s~en ~y Coonei an~ende~s~~" is how ,to find, m~tho9s 
\ ' , 
of ' instruction 'which : prove effective in helping students structure 
i:~eir )<nowledge. . I ' . / " , I ' .' , ' , ' Cooney and Henderson maintained that informati~n con-
; ', ~ ' , ~ . J' " 
cerninl t'he ' ni~st ~ffe.ctive mean's ' of organizing know,led~e was not avail-" .. 
-- ~ , ' -- ' 
, '"; 
' , I 
' I. "' , ' 
" 
" 
, , . ' 
" 
, , J 





Ther~ is, 's,ubstantialevidence '' to s~pport tqe 'general "theor~ of' 
, " 
: t,lie hierarchical struc~ure . of knowledge. , Gagn~ · (1968) demonst;.ited' 
that . new' skills and kno'wledge emei-ge hom. 'lower-order know~eage and that 
, , ', ' ' , ' ., ' '.' ' c 
there is" a s'ignificant ' ,amount of p~sitive t:ransfer from each siJc~essive '" 
I ' ; \ " 
',subo'rdinate level. to' the next higher levid ina hiera~chical, ordering 
: of such lev'els. 
• "" I 
Gagne (1963) comment,ed:, " ,. . .. th~ most ' important ", 
difference ain~ng learners ;i.n t.h~~r · ability to perfotni a ' iinal task , ' 
, ' . . ' . 
. resides "' in' their possession of this subordinate knowledge ."(p." (24) ~ . 
~ 
" ft , : . 
,r 
I , 
: , '\ , 
\ ', ' 
\' ' 
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~ , , 
' J. 
. ' 8, 
• "' , '. :" ' , ' . .. " . f, .' • \ 
requtres the' .'r~tention of ,o,ther ,p'articular items 9f subordi,n<;lte knowl- .'" , 
, '.' " , 
ed~e. , Th~ 1ea·r.ner ilc~ui~es ; a~~w " it~m o(k~ow~ed~e ia.rgelY', ,b~c~~s.e he .. 
. . , . , .. . ,' , - ; . ' . . , . . j , '" .' . ~ . .' . I . .... is able to, integrate previously acquired' pr:!-nciples , into new , pr:!.ndpiek. ': ' 
and he ' dmno.t do this unless he really knows ,these previqusly l~arned ' 
. .' '-- . '. ' 
)rinciples. ~ . . 
I :~. 
.. Proof , making, 'according to :' Kane ' (197.5) ~ , may ' be' ,viewe.d as a , com-' 
" , ", :'-
,plex terminal behavior. Wesh'ould s:et . ~ut t'o ' tea'cn ' it ', by. sy~t~maticallY " " 
. . " . . 
. , . . ~ , , . . 
, . , teaching , the prerequisi t'e behaviors one by one and by te.a:cl~ing'. how these ' 
behav,iors ~y, be sequenced ('p • . 90)., 
.' . ' j ' , ' 
that detailed an~lyses of problem solving .in, g~ometry have' indicated ' . 
, ' , 
(a) knowle'dge for 'pattern ·th~t three 'bnds of knowledge .are invbl~ed:' 
re'cognit,ion, that 'is being able to ,identify the similarities 'and ,dif-
ferences betwe'e'n geo~etric obj ec~s, such "as point's, ,line segmeni:,s, 
- '. '. ' r ~ · • " J ' 
angles, and ',SO fOJ:th, (b) khowle~ge of the propositions used to mak~ 
"'!-i 
. inf~rences to 1>J;'ove, theorems, for example, "correspon~ing angles , are '. ' 
, I corigr~ent, ,', or "the s~. of the, angles o~ :f' triangle is :180' d 'egrees";' 
aqd (c) strategic knowledge involved in u ing this kind of information 
<'9' " . 
. in 'orde'r to set goals, fo~ ,plan~' and, i~ g~'ne'ral" tb '~rganize ~'Ctiv'ity 
, , 
,on' th~ :problems. ' . In the context of classroo~ instruction, in teaching, ' 
and i~, textbooks, 'the 'first ,two, types, ~r kno~ge, according ,tq Glaser 
, 1>,. " (1979); are explicitly taught but, the third, is not. Carpente Coburn~ 
Reyes and Wilson (1975) reported that successful perfo~nce ' n apply:j.ng ' 
geometric relationsh~ps , depends, to a large extent; ' on~a , sou 
', deyelopment of the bas'ie' concepts ' an~ ,terminology in '~he 
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,,:-:. ' . ,'any." syit~m 'of' ma'the;m~tical ~}1rRi-!nat'i~t:l to 
' children witllout, their _ having -heM adequate, ex of the ' 
\ d..ght.:kind ,actually impov~rishes , i:heir , d~vel ment; , though / it _~ 
' J V'" may at first give it a sptlriousmaturity. ' p. 6) /" 
\
' • ~ • i. i ' • , ~ • . ', ,~ • . . I " 
9 , .. 
4 .~ 
", \" As, c~t~d earl;f.er, there is evidence t show' that the' basic con-
o _ . r' \ .' ~ . ':" 
e' ", \c~Pts a,nd te.rnfindlogy ' usei:l iei geome,try are ot being 'd~vel~ped in the ' __ ' : hem~ri~ar:Y , g~ad~'s qvo'oldr:ldge, ,,1978; M,CG2h, 1978; Roberts, , 197~. ' 'In '>" ' 
" " , 
\ ' 
;,ght of th~S;!fuat~on.a re0.~W72' 'o£ ', l.iO defi~ition'., theorems , and ,, " 
Jnc~Pts of elernent~~y geometry was viewed as the first prer~quisite tp , su~:eSSM ~r~of-making., ' , ",' ' " , ' , ' . 
Williams ' (1974)~roposed' the POSS'iPilJy , that the deductiye ' 
... t' . t ... -
-, I " 
', ncitur!e of ~theniatical/pr6of , can only be , understood by stud(!nts ' who 
, 
r, ' • . 
, h~v~ be~n expos'ed to othe ~a~~~ ii:leas of, mathematical ~ogic, . " R,e sug-
~ested ' that students nee~ tq be, exp,os~d to a ,n1,lmber, of "basic principles , 
' includi~g the notion of a syllogism, the ·'transitive law cif implication; 
: thelaw: of the exciud~d :mi'ddle,the idea that 'an :implic.atiou'-and its 
' contniposlt:ion are logi~all! eqU'j,yalent, and the 'difference b,etween~ an ., 
irilp~ica:tioJ;i_ and its conver s~ ' or i~verse (p. 11). 
. Kane ,(1975) has suggested' that in order to ' engage' in p,~oCif-:, 
~ . . . 
making, ' a 'student must have at least ' an 'informal kn,owledge about logic. 
, : . '. ' .. • 1 , • 
'}IQwever',' as kane , contend~d" it may d~~elop that 
, ' 
" 
making demands o'nly the , l1)ost informal knowledge 
,to 'engage in proof:-
" 
about logic (p. 91), 
, W~lliarns (1974) suggested t'\1at the ' basic princ,iples",of log:Lcal ' 
rea,soning be made eXpiidt to.students!n the ,context of the mathematics' , t:. I . ~ .. . 1 
trey learn, to ~ld students ,in understanding what pioof "and deductive, 
, ,. ' ' I' 
infe're~ce in ~thematics reaJly mean (p'" 11). ' Van E,ng~n (1970) con":' 
, ~ , i " 
tended tha~ to uqderstand' ,'proof as exhibited in: secon~ary ma~he~tics, 
, , " , " 
" it is , essential to (1) have a good und~rstaI:tding of what: an if-then 
, I, ' , ' • .", 
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., pat terns . . 
.. \
\ , . 
, 
. . . ' . ' 
. Alle'ndoerfer '(1957) presentea, a , 'procedure 'used to· es tablish ' . <', 
" - - "' - ' . . '. ~ . :" . 
most the~rems in : ~thematics .. In cai:~Ying o~t a: deductive' process 't';o , • 
. '\,.- " .' . ' -' ' . , .' . . 
" , I . , 
ste~s. labele~ ~'substitution" and "detachment" ar0ed. 
'. 
.' - ~ .', " 
. ,' Subs~itu~ion states that. at any point. we may sJ-lbstitute- one.- pp)position. ,. ' 
, . . - " . . '. . . ' ., ~. , " . ' 
;. 
• • -' . ' • • • (J ' , .. , • , '. 1'I • • 
.. .. ' ' .. ,£or another IiIhile the Law. of Detach~ent states the ' following.: . If we , " .. , . 
have established that (1) the implication ' p :-+ q is true, and (~)' tnat, . ' 
the proposition p ,is true, then we may conc1ud~ that the prqpo,iit~{~n q 
•• ,~;t 
. is true; . The Law: .. ~( the Syl1o.~ism. anci 'the Ruie ~f Detachment a.re ' fre-
, . quen tly . c;mbined ' in to one step 1 i~~:oui reasonfng. , Fo r example: If we 
'. 
can establish that. (1) p -+ q is' true, .and (~) . q -+ r is true., . we c~n ' 
conclude that p ~ r :is true. This 'process can ' be carri~d 'out in ' a ' 
.. _: .. repetitive. fashion and gives 'us results such as: ·If ' we can establish, 
.' . ' . 
. . , "- , 
that (1) p ~ q : ~s true, (2) j q " ~ r is true, ' (3) r -+ s is ' ~rue, arid . (~) 
.. 
S -+t;. . is tru.e,we ·can. conclude 'that p -+ t 'is ' tru~. · Fimllly, in a case 
l'ike this" we can 'conclude that .t, i~ · true if. we know that p is true. -: 
"I I 
·In the current study, a numb~r of "s,equences ".' using the. 'above 
.' procedure, were developed ~s an. iIis'tructional ~trategy. in presenting -.. 
., 
. I 
-..:. . t~i.S secon~, PTerequtti; to succ~ssful proof-making, an informal ·knowl- _--"---:--'----:----'---"-\ 
" J' -
, . 
Lesh -(1977) maintained that to develop effective ·inst.ructiona1 
.. :materials, it. is important to present ideas in 'a . form that .will be most ' 
. '. ' , "\ , . '.' r' t" • ' • 
. . underst.and~ble to children •.. Van Eng.en (1953) saw understan<ling is an 
'. ~ , , , .' . . ,- . 
. organizat:f..<??-al process ', '''Understanding is more nearly a proc'ess of 
in,tegrating co-ncepts-~placing them in a certain . seque[lce . accord'ing to 
~. ~ . " '. . 
a ' set of criteria" . (p. 76). ' Th~se concepts, , acco~di.ng to. Reed. J1946) .. 
, . , .... . 
' if logically learned are learned more quickly and are .remembered 'iOri~~~ 
",' , , 
" 
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th~n: :' ar.~ c~ncepts ' tirogically 'learned. ' ,C~mm~~~ing 'onthis fact Stroud 
. " 
" : (1~46) said: " , -=-- ....... 
, .' 
~ Mateda'lh1gh ' in ' C!SS9ciilti,ve v!lue , is ,for that re~son 
,comparatively easy 'to learn and for the same re.ison e?sily , / 
" recalled, ' r~learned 'or ' recognized' afterWard. Logical ' 
.' material, material ' ~apable of meaningful ' organiza;tion or , 
. . , ' I 
,redu~~i~n So some kind of system, comes within ~qe oper1tions 
.' of t~~sfer of training, operations that facilitate recall 
','''',is~ a's ' learning. . '(p. '.538) ' ' ~. " \, " 
. Accepting van: Engen's, thtisis on the formation of, conc~pts, a 
, . I .' . ' ',. " 
"id~cti.on~ryli " in~qrp~;atin~ definit'ions, theo'rems and logicci1 ' infe,renee 
' ~chemes was · de..Jeloped :~~ , ~~i-,t ' of ' t,his , st,udy to, be 'us~d as a11 ins tr:P~~ 
' ~ional,' strat'e'gy in pres;enting this th~rd I ~;i:-erequisite ' to s~~cessfu1: 
. ..... " " . . ., . " 
• ' " .':" ", ' J " , ' 
proo f':'pmking , an orfi\anizational prqcess .. 
,;. ' \ ' , ' 
, ,_~ ,,' ': ," I~ 'ordet for , c~ncepts arid other information that req~ire under-
.. .- (' . \ . ,' , .' . . ~ \ ~. , . . . ,',' 
, , ' stan.ding to be included in one " s cO!lceptual knowledge, "some, sort 0 f 
" " , . " , :. ;' ', heu~is't1c prob'lem~solving capabilities must ' ~xist. 
. ..' . . . 




" . . 
" yided ,insight abo'ut t~e r~lation of heur'!l.sti~s an~ . 'c9nceptual' knowledge . 
;" und~r'~tanciing re~ul~es, in '/ a~dii:ion~ ~he r a~~u~si ~i~n of ' ~ hO~ t ' ,~~ " 
, :: heudstic; 'probl'em-solving, capabilities, some of wl),ich 'are peculiar , to 





tion'" (p; ,14). ' , . ' ' . ' " , ~ __ " .S'candura (l97~)"lMintainea th~t ~in ~or\e'>t~ prove most the~reins, /' 
'indeed 'to su«;!ces~funy :engage in c~mple'x 'cied~cti~~" r ,ea~~ning of any . ' 
' ..... 
.... 
" I, ., 
, ' !' , 
',' i , .. " ". 
',0 . 
~Orl:, a student must k~ow ,more than jus~ rules of inference" or . even a: ' 
laxge number of r~latively ,complex' log'ic~i procequres. The student must 
: also have higher , ~rder rules availabl~' 'by, ,which he . can c6mbinekrio~ 
' . ' • ", " , ", • I " ." 
'inferencEL~uies andothe~ logical p~ocecitm~s into ' new forms; '.'that is~ , 
• ' . ' . ' '/' '. 0" •• .. 
,> 
'. 
. , '" 
, lI' '" 
" 
. : ', 
~:, 
, so 'thar he can cre~te" (p~ ' 194); 
.. :.: : . , 
' , .' .' I, : . 
' , ' 
. :: .• *. " 
,I. " 
. ~. .' " , , . ' 
, t" " ',"-
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.' 
A', ' ; 
, .. ' . ~ .~ 
, .' ,.;:'. . .;. .,:' '. " ;'/ ::- ' , . , .\ 
. ' 
, 
.. ' ; .! . ~ .. Jr. . .' "I 
", j .<. :·t·,:,·." Y'," ' .. ~ .':.),' .' , .. : 
." , .... .. . ', ~ ., ' '. . 12' 
\ " 
. , >:. ,.:, ,':" ":'i, .• :''' ', : .: '-;~j ', ' :,_. ::'. " ", 
According ' to ' Scandura", : 6~e typ~-of: ,.h,:igher. o"rder ,ru," - Ie ,~hat ,is. ' 'j,,, . "', ' 
• • <, , • • ' "". ' 1·;.1 '. 
• • • • ' , ;.;. p • ~ ' . • • '. ' . " ,' , .,.., 1 :'. • 
frequently .used in' constructing ,proofs is . c~6~ely.' assqcfa.t~d .. !'l~t!h .tHe -., : ' 
" I ~" 
.~ 
" 
' .. :' ....... ..' 
, -I I 
•. ," '. . . . . .' . "', • •••• • .' 'I { , . r .; I • • c- " 
- .. . , .. . . I .- • ' . "Q ~ : .. - , ' , '" ~. ' 
heuristic: ~'Wor:k ba~kward fro~ ,,~he" c0n.~lu~ion" (p . 'f;3); .. I~, ~:this: . .. .. );.' . ... ~.: ';,:_. .-
· Case the learner attempts. ~o deri'l1e·.:a procedure for· genet;ating the ~ '.' .... )~ • I 
. • . . . ~ . , "'J ..... . . I ~' , 
iii' - ·· .· \· cpnc1~s~o~ from t.l~e pr:mise~, t .hat · i7-. : ·tO ,'~~~s·t.rUC~~",~ ,~i ~rb~~ , h~ , fff.~t _ . " ", . . . . , " . 
; • ~ • • "f , .. . . .. . I; ., \ P ... . :,' " 1'\ • ...,. , 
") ' 
" 
select~ an , inference ru,le which yields the concfusion( He then tries 
. . . ' " . '" . '. .. ,' .. ' .' . I . . 
. , .. ' ·toderf~e ~ lOgic:al. Pt~ using thi,S or:o .t,he·\,h~k~e:r .,.or.d~~· . :ti1·es, 
:\.J,zMch yields the input .·of .. the" 'first rule selected. Presumably. the 
. : 
" , , 
'''; . , 
" . 
. . . , I ' , ' . 
: . 
he e;i.ther succeeds or the whole subject : ~ontinues in this way until 
.' I' ' 
• ap·proach breaks do~ : (p. 194). 
" 
·r 
'Support for this , idea is.a1so giv'en :.by . 
. I 
. ' .~. .~ I' . 
' . " , 
. i I :, 
Henderson and Ping'ty; (195,3). ' They cOllUDented: I" 
I~; I ' ". . ' , • I . ' . ' ,' 
' . 
Thestu'dent should learn that when he faces a situation for 
\.which 'he has no icimediati ' ~olution he can p~ofitably 'direct 
his ~,hinking 'by . starting with the "to ' prov~I,1 9r "conclu'sion": 
,and, say~~g · to hi?lself, "If I show, this I ';"h.;t first ha,:,e . to 
prove, thl.s. This in turn requires that I "(now . . . ," until 
the ' given data and conclusion are linked ioglcally, ' (p ~' 239) 
I , 
,_. /. , f • .; • 
· . ,· :Dunc'ke~ ' (1945) , 'intr~'du~~~ the concept i /fa IIS~?i~Ch' ~~'d~!" that 
. . '. . { . 
is ' useful 'in understanding the l?sychological P10cess ·of 'solving' ~ 
p·roblem. The. search mo'del evolves ",as the ' ind~/idua'l clarifiesth~ ',. 
problem. It bridges the.' gap between ' wha~ is given and what' ·is required, 
. :' 
.and s~r'ves 'f,or a peri'od of time to ' direct or channel. the tn~liy~dual' s . 
· ·del.ibe ra t ion. His reg~on of ' sea'rch consists of ·the. mathematical con-' 
cepts arid generalizations hr ha~ learned ," Part of .the teacher;s 'wo~k 
:' aecor-ding to Henderson and ' Pingry (1953) ": c~nsists in helping st~dents 
, .. ' .. '. . . . . . '. . .. ..,;t. ,:. . . . 
". 
'. concep.tuaUze functional se~rch models as trey 'clarify pr~ms (p., 240) •. 
. Thi!:,! ~tra:t:~giC pr~ble~solving knowiedge ' w~s' s'eenas a fQurth pre-
· requisite to successful prbo~7mak~~g ~ Working ba.ckwardswas 'used .as. 
the main strategy, in this study, for pr~of!? . u~ing the ~~dictionax:Y"a~ 
. " . ' 
, a ,se,arch ·model. , 
. .. ) . 
, , 
', ' '. 
, . 'l' 
. rr " 'I"~ 
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· accordiii8,.' to Gagne (l~.68) · that 'i·t · can be . a~alyzed into a ' number of " 
.' 
. s·ub~r~in~tr tO~iC~W~i'ch, must . first be mastere.d -b~i~re the final taSk., 
,:oJ . . ,~,:;." " • , ':" . ' :". .; " " . 
can b~ atta~n~cd, ' ,In 'proof:-making , ~hei:ie p'rerequi,si~e sktlls ~re; (1J . 
" .••• , r •• •• '~ , - . ' . ( ~ ~~) ' .,.: : ' '~" ~'" ·:,1:\ .. ·' · .... ';'\·~' · : .. 1'.1" ", • I , . , '. 
~ " knowledge Qf the basic ' , definitiQnSi,,·tl'l:~i5p~~ ,:and" concepts of elementary 
~ . , , '~ :-- . , .~ .. " ~ ';' .. " <!,,:~ .:,,~~} :, :/ '''~:~ ~~~.\'o;,.' " . ", I _ • ;' . ' 
geometry,; (2) an ' info'r~i' krlciwledge' of ,. lo'~ic; ".(3)d an '?rga-nizatioIl~i ' 
• " . , '. , ~. \ " . .. ' • • <) , 
. " • . . .$ q . , l ~ • 0- " \ ': • ~ ' ~ 
.' process for ·' this · knowledge;' a~d (4) some problem-solving strategies 
• t ~ 
·t ·,· ··· 
.', ','-' ·f 
· :,. " \ ' .. ,,' .. ..;..''' . ; . .-
: " 
that can be. employed·, 




For the ·purpose o( thi's,. study, the ' following :definitions are 
. . ' " . ' 
stip~lated,:/~ ,,' 
--- ' ._' 
" r', 
. ' . . ; 1. Dic~ionary: ', . 
. ~ . 
. ,.:- ... 
" 





" . ' 
. ,', 
, " , ' 
". ,\: .. , ,, ' ," 
\ ': 
" . , 
. ,'-. 
, . 
> • , ~ j' " 
, ,'" ' • • ~ II 
The list . ot'. d~£initiOris~ ' axioms~ post~lates : and t 'heorems: t~at ' , 
, ' 
were 'discussed ' in ' the instr~~tional unit; 
, ~, 
~rY , was, organized ,under t)le f ,611owl.ng h~adings: (1) Definitions; , (2) 
Theo~ems; (3)' -Seque~ces A--~nformation one can conciude from. a figure 
. ' (\'\ 
· witho1-lt "a ' "Given'!;·, and;' (4) Sequences B--conclusions ' t'hat' can be ' draWn 
f~om ·a"Giv~n." ' Sp~~ific ~xamples are presented in ChapteF III of 
'" / this ' report: \' 
', 2: ' Grade .S'tacus:. 
, The term grade $tatusis us'ed to' ~efer .to students as being 
, ." 
I '. ,' 
, • f ' · 
r.epeaters 'or .non-repeaters. ,~,', 
" 
,3. " Repeater: 
' I 
.! . 





,,~ . ' 




. I , ". 
.,:. " 
,',' :. 
AJly s 'tuderit who was , repeating 'the' pre!!ent Grade ,10. geomet'ry '" . ,1" 
f " • • ~ .... • _ ' ' , " '" , 
' 00,,' 
.course because of failure in tliat course itt thep+.evious y~ar. 
t· .- .' . '.' 
" , '. 
.. ' . 
" , 
" , 
: . ' 
, , ~ . , 
; , 
'. " 
! '.. " " . 
. ' ' ," , .' ' 
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4 •. · .. ~ion·~J;ep~a t ei-~' : ,\ 
AnY.- student' who ~~'s ".~o·t . ·repea ting 
.. . . , ' . .- ,"'" " . 
. : 
, . 
course. : . ' 
.;...:.. . 
. " , 
" 
14 
• .: ~ I 
~ . . . \. ' .. ," . , . . ' . ,\ , '. " . ' .. , ..... . . 
the · p~esent . Grade 10 ge'p~etry 
· . 
. . 
. ... : ',' .; , 
. _ f . . j ' - l' . ~ 
,) ... . , 
' .' '. 
, . '~ "J ." . Diii~i·tat~~ri~:: :>"- .'- : . ,. ' ,~ ".' , ,','. " 
I· ... .. .a: . · · ·· , • . 'f ~ · , : · 4 :/. , .. ( ', : ~ ... ' .. ' .: .... . . ..... ~ . . ... ~ ' t :~ ' '\ .. . 
.' :It. I • C'. ,>" . ~>':.~' > ~ :' .:,;~ ')ji.:~$~~!i~~~~t:'f: . ~~l'~~~?~fo~.; .  ~e're: p.l:~ed :qn ~hi~,. ~t~~~y (! .' ~ '. ':,: ,;.: .... ~< .. : ··/f;.-~; ;~ .. '~: 
. ':l'" . 
. ' 0 
" <'- • • 
. ; 
, 
. ( '. \ 
. ~. ' 
: '. '". ,.' >1.' i ;, ~iY';o~~t:~ch~!:il " '~ompt~:S'fn'g a-iimale s-tude~t~ '~as ~sed in ·this 
•• . ' k . , , . ' . 
• 1 ,.. ' . ~' " .' ~\' . , .• 
. . study, thereby limiting it~ gEmeralfzability . . ,' . ' " : ' 
, .' 
. , 
' ., " 
, . 
. . . ~ • , . .,. ,t . I I ,' '. . ' 
ity· to the area under investigation-~geometry, and further 
.. • ' I" • , " ~ : ','.~ ,<" . 
~1iniited' to the. grade' level of the students' il1)T~lved iIi the.'·· 
. . . ,' " '. . . ' " ', : ' ., .. . . . . 
. .. 
.. " , , ' 
s .tudy--Grade 10. · 
. . , . ' 
:' ' 
··· orga~{zation '~f , the Report .. ~ J ' : " 
The backgroun~ ap.d statement of th~. problem~ the rationaie for 
~ ; . .. . 
" :. ,,' ". : the · ·stu.dy, tHe d!,!fi~.ition of ·t,erms used, .and ·a , brief description of the 
) . ' .' ', " 
: . deliinitations o'f ' the' study ha~e b,een presented in ' this · · ch'apt~r. 
' , . • '. . • • " 1. • .• •• • 
A review of the literat.ure .. foJ.·lows in' Chapter ' II with an 
... .. . . . . ', . .' ' .' ,". 
eniphasi~ on ·theories · of ' Uarh.ing 0rt~e . van 'IIi~l~s;, Piaget, . ' , """ a.nd . Gagne~ 
". - I 
Research findings on each.of these theories are present~d. 
- . 
, '. . ' . . ' . , " " 
In Chapter' III the design of . the :studY,;inc1uding".a brief 
· , 
.. ' ' 0: . desc-d~tion of the .};>ample· 'imd ··~~ptilat:Lon, . t~e · p~o~~du.res · ~sed ' in the' 
. .... . 
.' '! '. 
'. ,' j" 
0.:· ... 
; , 
:: ~ ~ : 
. ' , 
.. . 
. ' . .' ! 
· investigation, 'a descript-ion of the instr~ctiona1 ' unit, the .state~nt . . 
. : '1 ' : .o{hYPo~heses! ·1imit·a.tions imposed by the design, ·.the ~tatistical' . . ' 
· tests uS,ed in :theanalysis a~d significance l 'evels accepted ar·eall. -
. outlined;' . Also ' in'c1Ud~d in ' this chapte; ' is ' ~ description.1I'f a sec.(:m~:' : 
· ai',. ; study cond~c ted along ~ith the main ' i~ves tigation.-
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REVIEW OF RELATED i;ITERATURE 
• " ,J 
. -, ' ' .~--: , . . - . 
.' " , . 
-, . 
, I · . ' . 
' . ' ... , . 
the l~a'rn{ngtheori~s 'of th~ va.·n Hieles I., ." , .... ., tl " 
, - -, 
0. · . 
. . ." , , 
. .. P.iaget, . ~nd Gaglle, .. . nd' t~erelated . resea;:ch are .rev~ewed. . At ' the , e~4' 
" 
to the ': learning of . ·el~meptary geometry. 
.. . . . 
, ... 
" ... 
' . . 
, ' , ' , ' L • • • ~ 
.. ' 
. \ . , " . 
. ... 
Of particular s:(gnifi~a:lice. ~o ., thiS ' study is a ' theory .o·f learn- ' 
. , ,' : 
~ , 
ing whichg.as formed the basis .for 'designing ·the new ' Sovie.t curricl,1lum , 
I' ' . , . , I: 
.a·nd . methods ~f ' teaching : ge~met'ryin the U.S~. S.R. (Wirszup, 1976). This 
' ; • • • . , ' I " , 
. m9d.el ~as d~velop~ed by two .Du.~ch mathen:stics educ~t;rs, ~ier-r!,! van · 
. -' • . . ..:0. .. ', .,\. 
Hiele , and his wife, Dina van Hiele:"Geldof. . . '. , 
,," . 
1'\ 
According to ~he van Hieles, . learning is ;a, discontinuous pro-e-
. , . 
- ' 
e~s. ,pierre van Hiele (1958) fou~d: " .,' :: -
. ' . ' j umps in the learning ' curve that revea·l the ' pr'e's~nce . of. 
levels. The learning ,process, has' stopped. :.La.ter- on itw:tll 
start itself once again. In ' the m'eantime~ .': .. the teacher ' 
do~s" not succe~cl : in ' fu~ther' expla'l!ation .of /the subject. He; 
, " . : . seemCs) to ~ea1C 'a .language which cannot be understood 
. '. ,, ' " . I . . 
by the pupils"who have 'not yet reached the ( new level. They" . ..' l 
. Wight accept the' explami~ion 'of the teach~r, b~t the subject" . j" 
. . taught- will ' not sink into their minds. 'rge pupil . himself . feeds . ' . 
'I> helple.s ·s; perhaps he. ca,n ' imitate <7ertain !lctions, but he )la.s · . . 
no view of 'hi~ ()wn activity unti1: ,. he has ;reached. the .new .level; . 
, ,'. (p • .75) 
'" , " 
.,'" 
.' . . 
In the . van Hiele .model, . the learner, assisted by ' appr;opriate 
'. . '. . , . ' .'. " . . " 
. ins~ructional .· experi.en~es~ , passes through five lev~ls " 
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, Level' 0. " Recognition: 'This fnitiallevel is' char'acteriz,ed. by " ' " -'; . . ·f 
, , -; , 
tRe perception of 
. _ ' .. ,. . t,.. . 
g.eometric figures ~n ,their .. total.ity as ,entities. 
,Figures 'are judged acco~di't\g to thei:-. appearance. StqdEmts do ; not see 
, J' 
., . 
the parts oftlie figure? no~ do ~hey perceive the relation~~ips among 
cquiponents of the figures , or among the figurE;s themselves. ,; They c~nriot 
even comp~re 
" , ,, , " ,' , 
figures with common properties with on'e another. The 
reas~.na~ ' t~~~ ·l.evel di~tinguish 'figUres ' ~y\their sha;~ 
-,' . ' . . . . . -~ 
c1i~idren ',who' 
, • r ,. 
, ... 
as 'a whole. 
.' . t!J . " , 
" . 
'. 
The ' !'!tudent who' has reach'ed this leyel 
begins to discern' the ' components of, the f~gurep;he also , ,esta~lishes' 
, . ' . . ,; I , ~ . ' 
rela tionships among ' these : components and : nil a tionshlps be tween :lndivid-
- ' , '\ ' 
ual figures -.. At this" level" '. he is therefore able to make an analysis 
, 
' " ,of the figures perce~~ed. , This takes place in the process and with the 
.J::telp of observations, " measurements, drawings, and 'model-making. The 
. Ilroperties of the figures , are establ~shed exPerimentally; 'they are 
' described, but npt y~t formally defined! Th~se propert,ies wh~ch the' ~' ' 
pupil ,has ' est~blished serve ifs a means of recognizing figu;res. ' At this 
stage the figures act as, the bearers of their ~'ropertiesJ and' t;he ~I I , ' 
st~dent r'ecognizes the figures , by their pr'operties. However I these 
p'rQperties are ,still, not connected with ' one, anothe'~. .'For example, th;' , 
• , J 0 
pupil nQtices , that in both the rectangle 'and the parallelogram the 
opposite sides are equal, to one another. but he does not yet conclude ' 
, . 
,that a rectangle is a parallelogram (lUrs~up ', 1976). 
. .'\ . 
, " 
'Level 2. J Ordering. 
geometri'c development establish~ relations among ' the properties 9f a ' 
" 
, :: # , 
, I 
" ' 
.... 1 .... . 
, .. 
- _ ~01 
, ' 
" , . 
, " 
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18 
figure and among the figures themselves. At this level ' thereocc'urs ' a 
l~gicai' brdering of the properties o,f a .fi~ure 'a~d of Classes of figuris. 
, . ":: ' f;!" 
The student "is 'now able to discern the possi~ili tyof one. Ilr<?perty . -




logical cbmi.ect:ions among ffg';1res and properties 'of figures. are estab-
. , lished by . definitions. 
'I " . • '. ". ' \ 
However, at, this level ' th~ student ~till does 
'. . ' . . 
. \ . I 
. not grasp the ' meanin~ of dedl,1ction as a ' wholl? Alth~igh, a student at 
'leyel-' 2 can . follow a ,dedu~tive argument, ~an supply parts of the argu-" 
ment, _'and recognizes ·· the role of "proof, 11 he~t;l.ll ·.roes · not' grasp its . 
meaning in ' an axiomatic ~ense, ' For ex~mpie, he does not see the need 
for d~finitions a~d ba~ic assumpt:L.0Ils, . ~nd he 'ca~n~t yet · estabH!1t1 
in):errelationsh~ps between networks o~ theorems (Gec;ides et a1., 1981)'. 
/' 
. " 
_L_ev_e_l_.J_. _D_e_d..:u,;,,:c_t_i_o=n .. . A;t th'e fourth lev,el, the s~'udents gras!>' 
i. 
__ . 
the·. sign~ficance of d~duction as a means of constructing and 'developing 
. ' 
all geometric theory. The transition to this level i$ assisted by' .. th,e 
)~ 
,students.' . uriderstanding of the rol,e, and' the eS,sence of axioms , de'fint-
, ti~n!i, and, theorems; of\.the .logical· stru~ture of a proof, and of the · 
analysis of the -logical re1a tfonships between' concepts and 'sta tements. 
Level 4. Rigor. At this level one ait.ains an .abstraction from " 
I 
the concrete T).ature of obje~ts' and : from the coricrete meaning qf the 
relations connecting these objects • . ·A person at this level develops I a 
. . 
theory without ·tiIa~ing any concrete interpre~~tion ~ 0 " Here, ' g'eome try 
acquires a 'general charact~r and broader applicat·ions. For example, 
• • I • , 
several ,objects, phenomena 0'1' conditions serve a~ "points'" ~nd ,any · ~et 
. c ' , 'e 
~ ~ 
. of '.'points" serves as a "figure" 'and so on ,(Wirszup, . p. ,79). ' This ·most · 
' . I " • . ' 
. advanced level, according to Hoffer (1.98!) , is . rare~y reached by high 
. :..., 
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. The· van . ~ieles' m~de.~~r.tain . ob.~ervat;lons . aQo~t .' the . gerieral"ri~ture'" - ~" . 
~. ' . . 
. " . . .. . . ' . \ .. . . . :: .. . . ". , .. .. .. \..: . 
. oC th¢s'e: levels of ~hinki~g1arid theH: ·re1ationship· to teaching • . First,· 
./ . .,' "' . , .· · .• :1,· •. • . - , 
at ·' each~ 'leve1 there~pp ~~~- ~in~n . ~~t'~ins'ic . manner wh~ t ': ~as : in't rins-i~ , i~ ' ., j. I ' , ' , ' . . .. :. , ' ~ • ' .•. -: \" , :~ ... :, . ' .. : . ' .: '~" , . " " " - '. ,: ... .J 
". the preceding. ·level. At · ·level :O the. ~igures 'were · det~t::mined by' thei~ ' . " 
, ; ' . .. ' . " ", ' -~.', ' . : ,.. . . :', . . ' '.: ' '. , '. " . t 
prope:rties" )but someone ~ho is .thinking at 'this level is · not ' conscious / 
, / .- , 
~' .' . 
'.1 
,f. 
t ,, '~, ~'f ' ·th~se properties • . . second, ·ea·ch ·leve·l .· has: it's . ?\ffi: ~angtiag~s,- its' ,.o·wn· '. ". 
~~t '?f :: .symb~is· an~ ·. :ts' O~· ne·twork. o{ relations "'u~iting these· syinbols_. . . .1( : 
. ~ :- .' . .. '. ' . . ... I . ' .~".' ", . ..... .. . ' .. .'. -." ". / . : ~ .'. : . '>' " ' .". 
A' relation which i 's 'correct lIat on~' . lev:e~" can reveal itself to b-e 
,. 
.' 
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in~ort~c.t at.··~~~iher -·(Ge~de~ . ,et ·.'a1 ~ ; 1981)';·' Th;Lrd,: two ~eopl~ .~~o. - . ..... . ~", ::"'-'u' ... ... !' 
,.' '~'eason 'at . different; levels cann~.t·· unders ta~d.' ~ach ot~er. : ~eii:h'~F " ~'an :' . ' !, 
.. ,' 
':: 
' , ' . f,oilow ih:e . thought- pr9ces:~es : 'of the other. As ' Geddeset aJ.. · (iQ!n) , ~ · · .- ' ~ ' . " .' ; " 
'\ ' : I 
. : 'c'ommented: "Many ' failures in teaching geometry result: from a language' . 
, .' 
ba~~ier--.tq~ .' t 'eacher \lsing the 'language: of a higher "level than ·. i~· undet:;: , . . ' . 
.. :' .: s'tood by .the · student" (p ~ 5)' .. :Fo~'r.th, · .the niaturati~n process ' which 
'. '. : , - -, ,' - , ', .., . . . 
.': ... 
leads to. a higher. level · 'unfolds in a 'characteristic way; · one can "dis- .' 
, ~ '. ., . '. 
: i:ingui~h· -several: . ph~ses. 
. . . . 
. ' . . ' . 
;rt is then possible and desirable for the 
I, 
'.: .. ' The phases which ;Lead . from' any . i~~el to.' the ~~xt high~r iev~1 1. 
~f ·thought. are, 'a~~ording to. vap. Hiete '(1958) .. ' as follows: 
. ' . . , . I 
. ... , 
'. 
, .," 
. ( , 
(2) ' Direc~ed Orientation " 
;., ', : " ; ' 
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" ,~ As a result o'f ,'- this: fifth pljase, 'the n,ew 'ievel .of :t:houghi: is ' 
... . • : ' • ,: . ' < , - ' • • • • • " 
" ' 
reaened. The' student; . a:r:rang~s " a network of relations which. ' con'~~ct 
.' . f ' 
· " .. 1'\" 
': ':, 
; , 
• t '. ,'" 
w:i.~h .,: th~ ~ot?iity '~f th~ do~in expl~;ed. " 'T~is "new' do~~n . of, thought~, 
, - .'" . , . ". . , " , . 
wi:tieh" 'has ·~cq'uiied. it-s'. o~ intuitlon .. :has:l:ieen' .s~bstituteci for . the ' · , .. .. ' 
I . ' , r ' . • . ....' , • " " ', I. . , , ~.' • • '" . ,~ 
, . J' 
: ' / 
, . 
' -. ' " . . 
" . 
" . ,~a:,ue~, " do~~n 0'£ ' , t~OUght ~h~~h p~.s::essed ', .. a,n ent~~elY ~~.'f~,ere~t , ~nfui~ . . 
' . <tion (~uszup, 1976), '. , .' . ' ; . , " , ", ./ ., 
':- ~ ' . : V~n~i~le ~ '(198·.~) ·:· c'~n~~nd~~ ' ' th~t" ~~~ ."introduction ~f: :'proof .. in ,: ' 
, . . , , 
geome~rY 1~ .not 'poss'ib1e' befC?re ~tuci~nts 'hav~ re~ch~d ' th~ ···se~ond leVel 
/ .. .. '.' ... . . " . . ... .. 
of .develop~entand·to, tecic~. that ··.~~vel·, ' at iea~t 'thr.ee,,;yea~s of study 
" .' 





,.' @} "' ..... 
, ', 
' 0 .' ' . 
' . ~ 
T ' ~n .. g~om.~try ·. a!e required.. .Van Hiele se'~s sttucture as be-ing : tne <'Iessence- . . ' ':' 
'.' . . ' :. .1- ., '..., .. ' . . >;' , . '." " ', '. /', ," " . . ' .. ' ! 
: , of proof. ' ·:if'. a .student has fo~gotten the 'proof/he can discover it 'J ' . " ".\ 
.; . .' ." 
' . .. ' ' . 
.' :. ' . . ; . , ' . . . ' ' . - '... . . . ,.;._/.o' . . ' . ," 
ag.ain by reading the structure and tnT. /gep'era~ization. M9st pJ;:oofs, " 
" " . 
, '" 
.- .', . . ~ , 
" . '. " \.,.........:-.....- " I .' 
. ac'cordi~g to van ~iele . (1981,).,. a:re not.giyen in th,~s way. He commented: ' . i: 
Usuilly th~ ' s t 'ruc tUre fr~m / which the proof e~m ber~ad is 
. oinitted and therefore problem s~lving has be'come .an art in ' i . 
\. . : .its·elf. - We. have 'not 'ieatn.ed to find the struc):;,ure from which 
. the result, can be read but we; have learne'd to perform' a . seriefs . .. ' 
\ , , ' , 
, . 
' . ' 
• " j 
. ~. 
, , :o 'f 'tricks to ·get. the 'demanded resu1.t :·. : (p ', 5) . . ... " ' 
" . . .' : . " ., . . ' 
' . .- '. 
.. ' . . ' , . ' , 1 , . 
"; ' . 
. Van Hielemaintained that . only after having ' found 'the 'str'ucture ",. ' , .. , 
," . '. -
, :. " 
. ~ . , . 
.... 
. , .: . 
' . . . ,. . ' ' . . . ' 
.. . A , person wh~ has to make a .. d~cisipn when w,orkirig with quite, .. , 
". . . \ - .' , : . , . " ' 
· ". '. y:le.w 'material' does not cOlI!e to . a conclusion by reasoning but rai:he:r . by. ' .. 
-". . .. r 
"". re'a~ing" it, from a ,.structure (Vi:lfi·.Hie1e, 1981,. l?.' :2)._ 
' . '" ,':;<As Wirszup (1976) · couunented:' 
'. ' . . . ... 
· .' : ', ' .... '.' , o~e ~o~ld say ' that . the basi~' ~f hunUtn know~~~ge .,consi.~ts' in 
',". , . ,, ' this: Man appears in a ' pos'ition to uncover a structure i .n 
. of I 
" , 
. ', ; 
. " , 
" : ... 
, . 
. I· 
; .: . .. 
, " " , . ' . 'all ,material~ ' no' mat'ter 'how dlsordered ' it' is,'. and ' this s truc-
_:.....::...::. -,-- ; - , '., " _. , . 'ture ' is perceived in ' the saine 'way' by many people .-as a 
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. ' . .engage. (p •. 83) .', : ' .1 . . '; ~ •• . . ' ·r ··.: '. " 
, . 
'" . 
'. > ." •• • • • 
· " , . '-
, ' . ~. 
. ' . . 
: :Tlle' uiaj ori ty . of 'our high' sch091; stud~nts,·acco~ding to 'Wir:szup," .. :. 
• .' ' .' ' ". "', " " " - ' " t •• • , • , ,,' 
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. ,,~ / (1981.)' ina·~n~~i,~~d'· that ·, t.he {~tr~'duc'i:ion \~f p~o~t: .'in ·· geo~etrY :is no:t 
, " • . • ~ , . . " : ' ," . _ . " .;0.,., . ~ . ':..' • 0, ,..'. • ' • 
• • : 7 • pOS~~b.i~ .. :b'~f~r.e .f.he .. ·S·t~~~n~~, ~:ave ~ .reache~ 'r t,~~;. s~~o~~I . l,eV.el :. of' ~~V~10~-... :' )' 
· ~nient. 'H;wever;' progre~!!,i~nfroi.n·.1ever to ieve~ can. be ·a.c·complished . 
" .: ... , ' . 
'.' , ', " 
. .. 
.-
, ; f*:" ~ . 'through \c~r:~.tul ii1strtic:'i:ibn; and··- is.; ri~t directly' : re1~i:ed ~to ; ~ge ; .'.. '. '. '/' . . "., 
,A~ ' ,.'- . :', ", ', ' ,"., ' \ .' ,. , . . .,..,. , . ' .. 
. At pr~se~t, ):e'search on ,. tlie val). Hie1e mod'ef is iitriit~d. W.iI:szup ·· . . · 
,t' 
, . . .. . ' . ,. . . .. , . ...\ . . . . ' ., . 
(1976) reported tha~ psy:cho1ogists . at'. the · Soviet ACildem¥ ' o'f :,Pedagogrca1 
'. ~,r:'I ' . '.' ' ' .: . ' . ' J ':1: .... " . ,...... _ ~ " . ' I' , ',' 
.': ,' ....•.. sc~,~n~·e~r hav~.rrif~~a : ~~\ ya~id,itY , of . 'va~, .~~el~'.s asser.tio~S .and '. 
".> : .. ~ .' .; . pr1~c~p.ies, .: ~hlle o'tli~r autho.rs . (Ho.#er.;:·1?81 l .. v~n riDrmo~en; " 197.7 i. 
" , ' 
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':' :.: '" : ... B~r~.er·, ' 1980; ,a~~Geddes, et . ~L". 1981)': h~~~ :di~cussed ' ~~~ : ~an . Hi~l~ : .... " :,::. 
" 
: .'. 
" .. . : :'" .... . ' ~odei..' .,Geddeset al' __ (1981) ' are·.presently :i.~v~l ved . .lit· :,a' :t:wci-yea~ 
" . _' ,1.:':' '\" ,,'," ,~,~ .: !. .. . '_ " . , \" " . , ' . 
. ': .. , '. ' . . : .' . . '- . ,' :. - iI).ve.stigati~n of "Geometr:ic .7~.inki.-.ng ·~ong. Adol'escents in ' Inner . City 
.', , ~ ,I- • • • t • '.'" \ , 
, , .: . ( . ~ , 
. i·· .. :," .. '
". . " 
.. : . .. ... . --:':: .".S.chaols .. " This study ~i'11. focus on .an, analysiS of .current ·U.S.A. · ., ', .. ' t _ ! ... . .• 
. ' ! 
i · 
I " .' :', :,~' . ,;-. >,.~ .",. ieoine'~iy CU:~fcJ1um'.mat'erfalS aCj(~d:ing: 'to · :t~e:. va:n 'H~e~e l~v'~ls a~d th~ ·" . 




, . I",~ 
" 
: ' . '~ode1.At· pr~·.6ent, 01l1y p'i¢limiiiary' ~~~ul ts h~ve , be~n r~ported. 
Burger ' (i98l):inv~stigat~'d ' wheth~r' the v~n Hiele ' le~e1s can ' 
", .' . " " . '. ' , ' • , " - '. ' .\ I • " • , • 
. ' - ,'.' 
" t , . 
. ~ .' . 
serve '·as · a: model of· student devel~pment in geometry. . 'The following .. 
. .. \., . . ...... .' 
", . 
:\." " 
.\ ' . , . 
. " . 
" \ ..... . . 
'. :'f- ," '.~ 
.: ' .. \" .. .. . . 
. . ' ,-. - ., . 
. ", . 
" , , 
· p~~ti~i~aiy. " findings were . rep~rted: (1) Some ' students in ·gr~des·. 1':'8 ' 
. ' 







· conceive ofgeom,etd..c shapes . primar.ily in terms of :visl1al cues; (2)1 '. 
.... some students use a ' form 'of 
.... : . " . /).' 
, , . . 
"quasi-analytical" ' reasoning when corlsider-
, . , . .' . , '.. ' . 
" '. 
. ': '; . ing ge~metrf~al , shapes; . (3) 
: .(, ..... : some students form an abstract conception of '" " 
':" . a shape as. an example of a r'efe~.ence 'sei: ~f 'prop'erties ; . Con~equeritly, 
.' : ~hey reas~n ;th.:).t ~~ry ~hape wit~ the proP~;~ie6 in the set is ~ of:'i:he ' ' . ' 
'. '. :\\ . .'. 
.. .. g:i.v~n type; . (4) sollie ~;l.Ident~,partic~llarly. tho~e study'in~ secondary ," , 
I .' ~.: 
. g~o~~try, ; are'i able . to form corre~t ded~~tive 'arg~ents; but with6~~ - . " 
.. . " 
, '. 
. . 
. "' ,~. ' 
" 
.' . 
. . " . . . 
• 'I : • 




, '. r-' 
. ' . , , 
, , 
I': '! 
1 ', ' . 
"I " 
:.J: .. ,,: 
'. ~ . 
~ . ;,' '" 1 . . :" . and (5) few, if ;;my students seem to, understand' the ici~aof. ·a. m,athematical " .,' , :., " 
", " 
'':: ,",' . . ' 
• ' ,I 
.' " . 
" '. ~,/ 
. . ..... :,. " 
' , t' ' 
.' , . 
' . . 
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' . . 
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.. _. j ', I . " . " ..... . 
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I , ' " 
sys'tem. · " Ho'~ever, 'given the sma'l1 ' sampl~ 'of' 50 stl,ldents', these con",;, 
: : '..'.'.. .• ' .:. '. " 1 : '. • . . ' • ! . ',' : .. ~. :." ;. . , ," . 
· clus;i.ons, sugges ted Burger,. must o~ly . be con13idered' .. as indications : of 
, . • -. " , . . ' . .' ~ • _ 1 - ', • .' . ~ • 
'. po'~entia,liy " ~iscetnibie differences . in tne: .t·Yp~S of reasonin~. ':us~d ' by ·. ' .' ... ... ,' 
.. ' . . t , . / > ': _ 
school chtl'dren :'in t .he .context · 6£ geometty. r '. ". . : 
: .... ,. '.' I~ conc.~Ul?ion>it is •. q~~t~ ·.~os~i~l~· b~c~use · ~f ."the acti;'lities·,:. 
~s'~d i~ the pr.ese·~t study, that repeater~ ,w~o :' ai:'~" ~~i , ~owv~n '~iele . . ' 1' I' " ' . I' ~~ . " 
, ! .', , _ ' ;. , ,,1. .. .. : . .. . 1:.. . . ... 
" . level, may ·have a bett'7r bpp.or~unity. to progress. thro~gh these' levels ; : 
, , . . ",' . . ' ,'. ' . . 
, ' . 
.'. . 
• I • • 'Pi~get' s 'Learning ' Theory of 'Intellectual Development . , 
. , 
. . Equ·c.ato;.s. and mathe~tic:i..ans a'gree that the' study' 'of proof ' 
sho~id' ' en~~r :'~he ·schci~l . cur'~icultim at ' the earliest posst'bl~ 'ti~e ., .. ~· , 
~ .:: . ' .' ... . '. . . - ' 
, :': '''''~.. ..' . ," . ,,~ , 
,, 111,:. " , conais,tent with. children's intel~ectual d.eve1opment . . I~ 'Piaget~an ' 
. .-
.. ' , " 
: ~., .. 
. ". : 
' .. 
~ 1 I 
~,' ,' . , 'theory ' the:reare four phases 'of gt~w~h which characterize intellectual. . 
'," 
.. . ' 
, '. 
" " 
. . ' " 
. 'd~vel;opment: the sensori-motorstage" · tl"i~ pre9per.atio~al stage? the . 
stag.e of : con~te . operatio~s, and the s,tage of formal operaii<:>ns. · · St.u41e~ 
by Lovell (1961), C~se and Colliris~n (1962),. Ra~dall (1967) and othe~s ~ . 
• " ..,. •• '. " . . • # • Ito ' 
' . 
• , ' "':, . . .. . ,r " : . . .' , . ~indicate that ,many .adolescents are in a' ,transitional sta~e b~tween. the- '.' .. , . , 
I ' . - ' . '. • . . . . I '. ' ,' . '.' _ • t : ~. • 
concrete and the fo~loperational ' stag~. \ : Thisn;~iew Will be :1imited '. ' .. ', .. ' .  
• , ' • • r , .- ' •. - ' . .' • • • • ' I , . • "', \ ' '.. :',':. ' 
' ..... .. .. : toa discussion of these ' two' stages; ' the con'Grete and the formal 




. " , . In ··this Co nt/ext an ~peration, according to. ' Piage~ (i958) , ·.is ,a ' . 
J 




\ ' " ' 
integ'ra~ed structure; 
( 
It i~ a means . for menta,lly transfol1lling . data ~ : 
· about' the' real world so. that they may be used in the 'soltitiori o~ 
,I.' I ',- . ,,-
. problems . ' . An operation may be carried ' out ~x't:e~nallY ,In the manip'uia-: :~; '. 
' .':' ti~~ ;of ·c.at~~orie~ '(~onc~ete) . o~ proP~sit'ions ~fOrmal). Concrete opei'~:-.· ·: . 
: .·tiorts · are mental act'ion~ : which organize abs~rved. o~ exp~denc~dreality 
" f' 
./ . 1. ' 
J " • 




· ", . . . 
: '.. , 
~. :,' , .: .' .' ', : !I 
... ;· .. an!1 ~o ' ~~t ~~ce~s~rilY: .i~vai;ve ,th~ . ac:t~l ~n~p~auo.n :af ~a~'gibl~ :objects, • . :' 
i ', . 
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, .. 
, :,,' , , "'As ' th~ 'd,1iid : ' gro~s cand hisab.ility ',f 0'; , {ogi~al' ,thinking' develops , 
" . " . '",:' .' . ," ' ".' , . ~ ,!."" ,....: " ' ..' . ' ' . . ." ~, ' . 
Iie ,' use~ con;r~te , operatibns ~i't'hintreasing facilit)" ,and ' :o'u' ~ore com-
, " ,,~ • " ' ' . , . ' , . 1 •. ' . ' 
, ' '\ 
: ': plex prohl,ems ', ,However .. when he i~ , confronted wit,h ' a ' problem 'in which ' 
'J'; . ••••. . . '. . . 
, " 
,',' 
, ' , 
he . must isolate ODe varia:ble~nd ' ho'ldone or mo~e other variables . 
I ~ • ' . " - . - ',' • ' 
co~stant"or in which :he must ,:think of all .' p~ssib·le ",~'oi;llbi~~ions ' a~~ 
. ,. 
.' \ ' 
·.sys.temB.t:L~aliy ~c'iude some .o'f t~e~t his tho~ghtsystem 'is' inadequate; . 
' h'e ' cannot s~~ve , the' probl~mun~ii'he 'is ' abl~ to reason '~.ithpropositions 
" " , , ./ 
and hypotheses . .. ·The ab.;!.lity to consider tlie possible as well as the :, 
l ~' : 
. , I ' , " I.'" ' ," " " , ,'., 
, give.n ,and to .use combinatoria1.a~alysis in' solving problems distin .... :. , 
.. '. 
guish~S' formal from ~·onc~ete , operat{~naJ\th~ught , (Howe, ~974) ·. 
' .' , . F~rrell (19~9) listed ~ourch~racteris~~c'~:-'ot ~}p.ri~i ~p~r~-
• I, . " , ," . ' '.~'t·":I · " : ' "~A ' .... , ~ ., " , , 
I .. 
\' . 
' . ' 
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, ' I 
, i 
" ,' . 
,. '/ '. 
:i.ncludi~g · reality as a subset with' the 'result tha.t . hypcfthes'es may prc)-
':J \. . ; :. , ~ , ,,;'J : ' 
, ceed fr~m ' non ... ob~erved and no~,;"e~peri~nced 'phenom~n~: ::. This characte;-'-
, .' '. " , , ' fI; 
- ...' I , ' ' .' , . . 
,is tic of ·the fo~al. state, the ability to ~magine the possible as 
'con:~aining the real, frees the adoles,cent fro~ the ,restrictions of hi's . 
senses and sets the scene~or hypothetico-dedU:ct~'{e t~i!lking.· The 
" ' . . ~ , . 
fo~l op.erational child ~as . the capacity to .use : forrnalopera~ions but 
1 
', ' is not compelled to do so . He may revert to .any ot.. the ,earlier modes 
o'f . thinking as they now' issue from the transfohned 'cogrlitivestructures, 
. ' - ' " .. '
for ear'lier stag~s ' are 'not era,d1catec:i but i!lt~grated (Ii'to later stages~' 
, Th~ ;first ' char~cteristi~ ' of '~orma:l 'operations', the ' ~hanged . 
. ' . . 
relation of the real to, the possible, ' ;Lsclependent for existence, .upon 
, . , . ~' r. 
'the presence of the second, characteristic,the potential "for coinbina~ 
tional analysis. 
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"'-:- , . j 
vaX:~,ab. l.e. I situation usually is limited to trYing. one to ·man.y. corre,sp~nd...,.', " , "/" . ' 
". ences or to tes~ing o u~sy~tematical~Y othe~possiblecorre~~ondences,. ' .', ~ , . ...- 1 
. ': 
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,,,,' "'" 
. ' " . {. " , " . ::' . ," . , . 
but" the adolescent able to employ combinational "analysis ' :can' consider ' 
'" . 
, " 
: . : "'. ':' " . : 'J .• !' ".. . . : . . ." ' . ". ~ . /. " 
" , 
'" 
' " " 
, ' ,. 
, , " 
' , 0 , • • 
, I 
all, pos'sible, ,~ombinations of , variables' , itl a' s,ystema:tic manne.r ', , 'this " 
• "I .' " 
" ' 
.' .. 
ability is 'a: necessary cOJ;ldition ,'for' geneiatiIl& all po'ssi~ii'ities and.', 
. '. ., ' . '. . ., ', ., ' . ',' .. . :': ' ' . ' . ". '.' .. ' .' . . ' 
sci det~rm;i,nes the s~ift , in ' t'~e ' odeht~t.ion towatdt!Ie, i:~~l',and the~ 
• I ' • ' . " • , .' . ' ~ . . '. ' . ' • . ' .' • • 
'possible. 
" "r , _ ," ' " ," ,, ' 
The thir~ , characteris~~c is ':i:lle hy'pothet,i~9-deductive,p'roperty; 
,The ,adolescent 's re~soni~g is :less , IIT~'is" i's " true, ther~fore, " , " and , ,,' . 
' . ' " , ," ) ",:... . 
mot;e UIfthis w,e~e Itr~e 'then, 11 ,This ' .kin~ of ' reasoning ~s e'ssentia'l 
, ' " : "" , ' " .i~, t~e , possible is to i~c1ude' ,the real ,in the , set, of hypotheSe~" , ,It 
.,'''. 
"\ , ', , " " 
'also follows hand..;in-hand ';ith 'the abilitY.,to s'ystematically check aft 
, IJ' 
(1 ' , ' 
,ppssible ccimbina tions. 
i' 
Finally, formal operatio~s are charactedzgd by propositio'nar " 
" ' .. " 
thinking, Th,e elements manipulated, ,by ,the :adol~s~ent are propositions, 
"~(r 
,statements containing', raw data, but' not the data itself, In other 
',t -
, 'words, , th~ older child ,may utilize coner,ete operations , of the" earlier 
~, ,, ' . " . . ' ' ," ' , . 
" 
, :,. 
stage by organizing r~ality : ~nt'o ' claBses,' orderi~g them ~nd so ~ri, but '\.. 
' ~himhe proceeds 'to fo~ propositio~s us~ng ' thes'e results land. t~' , 
" • , '. J '" , :, " , ' 
" , 
,', 9perate on the p:ropos1.Uon.. vta e~njuncti?n~ diSjunction, ilnp~ic~tion, , 
, 
~ :,: ' nega,tion ' and , equivalenc'e. This type of'thinking is what Piilgetcalls 
~ ,,:-- second-d~gr~e thinking, opeI;ations which rel3ult in statelllents <;tbout ," 
. . " " ' . ' ' , 
, st~tetrient's" , For exa~ple" the' recognition o'f the equality 6f two ratios ," 
. ,\ ;' , 
' constitutes the elaboration of a , second-o:rd~r relation, ' An ~nalogy 
of. the form il3is ' to i2 a~ 5 ' is 'to 20" involves a certain . relationship 
. '" 
-'" betw'~en the first two terms, a c:ertain relationship' between the third 
, '" ~ 
and ' fourth': terms,,,and ',the establishment of 'an id~ntity relat::ionship 
' . , I • ", " . • " 
, , 
"between these ,two relationl3h,ips (Lovell,", 1971). ", " 
'. 
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The ' iOu;'I char·acte·ristics. of Jormat · .~pe~a~ion:s.: ' ~utli~e . t~~ '., 
. ' I . mann~r .. :1Ii which 'the adolesce.nt t·hinlcs. Presented wi~h:a new situation', . 
'. '1 ., ' . . . ', " 
. .. . ,~. • ~ . ' • • " .' I ' , " '. -: . (II"" • ' . ' ,. , • : .. ... . . . 
'he begi~s . by classifying' and ' or'derinii the , concret~ elements of the 
. ~ J' • • • ' . ~ • , • , . , '.' • • 
", " • . .: ." . ' ... I . 
si"tua tion. The' t .·esults . of ~e~e .concrete: operations are. dives ted .. by 
the.~r h'timate tie~ . with reality:' a~~ " ~ec~rne ' Si~P~~ ;ropos~ns "Which 
.th~ a,dqlesc~nt may combi~in. v;lrio,us . . ;ays:.·. 'Using combina~i~nal .'. .. 
. : ana{y~is, ,, tl1'e student regards ~~e f?ta~i ty of combinati9ri{ ~;; : hypo~~ese~ . 
. - ' \ 
• , ~ " ", I .~ , , "____,. _ " . ' , r " " 
, ;'which; neerl to be 've,;:.!£ied and r 'ej ected · or accepted. However;. these 
:: ,_:' ",, '.- , " _OJ' :'" .... - - , , .' " I " '·" " . , " " " , 
. powerfi11--toOis .of ·.forina~ operations- are. qot~ always .employed by. the ' " . 
, ' , "~ , I j 
• j" 
. . 




; ::: :. , 
" ,' 'j , ..... 
", too . 
" ' ," , Ql . ~ . ' . , . " . \. . '". I " , ' , 
, adolesc~nt . . In the 'case of · compietely~ newmat~ri~l the' process of '· 
, • " q . ' , ,. , . , ' , , f .. ~ " , " , ' , ' • • ' , , ' 
" trariB;or~ng ' reality in~o conCrete l'e'lat,ions and those into proposi .. :': 
, . 
' ~ . .. ' 
: I , , 
·arid . e-';~n .. {n sit'~tions Yihicb do not' require ' this' initial step3 . ~ partic-. . '.... , 
.' . 
.. .. . 
, -" 'i. , 
' . ~ ! " . J 
.. : , .. ( .. , 
. : ;- ", . . ~








" , ' / ' . 
~ . . ' 
. , .. , ' . 
. , . 
' ,' : . 
, .~ 
,':, " . 
., .. .. 
" I ~ ". 
. ) , 
... . , 
. , 
." \r. 
ular ad.olescentmay not utilize formal. think'ing (Farrell, ·1969) " 
, , 1\\. " 
.J'Pro·of making," according to "Kane (1975),. refers to· the aclivi-
. , .. ," :. 
· • . . " )I 
~ '. . ties undertaken to create .. a. ~equence of state!llents, . ~ac1:t 'one . fo1:!.owing . 
;'in~~:clpabl; fro~ ~h~ 'precedin'g .ones~ 'with 'the" fiTllii st~tement 'as'serti~g ' 
· . .J . . . . . . . , . : ' . . '. . 
:" , 
" 0& ' 





inferehc~ ~ignify the proof:':rnaking ' task, 
" ----. " " ' 
Thi's type .of hypotheti~o-
" ' I 
:' deductive thinking is 'chara~t~ristic of the forma.l operationai stage • • of " 
.. 
.' , 
In· any probleni-solvingactivity,:, es'pec!airythose activities 
· . ' " , ,' : , . ' " ". ~ ~ , , \ ' ' . , . 
identified with proof, logical. reasoning plays an important role, ' 
, " " " 
'. ' Howe';'fer, there is ·c.onfiict~ng evidence: '~once'rn:i,ng the .devel.opD.lent' of . 
. ... 
logical reasoning ' abilities, . According to Plaget (i958) childrett of 
o ,- .", 
, ' , " 
. a'ges 11 ' to l~ y'e~rs are able to. handle certain formal' operations, f9r .... . 
,' ... I. ' ' . , \ , , Q . , I., " 
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' able to ' se6up cim e~h~ustii;e method 'of proof.- ' This ability ~~'. deal : . 
• • " I' ,.... • 
• r ., 
'. with premis.e~ that require hypothetico-dedttc.tive, ~easoid.ng is 'not ' !.. . , 
" . ' . " . . 
. ' 
present:. ~ntH ' thechi1d' is , appro~imatE!ly 14' to '15 ye,!rs. of age' (Lester', . ' 
':. , . 'i975)'- :Ho~ever ""supp~s ' (~966) "and H~U ' (1961') , '~u;P~~t'~d ~azlitt I ~ . 
• _ • . • I . , ' _ " • ',: ' • • 
.. . 
. . ,<~930) claiin·. thati:h~~e is no ' r'e1ations~iP between logical re~sonirig . 
. .. . ._ . . 
. .:. 
: ~nd -age ,beyond that tmp~sed by' the l~ck of expe.rien~e . . Theil'· studies 
. / .: ' .' . . . . ' ' . . ' " :"""" "" .. , . 
. I suggest that children i~ the 'age, range "6 through 8 years ar~ able to> 
'. . - ' . ',',', , . ' ..' . ;,' .,- ,' 
, . . 
, . 
" , . 
. recognizevali~ cpnc1usion;derived , from hypothetic~l prem:l~es. 
, .' ' \ ' ',' , 
'. " . 
:' ,; , 
, I, • Piaget , recognized ,th.it. the realization of the possibilities . at 
. , , ' . '. . . . . ... , . 
" , " 
",' " , \ ' ~,' . . , . . \ . ' . . . 
. ,: " . I' ~ given stage "can .be accelerate~ or retarded as a .function of .cultura1 
" . 
and educadonalcoidition's" (Inhelder. & '~iaget; :1958" p. 33i). -~.HoweverJ 
. ," , .' ~ . . ~ . ' '; 
" 
: " 




. ~ - . ' 
Piage't '. cautioned tha'i: the individual must be in' a state of re~diness to , 
, ' " ' . , ) 
assi~i1ate these contributiops~ . and ,this readiness ' is ,a function of .' 
. ; 
~. . . 
maturation of'. indi~id~al cerebrai mechanisms (p', 338{ ', ' 
t ' , J 
Several. i~';;'estigato'rs h~~~ underta\<e'n programs _ aiined a,t ' improv-: 
• • • " . ' , . ' . oj' , .' 
. 1,. ••• , " 
, ' jJ' . . , ' , . ' ,. . , ' .. : "" • . ~ '. " 
,ing . lo&ical thinking ~hrough in~tructib~. : F~shbein, ' .Pampu" and' ~in2!a,t 
• • • • ' J (1~70) ' ga:vedirect ' instructi~~ ' t~ ' 60subject~ at~gesl0 ~ l2'and :14 on : . 
.. ' 
• ,. " I 
': (, 
" , " ' . 
a ' ~ormal op~rat:i.onal task of combin~t~om~i- a~alysis' and ~~po'rted ,that ' 
the instruction was effective ' in imprq~ing ' the students I ability. to 
.. ' " ~ . , . . . ", ' 
.' do the .~asks, Tomlinson-Kease'y (1972) ..Itested sixth' grade g'irls, ' uni-' 
" I . 
. I . . , . '\ 
·versity women 'student~, ~nd ~iddleo-aged womert _on three tasks, followed ' · '. 
" 
, this with training, post testing immediately after t 'rairling; and agai'nafter 
~ ' , ' . • . • • t " . " • , • • • • " : • ,.... .. I . " 
an inte~al of one week • . She found that the training' prod~ced • 
, in~reases' in . c;on~eptu~l: level on the ' three tasks but did not 'produce' · : 
~ . 
, ': transfer to other ; t~sks (Howe, , l~~4) . . 
·r · 
,', 
" I , 
, There have been a few at.tempts ,to teach logic per se (Donaldson, _ 
. '. : ~ 
'>'1963;· . 'Suppe~ & Binford'" 1965; 'M¢Sloon; 1969; Miller, 19M), For ~he . ~ , 
..... 
~ . " . . . 
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" ' 
" " '·27 
" 
, ,,' 
' . " 
/ ' 
:: ',:: '~ofio~ic. '~~t' , ; ac~oj:di:ng to: 'd~~gory' and ' Osb~r~e :- (1975)" ~ ,,~dse ist ~die~ , 
, . , ' '. ' - . ~ ' .: "", . . ' ~ . ," ",' 
', that reported" , compa:rati~~ dat~ for stlident'sriot" receiving fornuU ' 
.' • ,", , " I '. , 
I, ; .. ' • .' ',' 
" 
, " , " 
·i," inst'ruct~o~ in ' logic, ,'report~d equivalent growth between pretest , and" 
· 1 ':.' 
I': . ' 
',,' , " > ,~~ ,, ',,' 
" pOi:"tte~.t , adm~riistra(:ion~ :> , ' ":,~ " , ' : • ,: I " .' . . ! 
" , 
, .. 
.... . ' Erini~ :.and Pau,lus (l965~ ' conducted a , st!Jdy deal:i.D:g:' with '~d'educ;.. ' 
\. ~ " " , " . " 
":. ' , ' ;i~e ' logic in ,adplesceiice';" , "T'he fornis of reasoning used iric·i{;ded , 
, ,': " ',-. . ' ..' ,'. , . .) ' " 
, " ' af~i~t:i;on of th~ ante~edent' (m~du's ponens), 'invei-s,ion~' ' ~~rivers:i:o~, ' 
" . " " , 
, , , 
, , 
, ." " , 
,,,',' .. ': ~ ,I, .-
j , 
,-< ~ontr~positi~n; 'and 'transitivity. ,O'f ; the~'e" the' tW!) 'p~ind.ples ' express':" ,' 
:', , ' ,', ' ''; " ,' .' ', ' ,: , , ',,' "" '" , ' . ' .. " ',l ," . .'. - \ . ' 
• . : i " ' .• ' ' . : ing , the ' .bas'ic ' 'fallacie,s . (conversic:>n' citfd inv.ersion)'. wer'e the most difft- ' 
" " '\' . ,: , 
" ' . 
, . 
" t·· I'·, ', •••. , , .• . ' . ' . 
.... ' 
' .. ' 
" \ , 
,, ' 
.'. ~'f~ , ; , :' " 
. " :.: "~ : :'. ":.,':. '. 
, ' . :,: ~, ' . ' ",1 . 
". · '·.·f . ..... .. ,. 
.-- . :,;. : f , 
" ' :}" . ' .-. ' 
'~" , cui't at ages IO ' to 12, but t;herewas a marked improvement over 
. . . , . " " , . ' 
period ' studied~'. ages 10 ' to 18 ' " ~ong the validity p7.inciples,, : con~ra':" ,. ' " 
" 
~ : ' : " ., 
": ;~:, i . " :' 
... . " "" 
. " . ... ,' 
posit'ionoand t:ransitivity were of mediUm dif.ficultY :at' ages 10 to 12. ', 
~ " .: . 
, ,'. 
·There was ' little improvemE;nt over .. the years ·relativ~ to contrapositi<in 
;i 
. ,' . . ! .. " . ' ~. ,.' 
. " . 
,,;.' " , . 
, '~ ,' , . . . 
\.', . 
, . ,~ : 
'bdi consideralHe iIilproveme'nt, without tr~ining; rela'tive 'to, transihvf.ti ' ' . . 
-' , . ,~ .. :. -. -
. ..... .. 1 
. '. . . , . . 
(Garr~l:l" 1975) .. ,Ennis ' and. l'~~~s sugg'esteo . that. 'logic might.' be' l,eamed 
. : .. . ,:,') ':, :~ b:y" ,t~e ~_~Ud:nts who ,d~ 'n~i: " r~ceiY~ . +~~~~r~ct~~n b-~cause ~f, other 
- , ~ - t,. 
" 
,:,' ''', \' 
. ,', ~ ". 
.... ' 
.- ' 
' .. ... t. 
l ' , 
-',' 
, ~,' - " 
, :: 
" . .. ~ . . - ::. ' 
, , , 
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, ' -.- . , ' . ' ', scho~i" i.nfiueIi~es, wh~ch ~OUld . in~lude ' , ~ea~lier 'effect~v~ne~s • in 'terms " 
.: . 
:of. content pr.esentation 'and interaction with .students ·(Gregory ' & Osborrie~ 
.' ', " 
'," 
Methods Of teaching emplo~ing . forma'l and, concrete bpE!I:at:ions '· 
l' , . " . ' .. . . 
..... 
-. t .. 
" . . . , .., - "- . . , . 
.. ·have be~~ liwestigatedby ' Sheehan '(1970), ~ Sheehan ' clas'sif:led"a .sampie' · ... ,-
", " " , , " , , -
. .' ' of 60 student,s as conc~ete or -forIDa:l. ,operational, and l'lss,igped . . them at ' 
".' 
," ' . random · to ,a' .c·oner·ete o.r: formal-oper~tional trilining g~o~p. The o'ut-: 
. " , ' 
' : ' " \, , ~ 
come ,wa;s , that ··fon'nal operational s'tudents ' showed greater- gains, ' 
. ' . . ' . ~. " , . ". 'p ' .,'. , 
, regardless of ,mode of , instruction, that achievement 'was ,more durable 







:':" . ' . 
, : ·r ' · : ',' 'fo'rformai-~pe~ati~nal students and that co~~r~~~ level . inst~uction 
, • "' ,.! , '. . . , . " ". 
...... 
,,: ':: - -
.'... ' : 
was ,more effe.c,tive for , all students (H?we, ~?74) ' •. 
. ' .\' . '\~ 
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Th~ ,:~cont~nt ,~~' subjest ma\:.ter,.of' ~li~ ,ta~~ has increasingiy 
" . , 
, 28' " 
, ' come 'fe,' b'e rei:~gn~zed as : ,~ , fa~tor in the' , abilf. ty ' t~" s~iv:e' proplems .:" 
~un'~~r, (19~3'):has ' su~~ested,, :a~d " ~~o~e ,'arid AU~Ub~t (l~Mrha~~( p,;~du~ed : ' 
. '.. ' . : .;. ' " " . 
, evidence,that the st'ructure o.f "a' probiem may not ' be the~et~nMni~g 
. ' , ' . . . ' -.. 
' " ' '\ .:1 ;' ,',. ' .. 
.. ' facto~ in whether it ~ will be sol~ed' .' Pi:~get (as ' ~i~ed ~n Hq~~~~ 'l9'74) 
.,:'~ su~gested ,' 'the; :p~~~ib~iitY ~~at in ,life situattons, an adult'lnight ~se" , 
~ • I ' • ~ , • " • • • 
J' , ' 
fo'rmal ~per~tion~ in" the area oT)ris',work, a~d '~ot 'in other ' ar~as .::' ',#\s : .. 
,~ 
, I.' 
. ,, ' 
. ,, \ 
' l. , 
," 
" 
' , ' 
,', 
I ',: . . ', 
,';' Howe commented: ,: , / , , .' :, ' .' " , . ~. 
1. 
,i 
. '. ~ ' :" . 
' , ' . 
, 
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/. ," . 
" .' • ' • . ' . . ' . ~ ~ " " . . t·. 
The :majorlty, of' h~gh ' schooi : studehts , are pr~bably n~t~bl~ to 
use' formal,operatiol1;s , e'~ept, .. perhaps" ' in a small' 'numbeJ;' ~f 
" '.' 
, :" , 
situat:i.ons. ' It -is "certainly a mistake to ass6me' thateven " 
• . 1 . . , I' 
upper-level secondary" studen1;s, ,except , those, 'who , arevery-:-able" 
hav~,' acc.~ss 'to 'fo~l 6peratf.ons for the solution of" m6st~' " 




In .summar:r, Piaget found, ~hat '!it child ,p~sses through four. 
" ", , \ , 
.. dist~nct stage~ of ' mental growth'. ,~h~:.o.r~er in whicn a ~hUd progres'ses " , 
;,' ',:'<"t?r~~gh thesel stages .' is fi~ed, but hi~ ,rate: of ,pro~ress isno't' fixed.I " 
, " ',' f ' " 
, " ,: Thetransiti.on fr?m ,'one stage to ~hen~tcart be hastened' by en~ich~d, 
I • " J ' 
,', 'eXpe~iences and good ,teaching ,,'(Adler , 1966)'" , .. ' 
"'.' .. ... ; , .~~~ .. ,'....-:.~. , .. : .... :, ..  -.< ::- .. . . ,. ,~., ' .. '. " 
::' ~ 
,An examination ,of 'rese~rch inyob~":i.ng , the , logical, reasoning '';:''-9_ 
" , , " "" ",---:-;,~' ~ 
'ai:;:ti;i.tie~ ~f young children revealed that, the~'e abilit'i.es 'may,..-be, fii" 
" , 
" 
superior to their ability tQ put an argument in written 'form C~.ester" 
1975) • , Thi:s, exideI,1ce~ : accord~ng, t.o ,Lester, suggests that the ability 
, , 'to " cr~'ate ~he e'~s'~nc~ of ' mathematical' proofs 'may' be superior to thefi ' : 
. ". .' , 
ability to ,Write proofs., ', ' ; 
, ' "~~st differen~es 'e~ist b~tw.kn , ~doiesce~t~in ' inteliectual 
. , .,'. -
, , ' 
, " 
, ',' ,'" ,:, ,:, ",' ~ ' :;:.' achi~vementand ~bilit~ IHo:we~974). ' Instr~ction cannot ,p'osstbl)i brir~g" 
, ' ,I " 
" . ,"; 
'~bqut lear~'ling unle'~s" ,it ' takes 'these differences into ,accpunt. Accor~,~, ' 
. .' ", . , . ' ,. " -' . -
It,', 
1rig t:o ' Ho~e, ~"~o~Ul~l' ~otiC?n.'is that we ,have to wait 'unti1~n 
: : .J. . ' 
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Gagne"s ' Learning Theory· . } 
Gagrie ' (1968) post:ui.at~d .1;hat · t~e design of an ::tnstruct:.ional " 
, '.: . '.. ' .. ,,' '. , . e . . .... :' ~ . " . . ': ' 
, sittiatio~, ·is . baSically a . 'matter of· designing a . . sequenc~ o'f-. topics, . arid ' 




" : - ,'''' " 
Presented in ' this . se'c~io~' .of 't'h~ ~eview ' is a ' di~~us810n ' o'f . 
' :G~gne· '.!( Leairi~ng .1Ii'~i·archy' theo~y • . 
. : . ' :,"" , ..'. '.' ~ . . ' " • • ," .. J '. ' . . 
· ?agn~ ,(J,977):'desc.ribed .,a 1l).odelof human- 1ea~ing ' based 'upon , 
, . 
. ,' '.".' 
"' , . " " ,~he ' 'notion dff!umulativ~ . learning • 
" .. . , 
It ~s 'a ' mod~~ whic.h ' p~opos'~s that· " 
.. . 
. " ., . , " . ,..~: 
. . 'ana "):-Eicalled learned · entit.ie!?~ ·as well' 'as upon . t~e~i: potentiaiitiesfor. 
I', ,,' " '. ", " . ' . " , "':: ' . ' " 
. : 
transfer of lea;rning • 
1 .' • 
,'" . ~' . " . I " . . " , , ' , - ' . . .. ' ' . :. , 
, !<cquisition of'·new knowled'ge; .according to Gagne .(1968), ,:' .':.: 
.. ,' ~;. .' i ,:.. '.'. :': - :', ' : '.' . I, .,. • •• , • • ' . , " " •• , ' :_'; • ' •. ' '. 
depends upon' the recaji of;-'old know1edg~··. : . The: lea~:fJlg · of .. any ' particu- " . . '. ' . 




:::o:::::i:~::::::~n::~j :::~:::o::1::t:'::::::ei:::o: .' '. '. .' .•.... , · 
general . sen~~ • . ~he' 1ea~ner ~jCq.~ires : a ne~ i\e~. of kn~Wledge largely · ' . 
' .. 
./ 
. ~ . 
1 




. ~ D:- . : . .'. -. . 
. ' . ' : becaus'e"he i.s able . to integ;~t'e pr~vio,usly adquired pii~cip1es into 




• ~ , • to 
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. 'i l~~rri~d ' princ:tple~ ~" "The design . of :~n'instrucciona1 situation' is: 
. . ' ' " . " . 
" . 
" , ,', " 
; .' 
' . ";" ': ' , ' . . . ,. . . " . 
' . :basicallya' matter of designing a sequence . of tppics .(p ~ 16,4) '~ 
. : '~ ,: 
'\ " 
. ' .. · " ' ~ . 
• _ -' ',', l 
' ,' . . :" 
. . . 
. ~ .. 
" . ' ;, . ... .,.. . . "" .,' ' " ' . " \ " . .... 
qagne (19'17).. suggested th.at · any. human learning .. task .may 'be : ' 
. .r ~ . ." _a. " " ~ 
, , • ", IL . " • - 1~ , ' I J 
~n~~YZ'ed .i~~ -a set ,.of. cbmponent ' tas~ which' , are ·dist:i.nct-- ~om ' ea~r '," ' 
. ,·other in t·e~s.; ~f ' ~he ~~~ri~e~:t~i ' ~}~~~fi~ns nee~ed , t~ . pr~d!Jce ~h:m • 
.: 
.. ~' 
' . • , , ' , t" \l ~ ;.. , " • 
Thus~ ,the ,presence or absence ~.()f i,tliesetask ' component~ "effects " ; . .', . . ' 
. . , .. ' :" . . ' " , . ', . ' ' '. . ,~ ... :'; ... , 
! . :" 
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" . ' o' 
1, ' . , " 30 ' , " j" • 
, ' . I:l 
. ' . ! PQ.1i~Vci t~an.fer. t~ Jhe f1na.J~ce . ... F6110wlng ~h1~ ;e880;1no,· 
, . according ' to H;eimer ' (1969), it' is necessary ,to identify , the component, 
. . ' :. . - . ' . . . . ~ 
'tasks of , a fi,nat perf~rmance'- :ensure ~c.hievement o~ 'each Qf the t~sk~, 
, ', j , . '. • . ' 
" 
' optillia,l med:i.ai:i~nal eff'ects 'froui on~ component ',to an'other (p~ ' 4~6) :. 
~ " .' . 
',' 
Research ,Related ' to ~-Theory ' ' 
, # . 0 . 
Ther~ is substa~tial ~vidence to' supp()rt 'the 'general 'theory, of' " 
• • ~ , , • • ' " , J 
" ":the hierarchicill str~cture of knowledge, " SeV'eral"authors ,ha've demo~~', .' ; ' , 
str~ted . the t nOw sWig arid k;"'wl'dg~ e~~rge fr:m 10wero rder lno;.!edge . ~. . .. 
" ' , and, tha~ , there is a ' si'gnif~carit amount of positive', transfer f~~m' e<;ich 
, " successi';:e subordinate level t~ the r;ext higher level in a hierarchic~l 
" ' . ~ ' . 
', ~rder,ing of su~h iev~l~ ,. , ' Gagne, Mayor, Gertens, :' a~d Pir~dise (lii62) " 
-,' . ' . . .. ~' ,'" 
repor~ed , a s'tud'y in wlJ,ich' the h1J>othest's that, a final behavior: of 
'" 
o , 
addi~g int~gel;s dep~nds upon t 'he attainment of ~ hierarchy of s~'bordi- ', :,; 
, ". . ' . . .. . 
':. ~~\~ate ~eh~viorS'~as tested. , the results .ofthisstu',dY: ~howed' that ~ith ' ,'[ 
, . 
: ~ ' . .' 
" ", 
. ~ , \ . 
, l 
:J;~w ' exceptions (3%), learners who were ' able to lea:rn the: capabiliti~s 
.' " ~ . , " 
, / 
" ~,~gherin 'the ,hierarchy also knew hoW: tp' db' the ,tasks reflect~d ~y , tfie'" 
. ' 
simpler niles ,lower in the hierarchy. 
\ ., ; •. -! .. 
Wiegand (as Cited, in 'Gagne: 1968) ' 'condu~ted a, study, of s~bordi:"; 
! ' ' . - " () - " ~ ' . , 
,nate 'skHis in ',a science problem; A learnirig hiepirchy 'was ,constructed ' 
" 
ind~c~ting hypothesized prerequisite 'capabilities for this' t~sk~ " The 
. . , '. .' . " . 
" ',,~ " ~ experiment confirmed the hYRot~esis that ' learning' of initially 1I1issing 
subO~dinat'e s.k1ilS produced marked"positive transfer , in the )earning of 
,',a complex~rob'l~m-~olving skiil. " Other studies (Gagng; , 1962; Gagrie & 
' .. 
',, ' Paradise, ' 1961)' support the' co~cl,usicin that ' ~he attainm~nt "of any' 
Q 
',' . behavi?f in a learning hierarchy dep~nds " upo~ ,the a.chiey~m~nt ' ~f ,the :' 
' releyant supporting , behavioi~. 
'\ , 
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Merrill : (i965) reported a ' 'study ·.that seemingly . offers c6~trary 
. \ . 
.. ' 1;;,. ' • • 
evidence. He ~ested the hypothesis that learning and retention of a 
.. " , 
hierarchical task are facilitated by ~astering each successive com-
poneu't' of t~e hierarchy Before continuing in the instructionalp~ogram. 
. ~, . ' , .' 
31 
MerriLL ensured mastery by channeling a student . who ' erred on any particu-
lar comp~nent into a two:'stage correction reyiew pi:ocedure~ The' results 
of his study in,dicated that 'it is not ' ttecessary to" lI¥Ister ·one .level · 
before proceeding ' Fo the , next. However, Briggs (1968) suggestef that 
Merril(' s task analysis might . b~ faulty • 
. '., '.. . 
I ' , , . 
Gagn~ (1963) stated that ,the design 'of an instructional s'itua-
tion is basically a ~tter of deSigning a sequence of topics~ There 
is ' evidence ~o suggest that ' optimal , lea~ning sequen~es exist. Brown 
. " , ' ' . . .,
, ' I. ' (1970) .. indicated that subj ects using materials sequenced according to 
" ' . • . Ir- , • . • , 
o .. ' 
learning hierarchies perfonited bett~r than · subject's usipg materials . 
. '.' whose seq~ence was ';c~amb1ed;' relative to time to' complete the. instruc-
tional 'progratJ.!, to err~rs ~de on th~ prog~am, Cilnd to .performance on a : . 
.. ' -
y criterion te~t of complex problem-solving skills. Brown co~lutie.d that 
~ '. . , ' J " .; • 
",'.-f 
' . I" . when a sequence involves ,tasks that· are complex, ordering. of prpblem-
( . 
. . '!, .t 
, ) ' . 
solving b~haviors ' is .an.important factor ,in learning even for -bright ( , . ' 
I, , ~ , 
and relatively mature le~rners. In summarizing research on sequencing 
, . .. '1' I:> " • 
\ ' • • # ' 
mathematical tas~s, Miller (1969) conclu~ed-~hat mastery of individual 
. . . ' . 
. subtasks ~n a ~hier~rchy can be achieved in several ways, ' including 
' . . . 
-le~r:~ing Drom randomly ordered sequences, but that log,ical sequencing . 
. appeare'd best in ' terms. of ov~rall ,efficiency and effectiveness. 
, 
, , 
" An"analysis of thel,iterature 'on learning hierarchies 
.: ' '/' 
, , 
and 
their role' -in ' the deyelopment of presentation sequence!? makes 
following .conclusions' seem tenab,l.e • . ' There are no ' well~d~fine4algor'ithms 
,, \ ' 
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~ ~~ , ~~~~ , . (l~gical) structur e of th~ k~ow1edge ~nd the .'associated learning ' 
" 
,,' - . 
hierarchy' has .. nbt yet , been adequatel,Y. ,explored; ~nd t'tie role ~f l~al;"n-
. ~ . . " -. . ' . . ' . ', ' . ! , . . 
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, i~g hi~rarcnies i~ the ' deivelopmen_t ,;of "a ' pr~~en'tation sequ~nce ' i~ unclear 
'. f 
, . (Hei~a,r', , i 9.§9"p'i ~9) .~' 
.: , - - ' . .... .;:;:.~. ~.. . . . .' 
Kane ' (1975) s tated' ,that proof,~making may he view~d as a complex 
. .' " . " 
' terminal behavior. Asso,eiated with 'it', is a set "of ,p~ereq~is:l,te or 
. . , " . 
subsidiary behaviors, and we should, set ' 9~t to teach ' i t ,by, systeniati~ 
. , . . ' . 
.... ~~11y 'teaching ' the ~rerequisite beha,)iors ,'one by cine .and by t'eaching 
. . . . . 
, 'I , how these beha~iors may be cOltt~ined ~newith another (p. 90) " This , 




Summary of Literature 'Review 
/ " 
' I ' 
The research reviewed in thischayter focused on theories of 
learriing a,s postui ated by the v;m ~ie1es, ,Piaget, and Gagne. "Brl1ner 
. , 
' (1964) stated that :any theory, of teachtng ,must be concerned w:i.th how 
best to learn what one wishes to ~e~ch, rather ' ~han with ,a 'de~cripti~e , 
, . . . .' , . 
analysis of t:e~ching" Adler (1966) s~pported this , position in 'c1aim-
. . . : 
,ing that t 'eaching, ifi~ is to be effective, must' be ' based : o~ an .' 
adequate thebry of , learning. ' However,: Gage (1964) claimed ~hat teach-, 
, ' 
' ing embraces far too man~ kinds of behaviors anda'ctiviiCies to be a 
. ' " , .. 
proper s~bj~ct b'f a ' si~gle theory,. Furtherinore, totcinented Aiche'le 
~nd 'Reys (1974-), the selection ofa model should be a f~ction of the 
' in~tructiG.)ia1 9bjectives and cla'ssroom situations with which one is 
" \. .', 
,dealhg. 
' i;,The research 'reviewed' .in , this' chapter .contains 0 severa1 , ~bmmoh 
" ' , " " I 
thesebe~~g , learner r 'eadiness.: Van ' Hiele inain.1 " " ',' \ " them~s, the firstQf 
" \ 
tained that theintroducti!on of p~.oof in geometo/ is not possible 
: '. ' 
... . ... . .. 
11. \ ', I ' , 
;, 
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. . ' , ' , 
~ . 
before -Students . have' re,,!,-ched . the secci~ lev:~l " ~f 'deve:~opm~nt: ,"'and to . 
. I ., • . ' . . ' . ~. ' , ~ ". 0' . . ,: • ~: ........... . 
.reaCh ',that.}eve.~ at ' lea~t :thre~ yea~s.' of stUdY.: .,inJ~ometry .. a~e. r,~q1l:ir.~~ . . .. : 
As. statedearlier~: .hy~o ,theti.C~ducUv~ thirikingis characteristic of, . 
. the fotrna1 ope·r~titma.l stage" According to Pia get chi1dr~n ' of', ages , 11 ' ", 
. " . ' . ":'.' . . ' . .. . , 
' . t;o 13 ' years ' are able .to handle certain' formal operatio'ns, for- eiamp1e, ' 
, ', " , . 
~ inipHc~'ti~n' ~~d : excltision, .successfu1iy but ' they are ·not able to .se·t ~p . 
" • • • ' , • 1 .. ', ' ", -
. an exhaustive ' meth6d' of 
f 
. - ' . ", . 
proof ~.ntnapproxirnat~ly ·14 to I? years ' of age ~ •. 
However., . Suppes and Hill c1idmed that there' is .·no relationship b.etw~eQ . 
. . -, 
.': " " . / . . 
: . l~gic:al · r~.as0n<-n,g and age beyond that fmpos~d by ' lack of experien~e~, 
, . 
. . As ,Gagne .lIiaintained. the mo~t inip<?rtan~. difference am~rig\ lea'rners in· .... ·.':· 
. . 
theft abili'ty to , perform a , task r ,esides in th~irp~'ssessio~ or lack ' of : .. ' :. 
. ' . ' " .. '.' . ' . , . ' . 
p6s6~sion "qf subordinate knowledge • .. " , 
A .second theme is the concept of '"levels''' 6r "stage~'" of 
, ,. • I • . , 
'developme:nt. Both Piaget . and the van Hieies , postulated ' that students 
• I " 
' . pass thro~gh cer6dn ".sta~es" or ."leve1s'" of iritelle'ctual developmerit.; ., 
Without claiming that ' these two concepts ' are . synonymol.\s, . both Pi~get . : 
. j. /1 . I ~ 
and van ' Hiele ,~gree ,that . the orde:r of t~e~e ' Its tages" . and "levels" : arl7' 
' fixed, but tha,t rate' of p.to.gress ' is not;. The." t~~nsition from oI).e 
, . . 
'. ' r 
; '\ .•.. "stage" to another is dependent on . maturation while the' ~transition . , ' . 
. ; from one "level" to another can be hastened 'or 'retarded a!? a .fup.ction ) 
", . " , .. 
• : r" 
/ .. 
.. r' . 
; ;:" . 
. ,~ .' ... ', . 
'i . ," ; 
. " 
1 • , .. ::,. ,, " , • 
..-
. . " 
• , ', . I 
of' instr·~cti;n. ' . 
• I. , ,4; • 
Fiavell (1963) . sUIll1llarized Piaget' s views on the implication of '" 
• "; , , ' .. . I • " I '" • , . ' 
", ' , . 
the stag~s of development for ' educating: chi1~~en: .. 
:. , I ' .. 
C· 0 ", " , , . " , . . . . , . "', . -
In trylng to te'ach ' a child so~e general princ1piior r~let . / 
one .. shouldso far as it is ,fea!!ible para!iel, the development ' 
process ' of internalization of 'actions, that is 'the child :" 
should first' meet w'ith !:he ' principle : in the most ·copcrete. 
a'nd ' a'ctio~-oiiented con~e~t possible. '" . 
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,: . ' . 
. .. \\ . 
. ' 
' , ' ,I. p'ointed out, : Piiiget's 'use of the·· worct' · '. 
, . '. , ' " 1. ' 
" 
. lto~ever; ... as.·.A.dfer .. (196~) 
. . . 
' lIconcret~" ; . ~h~tild '.~~ t .'be con'f~sed witii .the\ises · :of .the :::.w,?rci~in . every?ay. 
... " - .. .. '., 
' , 1 ' 
. ", ' sp~e.ch.: . 'For Piage'~' , .. theconC!rete . operations \'f .. a 'person. :·are merital 




operations W:Lth ' ~rop~sitio!ls ·about · some' .. re~~sy·stem o,f 
'. " .:-" . ; .' . . • . '. : I, . ' •. ' \, ~ , "~' . .. : . .-. : :. " , ': .... ' ,... ., . , 
rela,tilJns : that the . persori. pe!cedv.es; : What! 'is c.oncret~ 
" "': . ' , - .. ' . ", 
, . ' 
or 'not ' concrete 
objectsand' 
.' .... " ,' 
.' " 
'.:." 
, .. ' .. 
." in.thi~ · ~e'nse 'i~' ; r~l~tive' to' the pers'on.' s p~s. t ·e*perierice and his men·tal . 




.: : '~. "'. " ... ' ·<~i:~r·i~y . .. ". . ..... ..:' . ' . 
" " ' .. ' '. 
'. '. : .. ,' 
. ' . ... . '. ' . : . 1;he .van· iliel~s ~ research indica tes. th~t . fo~ .. s~~de~tss~ :· funct~ciri .: ', ' :' 
,,", ' .. , 
.. \" . 
t .' .' 
.. .. . ..~deq~teil at 'one ·of 'the , advanceCi l'e',lel~; they ~us:t hll'\re ' ~stered iarge" . ":. 
", ',-
'. ' . 
Thi's develop~ent which 'leadsto : a' : high~~.: ... : .. : .. .. , .. ' .. . : .: 
• " ',: ", ". I "j :;/ 
• j. · geometric . level proceeds;. under theinf1~en'ce , of learning imd therefore 
, '. • ~ • • . ...' • " . ' , • I • - . 
'! • 
' j 




;.~ ,,' ' 
.:, .,:. , 
'. . . 
. Accordi~g to -Ga:gn~, . when .we consider a final 'pei:-fornuince to":be·· · 
\' • '. ',' 'fL · 
", , 
• • ! • ' J ~ " . ' . . • " : ' . . ., _.' I. ' " '. ' 
learned, w~ -find that it can be analyzed<into a num~er ·of s.l,l.bordinate'.: '/.' .f '''', '. ' . 
. : . 
" 
.. , '. " 
· subj'ectiWh .. ic.h must . first . hemaster~d b~f~re ;:the f~nal ' task ~~n : be . 
• • • 't , ·.attairied ~ . . ·The· basi~, 'principles of. :i.ns't~u~ti~n~~ des'ig~ in .9'i1gne '13 '. ", ':'. :". , '," '," .... 
' ,. ' . \ . ',' .' .. ' " ~ ', ' 
· theory cons,ists of. first, '· identifying ·.the compqrient tasks'. of ·a .· final 
,," . " .' . . -: . '. . -:.... . . . ' . ., " 
,.' .. '
• 'O ., 
'" ~ . 
" , , 
" . 
:' '. 
~ .. :. 
' . ' ' 
· p~dormance; . ~~en ensu.ririg ~ha~ ' e~c~ . of . t1i~~ .~ ·\:mp~nent .tasks . is . fu;tly .. . : 
'. , ' 
'.' ;.: .:'::;':\' ... >! .. :::: achieved; . and finally, aq'anging the total . lea.rnin~ 'situation in a 
, " , ".1 " " sequence which win ensure .optiinal ;mediationaleff.ects from' omicom.:. . • ; ... <, .... :/;~ po~~rit .. to :anoth~~ '~ ' . . . " . ' .:' .: . . . . . . <. . , " . 
. , .. . :,-.~ As . dt~d earlier; th'e purpose ' of tti~s : stUd~ ' was.:' to ·.design ·.·~nd ; _ .:.,, ', 
:' : ':,-' 
,. 
,~ . " ', . 
.-, •... : 
.:., .... :' 
I ' ~' : .', ':' • " J' -:' • 
• , ',' t · 
f ' • '.'.' 
" .': 
,' , 
, . . ".. . . . 
t~~ta unit 'on proof .in i~eometry .... 
, " ",' " ' , '. . ' 
~hown · . that there are no ~ell-'formU1.ated theor.{es·~-of instruction. ' How':" 
. ., '...; .. - " l' .... . . '. '.' .... *,.''' .. ". .. ; . ':" 
·\ ever, . th~s .... study ~s · an .attemp! :to .integratema:ny . ofthe ·ideas of the ' 
J .... .. ,va~ ··H.ieles' , ~ ; Piaget ' and Ga~e . . ·.,' . 
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, .CHAPTE;R III ·:' 
," . 
1 '. 
-, ' " 
' ,' , P.ROCEDURE AND"S,TATtsTIGA.Ln~SIGN , 
. - .' 
',.A' . ,.. 
The" design 'ofthis 'stildY · a~d .·~he p~ocedures . employed '.' ;lri.conduct7" 
.,', .' . ; ' .' " ' " ' , ',' 
.ingthe research' are~iesented:'and ' ~laborat~d~,~pon in ,this chapter: ;' 
.... More. 6P~ci~ical1Y, the follo~ing t,op!CS ar~' disc,ussed': . , (l)'p6pul~tion 
, • . • I • . ..-: , 
ana .,sample; (2) , experimental desig~; (3) procedure; (4)'the 'instruc':"· 
, '( , ,". . ' ' . .,' . :,: ' ' , 
. " 
tibnal,unh; ', ~5) i~struments; (6) '1iuiitatiot1~; '(7) hypotheses; and' (8) , 
. " ' ,' 1 ', . ' " 
" . 
'I, 
. , , , " 
. : populi:! tion and · Sample . , 
, .. ' ~ " 
': , 
in ··the .Grade 10 matriculation geometry program, · at an' all-male high · 
I ~ / 
I 
, ; ·1'·. ·· ·· 
..-I -' , 
'/ '" 
.../' :'.' ), 
",' 
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' . . ' 
:school in the St.'John'~ ~rban'ar~a, :who were'riot'curteJftiy, taking 
I" .',.' . I.: .... 
~~emistry or Physics, . Th~e were a total ~f -9lst~dent13 in fo~r cl~ss~s; 
" .. . ,,' '", ' ' ~r. 
<. Th~se ~ studerit:~ :werieas~ign:ed to classes by ,i:~~ ' principaL' Students had'! " 
" 
<, 
not been .assigne~ to: classes' 'in any particular 'inanner, , A few stuq.ents 
,. h~d-heen'~SSign~d· to pa'rt~~~la; ' cia~~~s: in an attempt -.to avoid discipline 
. . , problems " One.of these 'cIas'ses! consisted of only , 11 student~ and wa~ 
' .... 
therefore excluded ' from · the present study. Of . the:' rewlinlng three' . 
. . '. . ' ~ , . " .. .. .:.' 
",'cl~sses one was.::r<ln~oriUY selected to. pilot the instruments ~sed in ,'I 
. '; ' .', 
i: 
this'. study , and 'the r,emain:lng ,two. classes were used as the' sample, 
.' . :", 
, ". . .' , " " .' " 
. , ,~' ,<,.' .,' :'-~ .". This par~icular~c~ool was chos,enbecause . the: inve:stigato~-:wa~ . -..... " , . ' .... ' . ',. " J' : • 
"" , ' . 
.... . ' . ',' 
' It, ' '.'. 
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c, 
~ . , 
. .. a member of the teaching' staff, . and the sub'j,e~ts. were ther.ef~re readily . 
",' ,,' .), '. ·1 
" '". ' , - l · '... :' , ' . ,', " , , ", . 
, .' , .. : a~a:J.iable, Timth grade 'classes were· ,chosen .because.' a+1'. :in'te-gra1 pa~t of . 
, . \ -. , ' '":. ', . . ' :' ' '. ', ,' 
., 
, " ,. 
the tenth-gr~d~, g~ometry' ~ourse is, fon.na1 pro()f.~ . 
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. . ExPer:i.menta·l Design ; : .~ . 
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The . 'design'for this. ,study"w~s' : a 2 ·.x '2 : factoriald~sign . us~tng 
~ .. <.' ': ' .' 
.. '. the Indep~ndent variables t~~atmentalid 
, .' 
gidl · st~tu~.~··.;::~hif d~Sigrl .i~ 
sunimarized ' in'. Fi'gure L· 
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. Fig~'re 1'.' ~acto~~/deSi.g~ .empIOye~~:: . : '" "' .. ", \ 
. . ,"" 
' .. 
, ',. ' . 
. ;,' r . '//:"," -' 
.. . ; .' :'~ ;. . " The design was· a' inodification bfDes'ign ' 6 as de8Cribe~ ,by' 
'cam~beil and St~nley .·(~9~~)~~e·~ig~' 6, i·s: . ~ · ):>~st~e~t~6nly . Cont~6i G!=oup : , .. ' . 
: " ,: •• • ·1 
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" .: Design' which . controls for .threats to inte;t'1lal ,vaiidHy ' such ,as history, .: 
' . . ., ' ' . ~ . . ' . . , ' 
. • j 
'.. .'. . '. ..,' . ' : ' ! . ., '. . . ,. ', " , ' .' .' '.~-': ,~.:.~ . .' ~~' , '. 
~tur~tion, . testing, ·.instrume~tation, regr~ssiC?n, sel~etion, ' mo~tali~y. ·· '." 
" ,.. . . ' .' '. . '. • .', . , . '. , .', , '. . " -'" " C'" ". 
and the :interaction effect's ·of· these ·factors·, 
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randomly . assigned to one of two treatment groups, "Both gro~ps were 
I:, 
taught a. uiliton proof in g~ometiy" speCifica11y proofs in:vo~vi.ttg con- • 
" I... . . '" . " . ,', 
··.gruent.· t,ri~pgl~'s ~ . The ,exPerimental' group. was taught ' thismateri~l 
, • I • "," , • ,. • 
·u·sins. anin,struc;tional, unit. deyelbped' by the researcher, The ·instruc.,:· .. ·· ·· 
. '" '. ' . I , . . . 
. .', ~ 
. ~'. . 
.1 +i.onal· unit cods'isted' · of ~l:le' 'c.cimp:\.linSol.)f a "di~tionary" Of b~'sic . f~ct~ . ' " '. 
: , 
, '.- ~ 
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" !~ . , 
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" . .'.:: '. 
", .' 
' .': .': . an~ principles necessary for : pr'oving ·trian'gles . congruen~ and the use 
. ': ,"'.. ' .: .. 1, " " " , 
.':< :··.'. ot" an ana:-ysis-synth~siS s~rategy of pr~o'f, 'f!.. discussion' of::th~ :. · 
, . ' " :' ':~: .. ; r , : " " J • , ' . , ' 
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instructional unit ' is presented ' later in this , c1,laiiter .. ' 
" . 
" C, ' ' ' ' , " , " " • , 'I " 
,The CQntrol gr.oup ' w;iS taught ' the 'samemat,er,ia;L Ot1. proofs 
" ', ' . ' I , ,. 
i~volving ~ongru~nt triangles following the '~rograni outlined 'iri , the ' ' 
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, ' ,' 
The cont~ol , grOLid n,ot 
in : th~ a!larys~s synthesis 
'. 't -' 
use . the ,dictionary or write their pro,ofs ' , 
format. " 
, , . Class sessi6~s .consisted of one 40-minute class 'each 4ay over 
a ' ~eriod ~f ,'approximatelY' eight weeks. ' All pO~,sible ~ttempts were niade , ,,' 
. " '. ', .. ., 
to ~eep ' the instruction tim~ and ',duration .' approximately equaf 'for both , 
, " ' ", II' , ,' 
'gro~p.s. , How8:ver, , it is noted that since this unit was taughJ: as pa~t" 
of the regular school-curricultnn and in ' a school, 'situation it 'was not 
" , , ! . 
, , 'I' 
, entirely possible to have 'a completely I controlled situation . 
. ,,' ' . - . . , . . '. ' '. 
,/ 
, After c6mplet,ion" of ,' the unit on proof, both 'groups were ~ivin 
a review, session, which lasted , for ' twO class ' sessions ~ Thr~e 'days 
aft'er ,the rev'iew session all' subjects ,we'r~ giVen a posttes't on th~ 




, ' " , "Appendix A,' Th~se t ,ests were scored by Fhe iesear~her • . 
, I , , 
To , furth~r t~st the effects 'of' both treatmeni:~ on ',flc,hieveinent ' 
· bvertime, a ' delayed'p~sttest was given approximately two months after 
. termination ~f iristruct;1.on • . .This instrument is included i~ Appendix 'B:. 
· J:letween the two tests the teachers continued w.ith their regular ./ 
/ . i instruction of ,othe,r topics to be cov~red in the Grade 10 geometry 
' : , ' I 
'curriculum. ' 
,TWo ' points need dis~ussiqn at; thi·s ': ~ime. F.irstly, the delayed ' ' .. 
" 
· posttest was' :not ~s dompre1i~~iiv:e as , the immediate posnest. The 
,.' 
;.. .... ~ 
retentio.i, test, was part of a mor'e , comprehenSive term exam. Therefore, i ' 
I: ' 
" in 'light of this ,constraint, only B: ' ~im~ted att,:empt can be made ' to 
,,' 
I " .. -. ' 
" , 
.' : -~' . 
, "~ . 
" f "' .. ' 
, ' 
'" 
' . " 
, " 
, .: . 
, 
" . ' 
.. _' .' 
• - ~ .... ;: • • '-,. -~ ..... , .. , .• : .~,~ .: ..... ~ .... : .'" ... : ..... : •. : • ..,/.~ ... , ~~ .. . · ... - Z ·'t~, ' ~ ~ ' .' ,,:!. 
. . ,.' . .. .; . ~ 
. ........ 
:,:. , .. ' . ' .t. 
J ,,' 
". ' .. ~ , 
. ' 
>, • > . 
'j ~ ( ~ . ( .. . \. ·· compa~e . t!:te , tvo~' ,Seco~diy; the regul~u ,ins,tru'ction ,of other ~op:ics' ·:···· " . 'f . . ~ t 
, 
' betwe'e~ .tests ~einf'Qrced' the ': 'material '>t~~gh't 1n i:he '~~:i.t on 'corigruen~ 
, ". '.' , . -, . , . . ( ... 
. ' . " .' . " . '. ... . . . '. .. . , . 
triangles, as. proving triangles congruent was . an ' integr!i~ part .of this 
. ', " , '." . ' . ," " " . ,,', ', - ' .. ,. , .' '. , 
."., 
~ , . , 





.' , . ' , _' 1 , ; _ • ' 1 '. 
'. ' .' ~ , ~l ,results of bOr ~~edi~~.e arid ~elayed 'pos~tests were'" ~abu- ' 
• , ''-, ' " • ." " -. " .- .. .', .. II ' '. • . 
" 'lated and .. analyz·ed 'using , the appropriate :st~tistical tests to~be . dis-.1 
. ',' . ' " . . . .. , .. . '., . ',' . . .' ,.' .' - . 
'. ' ~us's~'d ' later" in this :chaptel:~ 
'.... . " 
' . . ' 
I • •• 
" : ''''. 
'. 
. .' ' .. ,:', ~~~ In~t~u~tional ' Unit "" .. ' ' \ 
.. 
,> ' 
. ~ . .-
'. ' 
.' .. 




" ,' ' 4·\'·. . • ,:: 
'. ' '.'. , . 
.'. ," I 
, ; . 
' . - ' , '> 
The instructioruiluni't for this s:tudy wi/.s . a unit on' using con-·. 
, I 
. . " gruent . tr:ia~~l~s .to ,Pro';'e: , -: " .. " (: geometric deductions. !Th.e ' un~~ ' was designed 
' , '.. . to incorporat.e (1) , '~ ' review 'of fimda~e~tal ' conce'pts; ('2) ,an 'organiza':' ' : 
. I ' '. " 
t,ional scheme, using some basie ':principles 'of , logic;' (3) some ' ·problem...; 
... 1l~vi~g · l?trategies, thatcou,ld be' appl.ied to proof;, (4)' :examples and 
, : r" ! ' , . 
, eXerCises bas'ed on the' above'; .' and (5) a ' test measur,i?g slsills and .con-
, r 
· cepts . taught. The pr~ncipal part. of t .he unit ' was , the c~mpiling of a' 
. I • .. \ • • 
"dictioI!-~ryi, of, basic facts and ph~d.pl~S necess~~Y'for " p~o~ing ,':' 




'. triangles .congruent'. The' 'dictionary was used troorganize iniormatiqn ' .' . 
, ' ... 
i~'~ logical way, . under the. foUowing headlngs"f (1) Def~nitio~s; . (2) 
Theorems; (3) Sequences A--:inf6rmati~n ' one can 'cqnclude' from ' a figure 
wHhout a i'Given'.'; and ' (4) Sequellces B--conclusions that can be drawn 
: '~r6m '8 "Gi~en. ·n A:discussion of , the developmellt of the , dicd.onary 
, 
'~'ol1dW~ ~ ,with examples unde'r , each heading. . " 
, 
, (1) Definitions: . Presented in this Eiection was' a rev:iew of .' 
. ' ., . ' '. '.' .' 
.' :1 , 
.':.\ ,', 
. .. . " 
," . 
,'.' , 
.... , . 
' J' 
.... . ~ .- '. I.: 
: ' 
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. "', 
d~fi~{tions·'.nece~s~ry for provi~g triangies .congruent. ' ' I'f a student ;---' 
" 
. ~; , 
. . '; 
.'. " 
1.,- '. I • • 
i ,''', " 
I'· '. . , . . ~ . I, 
r' , 
at a later time~ could not . remember i:he". ~eaning of a particular, d~fini- . . 
, . . . . ' .' I .' ." , 1 •. •• , . • '" . '. '.' ." ~ . ' . ' - ' • " , • ' . '. • 
tion, he · could r~fer t 'o his dic,tionar.y to retresh his ·memory,. . 'For .. 
• ,' •• 1 " • I " . ", " 
'.' 
example: .. ' 
. ~ , 
• , I ; .'- ..... ,'.' ... ' . '~.;-: 
. .:-------', ' . 
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• J • '. , • .1 
> . ' " ' :" ~" , .•• .:.., ,_. "'''A' _ '_'._p., .;.';.' ,;",. ,: . '. ~ . ,: 
.~ 
: , ' . !, :', 
:: 4 • 
'. : ,f 
39 ,' 
. . " .. . 
,"/ ' . .... ... . : .. .. 7' -', " . : . .. " ' 
. ' . 
" 
.,;.' . 
Ail' a~gl~" i~ tn~uniori 'd:f ~w~ · rays . ~ith " a , ~o~o~~ 
I · ", 
'. De'finition:' , , 
. , -, ' . ' ' ~ " '. . " ," 
" end,p()i~t: ~ , " .... ' ' - , " 





. ' , '. 
"0' , 
.' , . I 
'. " 
" : : ' . 
" 
i : " can be writte1),as: 'LB ',: ' .. ,". " . -
,,' 
, " 
. , ', ' 
", 
.':":'" 
'1 "" • 
:, ,.' 
, . ' 
" . 
• ~ ' .. J 
(a) :' .If it' '·/1 
I , . 
' , ' , 
;. ' 
" " 
~_-f-__ .. --4' )'2 ' " (b) , ':ifL' l~', Li '~hen :,li II :'i2: 
: ' 
. , , ~ . (3) : Sequence~ :A': .-;'The maj '6~:i:ty oip'~oofs " iit theG~ade 10.;' 




.' ~ ' .. " " 
, , "';: \',":,~td~ulation progr~m are direct " p~oo~" e~pl'OYi~g' t~~ _ ~s·e.-:. ~f. 'dj,ag:r:~ms . . . " ' 
:.}'he plirp~g'.e of, t ,his section was t9, ~i~t' cq,nclusion's " th~t can be drawn .-
, ~ , 
if given ' a :figure~ , For example: . 
' , ',' , ' 
" , 
": ",' .... , 
. sequences A: - , 
. " 
" , 
.... .. '. , .. .. ~. . 
, , Statement "." 
. I~ • '" , 
Reason , 
t· " ' 
" (a) ' Li " , / ' ,v :rt.ica ' I " " \:. 
, " 
\b') : L~ 
'L'2' 




.:': ' :It shouid ,b~ noted that, this ' example 1s 
'. \' _" t '. . " . ', 
" . ;-" 
otmean't to · .be exhaustive as 
. ' , , ,' 
..-', 
',' " 
. . : . 
' \ 
".' 
', ' ," ' 
one~' can also con~lude :liiforuiation a 
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.' .,;' t· .' ; ' , ':-" ~ ' . : .... . : --; .. , . I: _ . 
', ' . 
. .. , 
. ~. 
, .. " 
" " 
, " I. 
.~_:~~" _ 
. ,'~' " ' . .' 
, ' 
. '. " , 
, .' 
,40 : ..-'--- -- .-
. , .. , 
'(4) ' 'Sequence~ :B: ,,:' Rob'iri~on ''(1963) ' c~~ented.that , ,th~ ' ,aim of .: a 
• ~ . ' ' :' f" j . • ',, : _,' , " '. ' : . ' '. ' .. ' . , ' , " 
, ' proof in., matt~~n1atics is' t ,o dem~n~~rat.~ '·th/ilt , ~ome .given ' s 'ta.t~Dlent ~poi~~ , 
- . '. " , ' :. '. " . : ' , '. . ' , ' ".,' '. " " ." 
" , 
, 
in: ~hE; , ax,ibmati~· syst~m under considerat:foon. .The.s~rategy of the ' " ', 
dir~c~ pro~f.:i~: to · ~ho~' tJat' 't~e ' giVen ' sta~~ment is,ded~cibi~ 'fi:om ': the 
. ' .. ,.;. . 
" I " , 
. . : '. " ' . , , .', .' . .•.. ' . ', I 
axioms •. ' The 'direct Pl;oof, . according to , Robinson;, proc,eeds' , from the. l 
~ " , j ,. • ., " .' ',. ' ' . " " . ... , -
:',' ' , ' axioms by, repea ~ed applicai:.iori of the' Law' of' Detachme~t. ~o~evei:, the 
' . , 
, I , ,/". " , .• 
two-c91'funn 'form of ' proof does not 'make thi~ 'very aear .', 4s ,cited , 
, '.' . , . . ~ ' . ' . . ' 
" . '~'~rii~~" ~1~erbU~g d9 71) sUP'PO~~~dthe abo~~ ~ con~1u~±bn • .. 
." . ~~ . 
The ptirpo.sej£ this ,I>ection. of t~e di~tio~ary wa~ , to l;i~t "con""' 
1 '. .~. .. " 
" / clusi?It's '.a~rivedat by ,using, the': ~aws of 'logic,': , cir~sing frOm a ,Ifremise ; 
'. . , ' " .' . " : ' i I . . ' " ' , ",' - : " ',! 
. ,:-' pres.~~te~ to students.:as -information· I.'GiVe~" . ab~~~ a .cer~ai~ ', ~i,tir.e.~ 
' ,For; ~xa~ple: ' 
" 
"\" , , ' 
" ',~ , 
", 
" ~ '. . . '~:'" , .. 
' , : " 
.. .. , :. 
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., ', " 
:' ... , . .' 
' " ' 
/I " 
... Given:'"Dx bisects L ABC " ' 
' , ' , " 
, -
. ~', . 
• ', ' ~ t o 
. ' . 
. . : 1. . If a: ray bi'se'cts an ' angl~ , the~ . it 
forms ' two , congruent . angles; '( thi,s 
.. is · the definition. of ' an angle . 
· bis~ctor) " " 
." i. : 'BX')bi~~cts ' L·AP,C 
. ' . . "'- . 
'" 
.," . 
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1. , ,If, P; , then ;Q .' 
, , 
" - ,- ' ~ . ... .'., ... . 
, ' 0 
.. , 
2 ~ ', P is ~r:ue ' 
,! 
. '," 
'.' ' :. 
" ...  
. , .' ,', 3., '. ~ere~ore, L1 . ~,.., [ ';2': " '. ~. ' , 'Th,e·refore .. ,Q is true 
" .:. . . 
' , '. . ' 
" , ~" , 
. " , 
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I , ' • • ,' 
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. . --- : ,,', 
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.' :1 ' . J 
. " 
, , 
. ' .: .. , -: . ' . " , .: . , 42,' 
.' i .:' 
: ' ,' . 'The pr6c'ed~r~ 6ut'ii~ed ab~vewas us~d ':as a st~~tegy i 'n solving 
.' , .. ' . '.' " ".. ' '. . . .. ,' 
; ~ny bf the 'proof ' exercis~s in ', ihis , ~:i.t. , The an<;i}ysis. ' howev~~, was. 
• • •• I' • '. '.' • 
, . 
,not 'r'equire~ a~ 'part. qf th~,.' solutiOil. , · 
: - . . . '. , ,. , , 
. :",. 
)' , Iri" s~ry, the' unit :was desl,gned ' as 'an o~g~niza.tiC!ria,l s,~heme ' 
t~be- us~d ' by, th~ " stugeri~s 'in 'studying proof in: g'eome'tiy. Students ' 
'. ... ~ . ' . . " , . ... ~' . " ". 
, , ',,' who 'usid , this .'::instrtictio~al unit co~pii~~d .. th~ ,' groupcali~~ ,"Dictionary'" ': ' 
" " . . , .", " , 
., ~. '. ' 
" , ... 
. " ,. 
••••• ,/> 
, . and those in , the c'on:trol group ;HNon~Dic~{on,ary :,'\ 
" ;,., 
' ,' 
,"' f " , 
'. , 
, " : , 
I' 
, InstrUments , ,', :' 
J'. , 
I ' , ~ 
,,' 
Two' te d~si~ned bya ,:pimel o'{ high . schooL ge~~et.ry,: : " :.,' 
" '. :" '.'... ,' .. . , .: . 
teachers to the stated b~havioral obj~cti,ves cif ' the ,instructional 
,'. . " 
, , :unit •• The ~ppe~dix C. ,To est'ab~ish the . , " 
,', validity ,of the ts ~ a speclalist in the field· of mathematics educa": 
, " 
tion was consulted. 
.. , ' , 
," .. 
: ' :: \ . 
. ' , . 
::: 
. : . ~ 
, ' , ; ,,' - The : ~tab~lity,: ~~thod (A~ari -: & 9iock~ ' ~9.6? .. p~ 31,S) ,was used , to 
" , ' .' 
' test the, reiiabil'ity 0 '£ ' ,the ' immed,iat~ - p'Qsttest.' Acc'ording t6: th~'''' 
'. 
t . I ' .' '. ~ . , ': , ' .. . ' • ':. • ~ ~ • .' -',.. . " ~'. '.. • " " .' • 
stability method, a t~st , is administered ' ~ci a . ,group of students. once; , 
. . :- . 
.' th;en' after a , cert~in time interval it is admin~litered a second time , 
" ~ ~. 
,,' to , th~ same group of., students~ A c~efficiEmt ofreHabiltty ' is com- , 
'" put~d" f~om-.. th~" two ,sets\: of test scores. ' This correlation coefficient " 
to ,test the r~liabilit~ of the test ·was found by computing , a Pearson 
" '~~ , " , 
,' .. px:o~uc,t moment: 'correlation coefficient':', The .. test was given, to' a, sa.mpl~ ' 
, ', ;' , ",:. : " , ' , -' 
,of ,26 students 'erirolled in the matriculation _program but not a part 
J .' 
• ' .' 'A 
, \ 
" "':' ,, of this study. The correlation coeffiCient computed' for this test 
- ' 
: '. , was O.?O; , .. 
. , 
.' 
, ' " . 
. ' .' 
-: " 








". \ " . . '
. . '.'. 
,' . . 
" The ' spli~~half method was used to te~t ' t~e reliability !Jf , 
the ciel~yed posttest. " Two subtests ~ere foUnd , and scores' obtained . i ~ 
on ,the 'tw,o halves were 'cort:elated. The half:..test ' ~eliab'ility 
. --- ' . 
,J 
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~ . ,.. .. ~ '. . ' I '\ . ' " , / ' : 
c~~fficie~t fo"r.:the ,delayed po~ttest 'was 0.74. -:, s 'ing ,th~ :Spea:i:1nan~ " ,j: " ,: . 
Bro';' , fO~l. ' t~e~orre~ ted , r~i~bili ty , CO~ffiCi1 t w,,~, 85~ • The " I "", ~ , 
' t~St8 ' can be ' found in {\ppenc1-!ces' A '~~~ B. " • ,: , \' , " ' ~, 
,'\' , " , " ,' ;' ,: \' " : 
,Lf.mftatiQns , ' ' , ' \ ' ', ' 
, , I ,In Chapter :r ~ it 'wa,s noted that w~s de1i~i ted' :t~' ' f," , 
" ' '' , , ' :, ",',' ',, ', ' ;. ", " ','I." " " ,',, ' , , '~ ' , ': ' 
"-Grade, io' ,leyel' 'male 's t~~ent~' and , to' the, subj e,~ b 'f ,:ge9m~tr)T. ':,:r.n add~(, '"" 
• • '. , • " ". • '. : '. r :: " ... .' " :" :', ~ .' ~'.' rt ., ' 
, . : .. 
'/ ." , ' 
. ( • . , ,0' 
( . ', 
, , , ti(m~ , tlie,re 'wereothe~ fac~ors which ' ~ot'enti:al y' ,1i it, the , general~ ,,""r~ ',:" ;" ,' 
, , ' , , izC\b,ility of the 'resu'! ts. , (, 
, '0 .. I 
, ~ ." 
~ ... 
, ~I~. .: 
" oJ 
'. ~ ... 
, ) 
,. 
.. .. . 
, " : ' The r~~~its of thi~ ' sfuciy were,' rim'ited by' ' ,d~g;7e t;>f' t~achrr" , hct'~~eBe~t" .. Two' dfff~re:' teBcherBwere u , ', , stud;, ! ~. .: ' .. ; 
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Res,ellrchers such as ' Palardy (1969) and Brophy' nd 'Good (1970~' haVe ~ , : I .' 
, " ' " " \" ,, ', 
' \, " I re.p,or~ed: th'~t , teacner, vari~~les do ' affect stud nt achievemen~: " .' ,1 
',',::- , " The result;> may 'also 'be limited :by, such va~±abl,e~ ,as ~~ner~l' .[:' , 
ability,~cihooi 'a.chie~em~nt i , ar1l1' the ',t~e of d'a 6f inst~u~tion. :, ~', ( '" 
" " 
" " . 
" ' . j " , "' . -' •• I -I , , \ ' , 
, , :: Because: ,intact classes were .used 'in thi,sstudy, ,he researcher did:.no1t" , 
• " . ,." '. , . • ,,' • • • I "' • • , 
'have 'control ,over these variables ... However;' the st\Jdents that , com- ~ : ' , " 
" " :: " ' ,' , ,; ' ", : ' -\ .,,',: " \ ::', , -,:; " , .,', ;: r 
" ' ,' p:rised t,he~" samp;I.e were', enrol~,ed ~n: ,the same, P:Ogr: ,stu~~ep , :the ,~,a~" " ':"" 
courf!.es, ,and we~e assigned to, clas,ses by t ,he. 'prine pal at 'th~ begi~:(ng, 
of , the school ,year'. , " 
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" , ,: Hypotheses . , 
". 1 • 
".-: .- .' . , , , , 
, .; , ,: ... ' ( , ' , " 
Tl;te fojlowing null :hypotileses ,wetetested 'in this study: } .. 
1-. , ' T4er'e~ 'i~ 'no' Signifitan~ , ci:l.ffer~nce ,,; in ~achiev ' ent , in 'ge'o~~t;J ,' " , " " " 
, : , ' - " , ", ) , . ' ( , " 
, " ' l' ' " , , 
i~,struc ' ~on and 'those ' I :" ~ , " 
_ ,, 1 . 
. . , . ' ~ . 
bei:~een ~t\id~Iits ' receiving .regular classr90m 
, '" u'~ing ' the, instructional unit (Dict:J,onary) on 
-.::...:, ' :' " "/' , ', , .', ,'" post test ' i " I 
, " 
, of"fiiat:h~inatica1 skills ',and concepts'. 
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Tl;le.r~ . is' n~ . signHica~ t diff~ie~ce ' 'in: ach~ev~ment. · , betwe~n·· ··:. : ." ; "', , 
" , • • • " , • ~ . ' " . ~ ~ fl ' " , .' " " . J ' 
· . repeaters a~d riori-~~p'e~ters :o~ .an: i~ediat~ postt~st-;-cif -~thelJla~ica:l ':' 
• " _ , ' . • . ' o· \ 
.... , 
" ; , o . 
. 2.,· 




• ' o~, '1 :- _ • 
. ).' : There i~ no " s{gIiifica~tin'tera~ ti~n . betwe~~' tohe grade statu,s . , ' 
" ' 
" ',' . 
, ',' " 
-. .' 
. .:. 
a ~ . • 
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' : . . 
," 1 \' 
.. . . . 
" " ... : . -. ;, : . . - ' " '. ', " , . ,: '. ~, ~' . :1, .... . J ':' : ,'. , . ' , :,.' ,,' ', '. " .' 
.· of .st.udents and, th~ .treatment: received on an itinn~diat~ test' of mathemati-
" 
. . 
! ' I ' . ' . ' ",' r : "', ' , ,I: . . / " ... ',' ~ ,.,.. 
. ...... :- : ' . . ,c'a:i skili~ :.::md . conc'~pts~ , 
, . ' .,-" . ' ' . ' . . 
. -. '. ' , . ' 
, . ' 
, . ~ . .... 
. '0 - J 'I ' : 
," 
" ": .4" 
i. I . " " . ', : 11 
, , . . ; ! , " ! , .' ',' ' , • , " , ' ' ,¥', 0 \ <' 
There' is ~o .. signi.ficant· cJ,iffeience in achievement in .geometry .. · . ~ 
, 0 " ; ~ • ' I , ,0 • • • • " • 0 . ' 
" ,,:.- " 
' .. ' . 
' . " . 
~ .. , " 
0' " '" 
~ , " . t " , ¥ 
· . ' ," 
, ," ', 
... 
: 'betJ;jeEit,l 'students ·receivirig regular . classroom' in'struction and those'. :. 
.' ' , ~ • • ' ' : ' J • • ' , ' , , ' . .. :, • 0 • I 
>:, ~ .. , '.' . , usiil~ the ', in~truc't1onalun'it . (D{ttionary')on a d~iaye.~ post~est ot .. '/ .;. 
.' -, ' . 
.: ' :~thematica:l ski'lls and 
• ~ . , " : •• :; .. ., ' 0 J' . ' : ' .. • • 
" -:.. . 
.... ' • • J' ' . 
. ' . 
.<;' .::' 5. :,;. Th~l;'e ' is .no ' signific.!nt . . dif~efen:ce in achievement between , . 
• " I , 
e '.".' .·r~p~~tel:s at}.d non-te.Mat'ers on .a . delayed 'posttest of jna~h~~ticai 
.'. ~ '. '. . , . . " :. . . 
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ski:l).s and ' c·onC:ept:s •. 
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.. .. of .stu.cients ancj" t~~ treat~ent received' on" 'a' del~y~d ' post:tes'~ ~f ' 
, ; 
'\ . '-
mathematical skills and ' con~e~ts: 





. ':' , Statistical ' Test and Significance Levels 
.. . . ' . . ! ', " 
':, ' ": 
R~sults. 'of the itiunediate and del~yed ' p~sttest we~e ' subJected .. 
, . ' • ~ , " ", : • • r . ' '' , • • • 
' ", .. . , . 
: .: ' , 
" .:: . -
0 1' ,' . 
.' 
. ' ~ . . 
. . 
- ..... . 
to ~ two,:,way analysis of .variance.'The ~omp·uter . program in ·Statistical. ,. 
:. # 
.', " 
... . - . .. 
. , '. '. ~ 
.:. · · ··pac~ge .Fo~ ~he social ' Scien~es (1970), . titl~d:ANq,jA. ·was,:.,useq ~o~ th~ ' . 
• • , 0 , l \ . ..' . , '" , " " • 
"" . • a • ' . " .~;. 
. . ~ " 
'.' , 
: . . ' 
. . ~ .. .. ' 
. " 
. ' . 
, ~, 
a~alYsis. All · st~,te.c\ hypoth~ses w~~e. te~ted ' at · ··the:.~6.ci5 s.:i.gnifica~ce ' . ...• 
• • • ." , • , • 0 ', • , I,. • t' , ' 
l~Ve,l.< :I. c:Ler IV of '.<bis ,ropo,t . ~. comple<" .na~Y'iSQf the""£!uit. >. ' : " "~ ' 
.. '... ,' it: 
. :. ,' , .' . 
, . ' " " . . '. .. ..::~'I · ·' 
~ . ' .' :' ~ . . ' .:: ·:i:'.;'· :>·: ;~ ."; ', ::·".:~~t· ·:· " ~ 
• " • " : ' , " . ' •. : . : .: . • : ;::-':, : '-,:' •• ' .~ .'.' • ,0 , ' • •• ;". : ' 
. . .. ' ..• . :.. . . " .. I: . 
" ·using·: the .' stati~tical tests and signif:ic~nce .·levels a's ' outlined inth1a 
. ' " ' .. , ' .'" o ' " , ' ' • 
. • ' I 
:~~.h·apte.r . is ·1;'eported. · T.he~e results a're discussed in Chap'ter V • 
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CHAPT~R IV 
,ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 
I . . ' 
\ .' . 
" 
, .. In thischap.ter the data are examined' in terms of: the~tated, 
hypoth:eses-. 
./, .... 
The chapter is di:"ided i~to three' sections: (1) immediate ' 
. '.< " 
'. j . 
posttest'results;. :(2) . delayed 'post test results; and (3) ' secqndary st!ldy. ' : . 
'Immediate Posttest Results 
. j 
.. 
I!l this section the dataf.rom' th~ ' iinmediate 'post,test ' are pre~ 
.' , \ 
sented. · The following three hyp~theses ' were tested ~st;g a two-way' 
o i 
- . 
anaiysis' of variance procedure. . j 
.1, 
Hypothesis 1: There is no significant difference in achiev~ment in ",' : ~. : 
. ' , <; 
geometry he,tween students receiving regular c1ass·r,tlom ,lnst·ruction .and ' 
.' I . . • 
. tho'se .~sing tile: i~'s~r~ctional\uriU (Dictionary)' on alYirinnediate posttest · 
of 'mathemart'ca1 ~kills and concepts . . 
". . ' ltypo~hesis 2: ' There, is no significant · difference ~n achievement 
, . 
. . , :c:"" , " ' ,, 
between r~eaters~~ · non:r~eaters 
. , ~ . . 
mat·ici!· skills ~~d concepts. 
, 
~' . ' 
, .. 
, ~ '. . 
on an iIiunediate posttest o'f mathe-
, ~ . " . 
' ( 
'Hypothesis3: Tllere.is no sfgnif::Lc'ant in'teracti~n between the grade 
, I 
status: of .students and ' the expex:inientaf' t~~atm!!nt received on an 
, '-"' , -- '. 
- (, " 
.immediate test of mathematical skills and :concepts'~ 
. , 
I • 
• For Hypothes,is 1.' an F~r~ti~ of L'88. was obtained which ·was. ': : 
(' not signific~nt ' lit the 0.05 J,eve1 and therefor~ the ~hyPotheBis was not 
. , 
It was concluded then 'that tfiere was no ' significant 
,/ \ .' . .' 
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, 1.10' \ , ' . I _ '~ 
. :~ , 
.. , 
, ' , ' 
• ", 1 46, ' '. \ ' . w 
• " ' .;' , ' . : ,,', '" . ' . ~ " ':~ I, " 
dihe're~ce in' ~chieveIiuint 'between' the two treatment groups'; ' The , 
, .' . ~ . 
,"', analysis'· of vadance tesul ts are ,rep()r~ed in Table ,). " 
. ''\','' 
'\ \ , , TABLE 1 " I 
.. ' .. . 




Source'- MS ,F Significance ' Level ss DF 
'" i15.50 1.88 ,, 0.18 
.' 
Treatment . 115.50 , I 
Grade Status ' , 514.08 'I 514.08 8.39' 0.01 
t:" .. . 
~-f- ' 
, ' . : 
2.87 , . 0.05 ' 0.83 
L ' / Treiitment by 2.87 1 
" . Grade Status' 
Error 3,063.04' 50 61:26 
, ~ . 
Total 3,713.70 53 
. , 
'. ' 
. . . 
Students in the Dic~ionary group obtained a ' mean score of 35.33, 
I 
whereas, students 'in the Non-Dictionary group obtained a mean score of 
, . '~ . ' " . 
' 32.17; Although the mEj!an score was '.higher for ~heDictionary ?roup; 
,i. ' . . ' . 
" 'r\ • 
this differ~nce w~s not signific'ant. A deta~ied breakdown of mean 
..,........ " I... • 
scores on ,the . immediate posttestare ' presented 
,~ , ! , , ' -:' , , ' to , 
Foj: HypotheSis 2, as shoWn in Table 1, 
in Table 2 •. 
an F-ratio of 8.39 wa~ 
obtained ~p~ch was signifi~a:~t at the 0.011~vel 6f significance and' 
therefore the hypotli~sis was rej ected • . It 'wa.s concluded then that 
/' 
there was ,a' significant difference in~achievement between repeaters. 
, ' -, ' . ~ . , 
,: aod ~,on-repeaters.The non-repeaters' scored , significantly hig~er on· the 
.' immedia~e p~s'ttest" .'Noo-repeaters .obtained a mean' score ?f 36' .• 05" 
. where~s :~:epeater\ ob-tained ,a mean, score 'of' 29.29. 
';, -' ~ , _ ,' , ' ' 
. , 
, 
;_~_' '. '" . ___ ~~_..:.. .... _..., .. :' :, ... _:.~:-:-:_ " .. _ .. "_~.,,,. __ . . ..... _ .. :."_~.,,;..: __ ~ .. ~ .. " .., ' ..... _.:, .. " .. _~ .. _ :_'''. ' ____ ': . .'''; ._ .... '" .. '::' .I. 
'l " ~ , 
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'\ TABlE ' 2"; , " 
.", 
.. ' } ,ME!if 'ACH,IEVEMENT SCORES ON THE IMMEDIATE 'POSTTEST', BY 
" : 
,TREATMENT. GROUP AND'~R,ADE STATUS ' 
. , 
. • . f 
. (/) .. ,, ':: . ; . 
QJ ~ Non-repeate,r. 
'tl .j.J , ' , 
!1l '«1 " 




' .... . 
,*Maximum = 56.00 
. , Treatment 
' Non!.Dictionary " · ·Dictionary' . 
. i. 34.56* 
' N";'16 
" .. 27.38 
N=8' ' 
; 32.17'-
. I . " . 





















N=S4 ' ., 
. ' 
"For Hypothesis' 3, ' an,F'-ratio ~f O.OS-~'~ obtained' which~was not 
'" sigriifi~ant ,.~t the 0;05 le"e1and, . therefo~e ,'the ,hypothe'sis' was not ".' 
'. 
rejected. It was 'concluded : tllen that ,there was ~~ ~ignificimt inter-,, 
, 'a~t:ion ~~tw~en~h::4.stat~s or students ,andthl treatmen,t receiyed. : 
, , 
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\ ' 
,. , :Delayed 'p6stt~'st Results ' ~ . ..., ' -:', 
I ' ., 
.. \ 
'.,'.: 
.. : . 
, I 
" ; ,', ' '/, " 
,In, thlssection the ' data .from the 'delayed posttest /ire , pre- ' 
-. ' ,,' " , 
~ented. ' , The .'following three 'hypotheses were' tested , using : ~ two ,way , 
.. " , : , _ , 
analysis of variance, procedur~. \ 
, " 
Hypothesis ' 4: ~ 'there is no, ,significant difference in ach~evelllent, t~ 
, , 
ge6m~try b~tween student's rfecefvlng ' regular ciassroom i ,nstruction and , 
, " , ' t ' , , " , ' 
" r 
those, usi~g' the ' ins~rucu:i.o'n~:i.l unit" (i:>ict~onary) on a delayed 'post,t ,est " " 
, ,I 
, ' , 
of mathema~i<;al skills and concepts. 
. " 
Hypothesis 5: There is no significant difference in ,achievement 
" '." ;', , ~ 
,betwe~ri repeaters 'and non-repeaters~n~ ' deia~e'd pos~testof mathe:" 
ma~ica"i, skills and , concepts. ' 
• ' L • 
, \ , 





Hypothesis 6': , There is no ' si'gnifi,cant interaction 
, " st.at~s of , s~ude~ts ' and the e~perime~tal tre~tmen~ on , a delayed, 
, , 
posttest of mathematical ' skl..LI,sand concepts. 
/' ',', 
, . ~.t 
. ... 
~ . - .: 
" . ' 
'. 
,-' 
.., ' . 
, .. 
I ' I 
;, 
" , ' 
.' 




!,' , ' 
"'.' 
Th,e analysi's ' of ' variance' resuits : are ', reported in 




" , ' , 
, ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF DELAYEfr POSTTEST RESULTS 
'\ Sc;)Urce , ,SS 
" 
DF 11$, ' 
, • 'l'r~atmerit 7'.72 1 ' 7.72" 0.78"" 
" , 
,I 
I , , Grade Status ,' 31. 91 131.91' 3.24 
! 
, " ~ Treatment by 
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, For Hypothesis 4, :: ~~ ~-ratlop'~ ," O,78 ~as obtai~~d which ' was not 
~ignificant ' ~tthi! 0.05 'ievel and the'refore the null ' hyp~thesi.s was n<?t,,' 
I' 
' : rej ected . . it was"con~luded then ~hatthere WaS no significant 'differ- ' ' 
/ . . 
: ence , i~ a,cidevemen,t between , the , two 'treatment "groups,: 
Students, in' ,the Dict'ibnary group obta:Lned a mea:n score ot'13.40,: 
. . ' . ' . , . 
" ', whereas." stude~ts 'ill ' 'the ' ,No~"':Di~tionary group, o,b~~i~ed a mean ' s~o're ' of' 
, , 
~ , : 
: 12.58,' 'Although ',the mean score was higher for ' the n:l.ot:lonilry,' group, 
" , -~ , 
", this difference ' w~s nof signific,ant. ' A detailed , ,breakdowri:, of 'mean 
, • • I • , • -




MEAN ACHIEVEMENT SCORES ON THE DELAYED POSTTEST BY 
, , TREA~N;t GROm;> ,AND GRADE ,STATUS, ' . 
. Treatinent . ~ 1" 





, til Non-1;',~peater, " ", .1~ ,.: 44,* 
, N=l6 , 
', 1'3,67 
"N=21 , 
>, 13.57" ,, : 
4) ,::l 
','Q "-I , 
, III III 
, ~ "" ' , ~ til Repeater ' 
" ~ I 

















For Hypothesis 5, and' F-rat~o of ' ~,24 , was obtailled which was 
, no~ ' significant at the 0.05 level and therefore 'the hypothesis ,was' 
" .' , .. ' 
, r 
not rejected.lt was . concluded then that J:here was no 'si'gnificant ': 
, cliff er.ence iitachieve;!Utbetweeri repeaters ' !ind non-repea~ers. ~cin-
' repeaFers ' obt~in~d a: me~n s,cor~ ?f 13;~7, whereas repeaters obtained 
a mean,' score ,6£ IL88.Al,though the mean sco~es 'w,ere high~r for' 
, non~r~peater~, ' this dif~erence ~s no~ , si,gnifi~~nt~ : 
~. . ' 
',r ,': ., : , , ', 
J ' 
" ' , ' 
, .' , ' : . 
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, " . - . .. 
" 
<> 
. F~~ Hyp~thesis 6·,. anq. F";'rC\tic{ of ~O:82 ' ~asc obtaIned ~hidh was . 
.. no t significaIit · at· '~he 0 ..o51ev~·1 ·. and· th~refore ~he hyp~thest: ;as .. 
n9t . r~j ·e~t~d. ·.· It ·~s" conol~d~ci .tJ:!en that ,the're was ,no sign:l:fica~t 
'.,' , :_.... , .'. :, • • , :. • . I . '. 
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~ . thj,~d :. group, ; comprising only rE;p~ate.rs,studying geometry . in the . ' 
. ' " I 
schoCll. Williams ,<1914), : ~ne (1975), Wooldddg'e ,(1978) and oth~rs : ' 
, .. : ' 
. have suggested., that in/ order ' to engage io ' succe~sfu1 'proof-making , 
'. ~., ,'. , " .' ' ,: ' , " I, ,, ' ~. ' , :' r, ' 
' . '.: .stucient~ need1to 'j>e expos~d ' to the basic · i~ea~ . of ~the~a,tica1:1ogi:" 
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, I. I .,' including the notion of a syllogism, the transitive law of i~liciiti~n , ', ' 




and the . law o'f the ' excluded middle. 
'J ' , 
III ·the !M~n study' the' experimental . tre~tment referred to ' as 
', ', 
"D~ction~:rY',"incori)ora,ted 'eac,h of, t4e ~iin'ciples ' of ,~theniatical"logic 
\ , 
-" 
' previously mentioned .•. · However, these principles were not made' explicit 
.' ' , ' ~ , ' 
.' '1:6'. 'tile s~udents during instr~ct~on • . t ,second ~xPerim~nt~i unit was' . 
' dev~toped ' to - include each aspec~ of the experimental treatment 
. ' . I ~ ' . ' . - .' . 
0 ' ' , ' 
"Di.ctionau" ~nd to'. incl~de . instruction in the notion of a. syllogism, . 





.the tr?nsi.tive law of implication, and the law of ~he excluded iniddle . 
1 , ' •• • ' • , • ' ....,. ','. " I, 
.This t~~atment is referred t~ ~s Di~tionary 1 .. ~mdL~gic for the statr~i-.), ' .... 
cal a~a~ysis discussed later in this . sectio~. A description of . this 
unit is included in Appendix D. 
.... 
, The . performance ,of the subj ects, 'in this 'secondary study was 
. 1 
1 ' 
. compared with that of the :repeaters in' the Di'ctionary and Non- . ' ' . 
, " 
... / " Di'ct!onary grou~~ from the ~-in study ~.- All of these r~peaters had . 
, . . . . " " , . .. 
'';~ " .' , . , ; , 




. ', ~ 
" . ' . 
, ". 
" " \ 
'\ 
instruction of the respective unit~ • 
. The following, hypbthesfs was teste~." There is no significant 
difference iIi achievement b~tween group's . receiving different e~peri- . 
- ' ', . . ' , 
. mental treatments. To . test . this hypothesis an analysis of covatiance 
procedure .was us~d with the ' pretest as ~ co";ariate·. 
." 
Three important . limitat,ions of this secondary study warrant 
·discussion.. First, the results maybe' limited b~causeof small group ' 
I 
instruction. The -'>ictionary and , L~gi:-'~' group was ' ~ small group of 
.' .. ' 1 '. \ . " 






" ,' .. 
w:ere . part of larger cl!'lsses .. "Seco~d,. the results may be . limited· 
. because of teacher effectiveness . . TWo ' of' the three groups,' only~ were 
ta:ugh~ by' the ' same teacher. , Third, the generaiizability of the, .. 
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~~suits ·of. t :his ~ seCbndary~tu~;. :~r'~ 'limi ted b·e·~a~se .. ,of' th,e .. s~il'h~m- . 
."" ,' ber 'of . ~t~dents ·.i~ e~ch' . exp'eri~enbil : ~r~up:-- ; : .. .. : '; . , .' . \ '. ' .. :'. .: .,.. ..: . 
, • , I ' ... • 
. ' .. . . . . , ' . .' , ~ .. .. ' .;' ,. . , : : , . ' , . 
. . 
- ".~!. '" 
':- ,', 
. In. Table' 5; the reJ;;ults . of the analysis .of covarian'ce "per.formed 
• 1 on the d~ta ~t ~h~-S ' ·seco·ndary . . stUd~ :a~~ ' · su~ar·bed . .. ~ F':'ra~~o ~f . ',, :;. \ . . : 
';. ' .. ~ .. 
. . .. 
. ',/ 
. . 
cilnc~' andt~er~f~~e' th,e ' hYpothes.is . wa:s , rej ect'eci-:- It was : CO~clud~d '" , .. ,' . 
" 
. ,' . 
' / . , 
· th~:n that there :wa~, a signific.ant dif£ei:ei1C.ei~ :ac~i'eve~EI:Ilt . between .' 
" ' o. " '0 , • 
. . .. ·:tt:ea'tme~t groups' ~ ..... ' . " ' . . 
: .. :' ') 
, TABLE; 5' . ..:.' .. :., 
. ; 
. , '. ' . 
, ' : • " I • ~ I, ', . • • • - ' ,' • • • • " • 
. ' ANALYSIS OFCOVARIANCE·OF ACH~EVEMEN';r: ON THE 'POSTTEST BY. 
, ':' . , TREATMENT ·WITH ,AC~IEVEMENT ON T·RE . 
PRETEST· AS A COVA~IATE 
. . 
~============~======~====~==============~~===== 
Sources of ' . . .' Signifi~an~ , 
. Variation ~S ,DF MS F l ' .', Level :. ~ 
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, .: 
", ; : 
'. : 
. \ .: 
' Main Effects 
• ~ • l 
Treatment 415.67 
Error '. ' .... i67.57 
I ' 
'I · . T~~~l · 
. ,1,196.00. ' 
. : t" 
. I ' , 
: 1 . '.' 12.76 
ttl .... 
. 2 207.~4 
22 ' 34.89 
". .' ~ 
25 .. 47.84' 
0:37 . '. 
" . \ 
' 5~'96 •. 
. / . 
f ' 
'0:55 " '. ' 
'<: ·.01 
, . . 
, ,; To determine . where the s.·~gnificant cliffeience . betweeri the-
' ,: 
i:r,eat;ment~ lay; ~Scheff~~ test '~as carried '~ut ~ . Du~ to ' tiw .fact that ' ., 
¥ ' . ' , 
'. 'the Selie'ffe proced~re 'is: more '~igorous ~ha~ ~uit'iJ~e ' t~~es't:S; it 
· ' " " .'. . , 
was 
. deCided :to . employ '. a' less rigorous . significa~ce leve+ ' (.10) as sug-' '. 
. ..- ' .. . :' ". . . ,. '. . , . , '. " - : ;. . ' 
· ges.~ed by ,Sc.heff,e (1~59). .The a'na1y~is ,of data, 's~rized "in Table ' 
I • • :. 
' . . 
. 5" showed that · the effect" of the ' covariate' was .not significant; : ~. :. 
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.There~ore, thea~t~i 'gr,oup ,mea,ns wer~ used' in t~e calculatio'n:: of th~ 
'" 
I ., 
' The results of this analysis indicated ' t~at students ' in the 
, Dictionary ,and Logic group achieved ~ignificaritly higher ' res'ults :':han' 
.' '( . ',' - .. /. . ,'" . . . 
t. s~ud'e,nt~ in :t~e Non~Dictiona'rY' gX:9up (p < .10),. , However, ,ach~ev'ement :­
, ~iffdences 'bf7t~een ' st~dents i~ the 'Non-Dict'~onar¥ a~d_ ~~~tionary ' ,', 
groups', and those, in', the Dictionary and'(picti,?nary and Logic g,roup~ ' . , 
were not ' si~nific'a'ntlY , different. 
, . 
, , A detailed sUmmary of mea~sc~res, 'on the , p,ret~st and postt~st 
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• . ' . ' I ' . ) : " , ,.! " ',' l --. , ' 1 ' , 
. . ~ , 
. ' .. t ',' . 
'~,by 'trecitment group is presented in, table 6. Table 6 shows an increase ' 
' . 0 1 
in me~n score\from pretest to postt,est\.~o,r all 
, ' : 'wi~jl th~ Dic~ionary ' and Logic' 'i~up showing ' the 
three treatment groups .. 
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,..,.. . . , 
1arges't ,increase , of 
20.55 followed by 'the' Dictionary group with .11;67, and the Non-D,ictiqnaryo 
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TABLE 6 
,MEAN ACHIEVEMli:NT ,SCORES ON ,THE PRETEST . ANn: POSTTEST 
BY ,TREATMENT GROUPS ,OF SECONDARY STUDY 
I " ' . " ' . . " 
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," , " 
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: :, :In thi's c.ha:ptet~,':a " s~ry ,of the matn . studY .-is '; gi~~n. ' The .. 
, ~ ~ , ~ , ' \ • ' f' • , • ' . I" • • • _ • .',' ' " .' . , !. 
" : res~itsa:~~ : dis~us's~di~ ligii of the ~jor q~estions . sta~~d . e~rlier 
': ... , " .~ '. ' " . , ' .r 





Concl~si~~s ' ~re ' . drawn , and som~ recoimrienda!:!-,?ris ,for,' 
. " 
' further research are presented. - ' f ( ,. , i · 
" ," , 
-... ' .. '. " . '.\ : , :' 




. . ' " .. . . .' I 
The p.urpose of thi's , study ' ,was to _ design~implement, 'and evalu- " 
, :' ". . ",' , 
" -- '. ' 
.,ate . a unit pn 'prqof in geometry, incorporating a review ' of funclalllental. . 
· .' ',' (. , . ':.. .. ." ' . . " .. " .-- ' ''' . 
,conce.pts·, ap. orgiitiizational schenie 'called a- "Dictionary" and , some . . 
, ' , ' , ' r ! '~ . . ' '," 
· prob1ell!':sQlv;ingstrategi~s that" co~ld be' applied ,to • pr~oi·. I 'Answ~rs 
" ," " " "':. ~ .:. '. \ . , . ' " ' : ," . 
.... . 
. were s 'ought to .th~ "f~}.lowi.ng ,questions: 
, ., ' 
~ /. . , .... 
,, ':-: (i) Does' the u~": of, tJ:te :inst:ruct!onal' unit (Dicti~narY) have. any 
.. '., ' . . . . . ' ,". ~ . 
, . , ' ,"~ 




~ , .' 
: ~tfec t ' t:>n achi~"enient: .in ge'oinetry? ," 
,I, ' . ' . ' 
(2) .. Dorstheus,e ~f :-ihE? instructionaL .u!l1t have allY effect . ~.n> '·' 
" 
" 
. ; ', ,~ 
: ' : (3) 
I" 
.' , 
Is the effect· o~ 'achievemen,t differ~nt · for :repeat~rs ', thanfbi-" .' 
' i. , ...... :. ',. :' . 
. ": .. , . . .'" " ' , . ~ , :-' 
' ~ . 
' ., . ' 
: ~ 
',' , ", ,y' 
- .. '.'~ .. ;: 
. f : 
":, .>:'.-r 
'.:' 
, .', ' '" ( , ' 
, i 
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<t 
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, , ,' 
• • 1 ' 
,' :' . 
. " 
. " , , 
'non"':repeat~rs? .' i 
.. ' ~i~ 'si:~;\~~~onducteduSing $4 Grade ' lo :matrituta~~~n'; , 
, \ ' '.. ' ' . {' ::' .. 
. . . ;. ge~ome·try ·. st,!dents .from :an ail-maie ' : ~~gio~a~high school' in urban N.ew- - ._, 
" ', . 
.' 
fouild1and • . These ·students .were 'a~signed to 'one of Uro treatmentgtoup's - . 
. ,and . a1:i students . were 'ta~ght a u~~t oti. · pro~f in geometry ! ,:The exp~ri":" 
" . 
':. ' , '.," 
. /. ' 
', ".' ' 
I , " I ,' " 
\'(1-: menia~ &roup ' (Di~'tionary) .-was taught t.h~ . ~terialusing an,,,~nStx:uc- .: 
, , .- , ... ~ , 
· ticiila~ ,unit d 'eveloped ' forthis : ~tudy '" rhe :controtgroup. 
, .: 
: . 
. . , . , ,' ,' 
. '. 
, ~.'" 
' . . . 
,'. '~ . ~ , ' 
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" : .: 
' ,.' , " 
,I ' . " ',,'\ 
, " \., ' ~ ' ,' 
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, , 56 
i:> ," (~6n-D'{c.·ti<inair) w~~' taught thi~ ~t.~~::i.a1folloWing 'the progr,am' 0Jlt';':' .... ,; 
. . ,' , ." ", I 
'1:ine,d i.n the ~rade 1.0 ,geometry ,text used in Newfoundland when the 
) , 
s't~dy :,"!as carr,ied , out. , ) , 
" , 
' " Two tests were admin'istEired ' to ' det~rmine student 'achievement. 
' The ' fir~t"thei.nnnedicit~ postt.e·st,·'was gi~en: at the 'end of eight,~eeks' 
, ' -' . . ..,. , . . " , .. 
::'ins,tructi:on' '~nd 'a revtews~s~ion . The secpnd; ' the de:),.ayed posttest 
, '- , ,- . 
- ', was ,' given two montps ' later to measure reten~iori' of the mat~rial ' 
,cove'red .' during instruction. ' Both of thes.etests were constr~cted by:. 
" ", 
, ; ' 
\ . . .... 
-. " .; , 




'a' panel ' of. ,high scho9l g~oinetrY ' te~chers '~nd were designed ' to' test 
the ' beha~ior~l :obj-ectiv~s , of thJ. unit . h~d ~~e~ achie~eJ. 'The w]:}ethe.r 
data were c'oilec.tedand analyzed using a ' t~o:"factbr analysis of vari-:-' 
, " 
an~e proc'edure. ' " ' ., , ~.' ' ,.-
'. The maj'or findings -of the study ",ere!'\ 
(l) There ' w~~e no ' sikniflca~t' .d~~f~r,e'nc~s "in' a<;h;'~ve1J.lent 'qn -. tn~ , ' .' 
" ., .. ' , - . , . 
-, ," " 
'innnediate and delayed -posttests b~tw~~n tl:~atment group,s; 
(2)' Non-repeaters scored "significantly higher' th~~ re'peeters ,(m ' 
. , ' - \ 
, 1 ' 
--
. " 
,the immediate postte:3t but not on the delayed 1 posttest; and , 
(3) Ther~ :~as' no ' signif~cant i~terac tion . between the variable~ : 
': ·g~ad.~ sl;crtus and treatment. , ,' ...... 
" , 
Discussion 6£, Results 
. ' ' 
.. ', ' 
, . 
'. ,. 
" I ' 
" " .' 
, The"analysis of data '( ndicated that the're were 'no' , Si~ificant" . ',' 
' . . ' -l! '\"".' " ' " , ' " ' ,: 
. \ 
', di.-ffere*ces . ina~~ievemei,.t. betwee:~ ' t r:eatment , groups' on ' either the . 
. immediate ox: d~1ayed po~ttest. , One possible 'exp~anati,?n 'forthe~e .,,' 
',' , 
' .. . ,~eacher variables,. 
) , , 
results is the degree ' of teacher ' effect present. 
, . . t; ' . I , •. 
• - ~ • I '. ' , ., .' 
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" .~ . 
.' . , . . " " " ', . . .' . \ ." 
" ' 
".' , 
agree, d~ affects·tudent a~h:i..evement. Because t~o teache~s' werfi ' " 
r '. , • • 
.' 
" 
. \ ' . .. 
• . t , , 
'used , in , thi~ study" 'there. was no g~arantee that the treatments, 'wer~", '.,. 
'- . ~. 
, ,,' 
f ' , ' 
',;' '", .... 
", . 
h~ , ' .. ' •• 
,~ ' . 
• • ~ I, ".' 
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__ ... ~.,'-'." .-i' • . . .. , '1.- '~ ( ..t.. " "':':~" r, ' ~' ~._:_,' : . 
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. ' ...... .... . 
. ", , . 
L I .. , 
' .. , " ~-"\'. i" ; : . : 
, L 'c.' " : , '.,: \" ,,ii, ':1' 
. ; . ' . 
. erit.itely' ,different, , i "," \,. , ' ' :, ; 1, 
I , . 
: , I 
. ' ~ . 
. . . " . ' " -: ' " ~ , I " J~I. ' . 
.. ,Kane (197S)..st:ated that' proof-making may b¢ . viewed as a com- i ,." . ,," ,!J} I 
, I 0.' I • . ' ~ ' .' , .: • 1 • .:' • ~. : :,' ;.' • ' .' ~ I 
" 
, , 
p1ex terminal behavior '. Associated with' tt is a 'set,of prerequisite' 
" . I,. . ' . '. • ' , " ~ . " I ' • I , '. ..' -
,;:'rsubsidiarY, 1>eha,viors', and 'we: sho~ci set ,but' 'to .teach i-t by systemat-
· ically teaching the pre~equisite': b~l"\~viors 'one by ~'ne an~by tea~hing ' ':' 
• ' , 11 • • • • ". i ', . . ' . . . . 
how .thesebehavior·sniaY 'oeconib;lned ~ne ,~:ith another (p,: '9.0) ~ . This ' 
. . . o . '. . . ' . ' . . .", . , :' " . ~. . , '.. . 
proced~,re was adopted 'in' the···d,eve16pmemt of ' t 'he ~ns~ru~tional uni·t ·· 
• > ./ ' , 
' .. t!~sted ·in .t .he "present study,': !,ri, p~oo~-m:i~iri~ •. the r.i:e~eqUis·~te :sku:is " ,/ 
. w~~e " seen 'as (I') kndwledge 9f ' th~ ' ba~icdefinitio~~, theorems and' . 




concepts of 'elementary geometry; ' (2) an informalknowle(lge of logic; 
, . ' 
.\ 
" .. ', " / ' . .-. , 
(3) an ~rganizational process of categor'lz-ing this knowledge .and·,some '. 
. \' , . 
Q ' . ' . , . . .'. ., . .. ., . c ' 
problem-solving strategies that: can be ~mployed, ' Miller , (r969)~· in 
.' l . . , . . . . ~ • 
" sununa~izin~ ' research ;on ' sequenc 'ingmat~~t~c~l ' t~sks ,coricltded : tltat :. ' 
, , mas'tery of' . sub tasks d"n 'a hierar~hY' can b~ achiev~a, iIf" ;~ve~~l ways~ 
. ."', . .,. ...,. " ..' . . " , ". : 
· It is pos,sible .. that subj ects ' in both the ,experimental , and control ' 
.~ . 
group mast.e.ed each of the,above . mentio~edprerequisite skiils .• , 
, . .. , . . ' .' -, " . 
': These fin.di~gs are consiste~t with those of 'Gregory ~;a~d 
- ' . ~. ' . 
Q:;borne ' (1~n5) · and Ennis al)d Paulus (1965). · Gr~gory . and Osbor~e~, 
' ·.(1975), i~' ~?viewing ~ttldies report).ng com~~rative data for students 
. .. . . 
,re~~iving and .notreceiving fO.1~'~lal instrllc'tion in log'ic, reported' " 
. equiva~ent growth between pretest and po'sttest , admi..nistrations 'for ' 9 
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; J. I . 
',' ,', 
r· ' 
' .. " . ;-r'~. . , . _ ". /"" . ".'.~ " .. .. " . 
, . ' , .. both 'groups ,: .~ I .. 
; .. . , , . . 
" 1) 
.. : .Ennis and Paulus (1~65), on f'inciing non-significant dif~er-
, ' " . ' ' I ' "J' 
'-
.ences between studeni:s. receiving · o.r -riot receiving instruction , in ~ogi¢,. 
-' ' : 
.suggested that ,log1c might b~ ~eartled b~ the s.,tude?trs who did n<?t ' 
re~ei...,e · formal instructi.on , becau~~ of other school influences whi~h 
w~uld , i~clude teacher ~f.ectiveness : ~nt~rm.s of' conten~ presentat~~m 
.·and interact':io~ with students: · It may be the case. that '. in .. ih;ls , . 
. ,0 
' , ... . 
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, ' 
, • 4 ' _ , 
. . ~ . 
'!" :::.stuclY stude~ts in" both treatment groups mastered each ,' of the abov'e-
" " ' / ' , .. " " ,': ' 
. ., me~t:1.ori:ed prere~uisi t~ skills. " ,.' .' '. -




, • - a 
The ' an~lys.i~ furt.ti~r i:~dic~ted ' i:h~.t. me~n ~cores' for stude~ts' , " .' ,A. 
, , 
' .. I' 
,. ,:in the' Piction~ry, group tended to ' b,e ri.igher than ' t,hos~ , in th~ 'contro~ 
- - '. . ' .. ;, ... .. . ". . . , .,' , 
"\" grouP .. ~ These', result~ '. sug·ge~t ~hat ' t.he 'instructional unit mai be' used . 
J. {. • " o 
'" , .' 
" ' 
',; ' . , . 'as' '?n", ,ai ter~a te 'iiPp~oach to ~ _t~chi?g ~hi~ Uni t ' ~n proof. , . : 9 ". 
, , 
, I , tI. , •• . • " ... 
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, ' 0 . 
.. 
' ... ' 
, .' . ~ 
" , 
' J '. _ 
I ' 
, , 
n{fi~'~;~l;~ h~gh~r th~n r~\leat;~rs on ' ~'he : itmJl~~i~te but not , o~ th~:':' : 
" . ' ~ 
"" . ' ~el~Yed. posttest; ' This'result was, not surprising'. ' Koiesnik (1970) , ; " . 
...... 1 ' , . 
.. 
C' 
" .. " .. 
reporte'd, tnllt prev~olls academic ' achi'e.v~ent m~asures are s(trong pre-
~ , ', ' 
dictors ., 6f s~bseq\lE~nt ' academic: perf~rmance .More-specif~li-y~,,: · 
. som~~'ton .(1976) found , preVio~s ma~hem8~ics" aCh~evement 'ihe b~S~: 'p're-
" 
dictor . of, subsequen~ performance in mathematics • . ~i~hn these rela~ , . 
. ., 
tionships and the fact that the , r~peaters , used ' in this study had ' '-,' 
, shown ).ow mathematics ~ch:l,evement in ' t1i~ pas~t one .would expec,t non-:-, 
~~peater,s to obtain significantly higher results. 
, 0" • 
The differenc.~ in test resul.t.s may be due ' to'"the nature df 
o ~ " 0 
. ,.' 
o the tests • . The illllllediate posttest evaluated all ' of th'e material " .: ' ,":: " '" 
. . '. ' ' ~ " , . ' -. , ' ~ ~ , 
covey;ed during instruction. However, ~he delayed , posttest was par~ 
" ., 'of' a ~ore ~omprehensive terit examination. 
: • - 0 
, . 
It s.hould 'be noted that. , . 
~ althol!gh ' not significant, p< .10 'for the delayed postt'~s' t. . " ( . : . 
" I , 
, Aion~with t9,is study ,a, secondary study ~as t.ondu.~ted'.using 
I( . ' 
26 Grade 10 matriculationgeollletry ' students ''Who w'ere rep,~ating this ' 
course~ The purpose of the , secondary s'tudy was to iI)corporate into ' 
0," '." 
the orfgina~ unit Die tionary, instrue tion in some 0 f the· basic con-
I c . , I 
.. cepts of ~ogic and to 'evaluate .the effects on achievement. 
" 0 " , . ' t 
\ ' , . ' 
•• " I . 
.. ' 
,: Students were as'signed to one of 'three , t,reatment group's. ":' 
.;: ' . ' . ' ' . .. , ~ 
: 't Students in th~ Non:"'Dictionary group received , instruction j:ollowing' 
, \~ .; \. ' . ~ .' .0,.. .. . . " ',' 
' ,' . 
' ... 
" t " .. ' . 
\ ,' , ~ . , . l , :" " 
', ' . .. ,, ' 
. . : .. ,,. 
" \ ' . 
. ,.' 
.' . . ... 
: ... ~.:-..~ .~~ .. -' - .... .......;.-.--:.."'; ... ,.- ...... -..:.-~- ... -. ' . . ... , ~ . ,., ' 
, - .. ' , , I" • • • • '. ,, " , .. 
. . .. , ',. {) ' 
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. " . 
\ 
" , 
• '. ,) • • _ • .I ' • • ••• _,. :" ;;. ••• _.. • • 
'f ' , 
'5.9 
" ! . 
the , program outlined in the Grade ' lOgeometry text at ' the time of ,' 
, . " ' " , ' - , ''/ 
, tilis study. .Students in the Dictionary , group were taught the ' material 
I 
using an instruct?-ional u~it 'developed for ti:tisstudy. 'Students in the' 
,Dictionary and 4og~c ' group receiye~ instruction in logic and were ' taught 
the material' using the instructional unit mentioned : above: ' 
·Both 'a pretest , and posttest ,were administered' t~ , determin~ 
student achievement. 
, .", 
The data were analyzed' {xsing an analysis , of \ 
,covariance procedure. 
.' 
, ,The analysis indicated that ' there w~re significant differences 
• , i t,
" 
in 'achievement between:. tr~atment g~ups o~, the ,posttest. ' Itt was found 
that 'there was a Significant di~ference betwe,en the ~ictionary and J.,ogic 
', group. an<\,the ' Non~D:Lctiona~ group. The results of , this seconda~y 
, , 
,studywere encouragfng in light of the results o'f the main study that . 
~he use' b'f the Dictionary did ~ot result in ' signUicant differe~~es in· 
achievement. However, '!ihen instruetion ~n l:ogic~ccompanied the 
. ,/ 
Dictionary ~here w~re , significant differences ' in achievement. It 
, j shouldbe ' noted; however, that becau~je of ,the: sample size, further 
research ~s needed 'to substantiate'these results • 
. ' 
The results of the , a~alYs~~'t further indicated ipcr~ases from ' 
pretest 'toposttest for all ,three trefltment'groups, with the Di~~iqnary 
, . " , ' , ~ 
. and 'Logic' group ' showing ' gr'eater increases than the IDictionary: and Non- , 
" ~ . ~ , .,. 
~ic'tionary \ gro~ps. These ' 'resultss~ggest that use of ,the Dictiona~y 
,\ . '.
, '\ ' 
accompanied by instruction ' in logic' may be a' remedial' app-roac9 to 
, , ' . , 
:teac~ing pro~f" to 'students' that have 
, I " . " : " / 
demonstrated "poot math~maticlil :. , 
, , ' , , ' 0 
, " , achiev~~~~!'iri the pa~,t. I 
, ,.. 
:t '. 
,' . . 
" 
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In su_ry" the , da 'taa~aly~is for this , and, tJe accompanying ~ 
" 
', se06ndary study led to ' th~ fdilo'Wing conclusions: 
, . , ,. 
(1) 'There were no signific~mtdifferences in 'a."chievement in geome~ry 
", , ,' ./ ' 
' , between students receiving regular classroom 'instruction and those 
!. • • • • 
using the instructional ~it ' Dictionary on both the immediate and 
delayed pOqttests, ' Thus the ~xpe:r:imental treatinent Dictionary was no 
.,. ' , 
mOJ;'e effective 'than the textbook approach in promo'ting higher achieve-
ment , in . ge9~etry at the Grade 10 le~e~. 
, 
, (2) There were significant diffdrences in achievement between non~ 
repeaters and repeaters ' with ~hefo~er ;cdring higher on. both' the 
1 ' j 
'immediate and delayed ' posttests. " 
-, 
(3) , When the Dictionary was supplemented 'with instr~cti.on in lo,gic; 
" 'significant : dif~erences i~ achieveme~t ' result~d with' repeaters, 'How": 
. ' , '.' 
, ever, b~cause ,of the sniall saniple size, this result is inconclusive. 
RecoI!lll1endations " 
I , 
As a result 7. f this study, the following recommendations are 
made for 'further "research:' . \, . . ... 
, ' 
, (1) A similar stud~ should be ,conducted with a iarger sample: All " 
,. 
" three ' treatme~ts should be used, especially to ascert'ain the/ effects 
l p; ~ 
of instruction. in l~gic :plus the Dictionary on ,the ,achievement "of non-
0 ' 
rep ea te'rs " The sample should also include females, 
~ . ' ", ·0 
, , 
(2) A siini1ar study ,should be cond';1c,ted usin~ ' on~ teacher for all 
'/ 
" groups thereby eliminating teacher variables. I ' " 
I' 
" (3) , To examine the hierarc~iai ' nature o.f the sequenceg used in the 
• 4. .' , study~ a sindiar ~tudy' shm:uld b~ conducted, employing some testin~ 
. \ . , 
'. . " l·t' , . 0 ,. • • 
" (.,~ , ~ subQrdiriatesk111s dev~loped during the, uhit, 
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. i' : 
1, 
' (4) :r'o dete'rro'~ne , if the fin4ings , of ' th~~ , s~udy are gerieralizabl:e to 
, ', ' ." , • , • , " , ' . , fr '" I , . ' .. • " • ' 
, other' topics,' either in' ,geometry or ' algebr~, wli£'~h , ;include proof, the' 
. " . , . . . '. ' . " .." , :. ~ " '. ' . ' 
, ~ictionary, a~c~inpani~d by' 'ins~ructi~n ,.n !Og~~-, ~O~ld, ~e ' exl'a~ded , : 
." ~ 
an~ similar "studies should be cond~cted' with .t~ese , to?ic~. 
" ' . ' l ' . .'1 , , _ 
(5) ' The findings of the secondary. s.tudr inciicate that the incorpora-
, ' . ~ 
tion 'of instructian in logic into the exi'sting curriculum could 
I 
pot~ntially 'relieve: s'9me of. the difficul~ieswitqproof ~xpe,ri~~ced 
-' " ' 
by students ~ Taachers who , ~resently are ~ot -giving inst~~c tion, in ' 
• ~ ' . I . ' . • .. . 
, .. , , ' ,,, . 
' logic ~houldre-examine this policy. 
'. ' '.' f /I ! " ~ 
,Furthermore" t~achers , sho~ld not 
ignore the importance of ileView~ 'The findings 'of this study fndicate" 
: .~that 'an extensive review or' prerequisite knowledg~ ,for studyi ng proof 
:' 
in"geometrY leads ,to increased achievement. , Teachers, should not 
assume that students pO,ssess . these prerequisite skills as evidence to 
the c.ontrary exists. 
.... 
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Direc.tions: 'Place th~' an!>wersto each ques'~ion' ,on the ruled pap,er 
. , ... .. 
. provided. '.' , " i' 
" .' ,, ' 




3., ' Th~. complement, of Lri<M :i5 LMKN~ ",If 
. mL. LKM ,=. 60, 'wha't 'is:. m L MKN? ' , ',; 
, " ',.' ' 
"1 ' . . 
0' 
, 
1'..:.... _~_-'-___ -':"-_ •• 
.t 
: 2. '.. j. --~----~----~~~ 
' . .. . .~ . 
3 • . --'-'_--'--___ '--._'~ __ ---
4.. If L . R~ L S and 'Ls ',~ L. T, what property ' 
. tells you that L' R ~ 4-T1 '/' , 4· • . ·_ --:'-'-_~ __ -!-_~ .. " 
/' 
',; , 
,5. 'The four p6~tulat~s t~at ~~n be used for ' 
' provi~g two tt;iaIlgies ,congruent ' a~.e SSS, ' 
SAS, ASA and ? " , , 
6. If' Qtbis~ctsLSQT" a~d MLRQT '~ 250 17', 
.. what :i,s m'LSQT? '. . , . . ' ' . " 
I.. . , 
. , ~ . 
, 01 . '" 
:·5. _-'--___ -'--__ _ 
" 
,· . 6~ ' _-'-_~ __ ~_ 
. 7. A ABC contains two sides that are congruemt. 
, What is' the name. g:i.ven to tiia~gles like ' . " 
. : AABC~ '., ' , 7. -.::... ___ --,-__ ,....-_ 
'8 • On .PQ, : point>.'M: li~s ·between P and Q. 
. Th'erefore. " PM· + ' MQ ...1 " 
, ': :' , . H> ~-. 'H , ~ 
.,,~ . . IIl ,p\je, .P, AB -:LCDahd EF -LCD., There-' 
for.e .~ fEF·.. . '. , . 
- . 
9~ ________________ _ 
~ .~', 
. ".' ',,: lO.~ LB andLMa:re : verti~cl:l ' to each o·ther. 
" til. L B := . ~x :a~d m LM = x +~o .. Ther~-
" 4 ;..' 
, . 
' . . 
~ '. 
. ' " 
• fore, . x . =' ·1 ,; '" . 
' . - . - ," _,,- , ' 4 
11 • . The 'meas~r~ of Ly is ,' ;20. L X is ' ~ 
' .. ~hpPl~meitt of LY.~. Wha~ is;mLX~' 
.·J2· • . wh~t ' is ·the'sum of the mea~'ui~s o-r.L.A~ 
L B.-L C and :L.D if ABCD is a 
quadrilateral? 
, . 
. H ,~ . 
13. ' "Pqint B lines, in plane p . outside AG.. ' 
. How many , liUes ,Ci'll\. ti~ dr~Wn. through B.· . 
". and . parallel to ~ .,' ". 
" l 
" . 
10. ______ ~ __ ~_L __ 
'" " .' . , 
11. __ ~ __ ~ ____ ~ __ 
p • • , , ', : ", 
12., --' _____ --..:..._~ 
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'X · ;1.5~ · . (a) Examin~ the " flgpr~' an·d .. ~~H·. ~y: ,-
, .. " . ~ 
.... '" 









, ,~ 9 , ' , ,; . " ~ 




, . ,' 
: : 
.'(iii) L4 ~L5 
, " " " 
. \. 
-p..," " . .,4/.,'/., 
. , 




.':: .. ~ 
, ,'" 
t (:tv) 'L3: ~' L.:.f , , ~. , ;., 
" 
~ " " . 
, : , ',. " 
'0</'. , ' , - . ,.: • .. " ~,,,:, ~' '. ,' : ' • • " ' , ' . :- ", • • ., ••• • :. 
': (b ) .·~i;'~ .a . name ; to . eac~ of j:he fpl1owfng ' tria:ng~~s·a.ccording : to . ~he. : . ", ". 
if ' ti l ' 'I e ' . .. ". '" ..' ., ' . . ,," 
., .n .9rtDa :.on . g 'len:~. " . '., . ', ...... '. : . :,' ~ . '. ' ',. . " ".- .. . - .. . 
EXamp~e: .. .:J ".,,' .' ,3 ' .-,' . . "", :': 
,. A· ~C'· .'" . ,. ''''.' '~;''':" 
,:1". , M' 
':. " . I 
..... 
. . ~ , ,' '" ' 
;~ ~, :.: :.~ 
,; " ,~ 
t. 0,. 
' •• )'- "., Of 
, 
"I: " " 
,',.' :-
:,' ~ . . ' 
• I' • ~ ,..:, • :.. . r • • J, I • • • 
.' '. 
I,. , I, 
'\ ' .,-:~~ ... ". 
.. .. ' 
'. ' ,..- ' ~ 
, •• " ; . I 
,. '. "' f :' 
. (if: 
,. ' 
.. .. . 
" . / 
i .. -(iii) '1 





. '-; . ','. ABC is.an, is~sceies:' - tt1~~~le. :. ',' 
.' . . ':', .' ',' . ,:;;.' "', '. 
.~ 
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".. " .', 
' .. . :
, , 
.' . ,'" ~ . 
: '~ .,., 
" ,:,/.- .. "'., . 
" 
. . (c) What postulate ' is 
. , 
. ;' , 
" (.i)- . ab = ba 
.. 
"j' , '., 
C). =.' ab + ac, 
. / 
.f ' I ',~ 
.,', ,~, 
.\ ' ' . 
. . f · ' , • '., 
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Examiqe each pair of trilrIlg1es that follow and tell which pos~"1ate .· 
of theorem .that yo;u ;wo.uld use' to prove them congruent, according to 
.the information given. Fd'1, right triangles,' use orily right triangle: 
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J , 
" ~ ;', 
,'" ~, /' ) ' , , 
17.'" Cpmplete t he following 'proof by , providing reasons , for the , given 
statements,: \' . ,', ' A 0 I: ' ' ,' 
, '. , , 
'" "1 ' ' Giv~n: ' " JA -L KA 
'\, , 
JE -1-, KE ' 
J ~-------'--~ ' K" , 
Ll~ L2 
, ' 
To ,Pr9ve : b. JAl{~, b.JEK 
.. ' 
-Proof: 
, I , 
" E 
.r' , 
'S'tatements Reasons , 
1. 
- '. , - "",.', 
JK';/ JK 1. 
2. ' Ll ~i.2 2; ' , 
I 






l-'E 'iS a rt;..L ' 
~ • . b:. JAK and ~ JEK are, 'rt .. ~ s. 5. 
$ ' 
6'"t:.JAK ~ AJEK 
. ' " ,~ , .\ I. , 
,' , If' " , 
18. ' (a) Copy, the Figure. the , Given, 
,proof ,1h ,two-column, form. ' 
: . ~', "" . " .... . .' 
and .th~ To ProviiDi~d then 'write Cl 
' Given: RS.l. TQ; ~ bis~cts , 
. . RT ~ 40; RQ ~. 4~' " 
LTRQ '. : .. " , R ", 
1 
. " I , ,' ~ . ,. , 
, ' - . . 
'0, 
, '!. '. 
', . . 
, / ., 
'. 
, J 







. . .' 
' To Prov'e ~' 6 RST ~ ~ ~Q T , '. Q 
, " s , ' , ~ 
(b) Copy the Figure, ' theG:lv:en, and fhe To Prove, and ,,~hen ,write a 
proof in two-column form. . ' , F ' " T , / '0 , 
', , " .\ .. , -,.,,- - ' -
'Given: , DF. ~ .'RT; · ' DE ·~ RS 
\ - . -~ . 
. FE..1.. DS; ' TS..L 'D'S ' . 
To Prove::6 DEF ~ 6,"°J.tST"· 
" ' 
" . . ~ . 
. " (c.) Copy the Figure, the Given, and th~ To 
proof in two-colUiriil fiirm: , .. : 
. . " 
. . G~ven: 
, , , J. 
To Prove : L.t ~L Z:' ' . , 
" . ' " . ,r-, : 
,'A 
, , 1 
" '" 
.. . : " ' . 
. \, ' ' .. 
• (1., 
, " 
: . "', 
' .. ' 
,,: ... ' . 
" f 
, " I ' 
I 
s 
0' Provet and, then write 
'\, ' 
',' 
a ,, ' 
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_ -~Directions: . Pllice the,answers to each question on ·the 'ruled paper 
i . '~ " , ~ ,pr,ovided, 
" 
1. ~ . , , 
" 
I 
' 2. The measure of, each angle of an ,equUatenaUriangle is -' ,? • ..-
. ' ', ' '/: . 
" ,3. :' Iri ~ABC. ,if ~ B .;;! Le, then AC ~ ~. " 
, ' , 
4. In an isoscele~ triangle, the measure of one of ~li.e ,base ang~es , 
,is -45. ' What .' is ~ the, measure of ', the vertex angle? 
, ,~ I ' f ' " 
5. , GivenPS '..L , QR ' ' . ,~ "" ,\ 





~ich po~, tulate .,or 'theor~m would you use to prove ' ~PSQ r,:;;"~ PSR? 
, " - ' ,' , ,q '. ' " 0 
.6. · in.th~ figu", If, AS II CD, mLl' ; 58 'and ~~ . 
m~CDA = 85', : thenmL3 =_7_, 8 , " 
,', ( , 
7. Do any two of the following three prpofs, formally. ~, 
Cal ::::~: /::':: , . . . ~}i 
, . 
(b). Given,: ' ' xw II ' YX 
-I 
- ,,,..,J -
',' OY = OW 
Prove!: A POW ~ 6. QOY 
1 ' 
" , (c) Given: AS~, AC 
'Ll ~L2 ' 
Prove: AM '";;{ ' AN 
" ' I " 
, ' , 
/' 
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INSTRUCTIONAl. :· qBJEC~IVES' .' 
-............ . 
'. . 
Given the statement ~ ABC ,-;: 6ETK.; the student ' will be able to 
wr'ite' three ' state~ents about congruent sides 'and three statements 
'. • I 
about.cong~uent·angles . of these trIangles. 
" 
2. 'The student will be ' able to distinguish between the statemept, 
6 ABC . ~D.. ETK and the ' stat~me~i D. AI}C ~ ~EKT. 
78 
3. The student will be able to state and apply the S~S.S."the ':S.A.s"" 
, _ .. ' I't ' . .. )1 
, the A. S .A., the A;A. S., and, the 'R. L'~'R: ' Post~lates . 
1- . 
and apply the L.L.R~- ~ the H.A.R. 4. " The / r tudent ' w~ll be able to state 
. " . . , ' .' 
.--- and the'L.A;'R. theorems.-
." 
5.' The , student wii1' be ab],e to state foyl," ways to prove triangles 
con~ruent. 
, 
6. ·The student will be able to state and ' ide~tify four ways ' to prove ' 
. 1rig~t t1;iangles congr~ent. 
---7. ' Given a diagram.and -sufficient inforrnati'on, thest,udent .. will beabie 
- , 
to apply an appropriate method ' to prove t~ triangles congruent. 
, '. , 
S-
.' Given the statements for a particular proof, the student will be 
J • • ' I /' 
able to supply , the ' reasons; " 
9. The s ,tudent will: b~ 'CI;b1e to · select two t.ri~mgles to pl,"(~vecongruent 
.{ . ' , . , 
,~ - . . ... _. . ~ . 
. as a means of proying ~hat two segments ,or two 'angles ,are congr.u~n't ~ 
10. The stud.ent: will be able to prove 'that two , segments or two ang~efl 
are ~o,ngr·tient, ,using the method out'lined.tn obj ectiv~ number 9. 
11. ' 'The student ' will be able to state and 'apply the, isosceles : triangle 
, \ 
tp.eorem., 
12. , Th'e ' stu'dent 'wi1t ~e able ~to -id,erii'if~eac~o,f " ~he , defin,i~~ons:' 
. . ,. .. . '" . .. . , ' . .. " 
and. theorems 'used ' in th'e in's true ti~nal'uni ~. 
. ,I. 
I 
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The instructio~al unit' cal.led ' ''Dictionary + Logic" ' was d,esig~ed 
to . give explicit instruction ,in so~e of th.e basic prin'ciples ~ ' l ,ogie. , 
. ,' " ' . .... • " ' I . 
These principles ~ere demonst;-rated unqep the following ~eadings: (1,), 
... . 
the , ~aw of.:, the ,Syllogism;, (2) the If-Then Relationship; and (3) , Deduc-
tive Proofs involvingAppli<;:~tions of tn~ Law of Deta'chment. 
The purpose of this ' first section 9n logic was to intr'oduce : 
" . - . , 
students to the idea of ~ syllogism and certain 'valid and invalid infer~ 
ence sch,em~s , as illlistrated by the following exercise : 
Exercise: 'Consider ,the £o~lowing ' ~yllogism: 
, . 
Many ,policemen are I rish. 
Michael O'Shea is Irish. 
Michael O'Shea 'is a 'polfceman. , I 
.. I 
.' 
,1,\ · .' 
I I 
,) 
. ' A 
'c 
,Identify ·the major premise" the minorpremis'~, and. theconclu-
,- .... ',; .' 
sion; and decide if the' conclusioh" is .vafid . . 
... " . 
. . " ' :) " . ..f 
, 
, ' 
,The 'purpos'e of the ~cond s'ect~on, ," the if-then relationship, was , 
. ' ,.; , , . ' . 
" 
to introduce students to ' writing syllogisms ,in the if.-then form. For 
' . , ,' , . ' , ~ 
. ~xa~ple, the ~Yl+og:i.sm, Al~ dogs 'are vertebrates:" Fido' is a ' dog: , ~ido ·· 
, w . ' . .. .j , • 
is a vertibrate, could be written,: ,if all dogs are vertebrat'e and ' Fido , 
is a dog, then Fido. 1's a v~rtebrate. 
. i. 
The' third '~'~ction introduced the student to deductiv~ reasoning 
~ , . . . . 
.. ' 
. . . " .' . - .. 
arid prqofs ' applying the La~ . of Detachl\lent ~ 
. , . -. . 
,. ", 
If we ;are For: example: 
given ,the following statements: 




, • I . 
,1-, If it is ridn~ng ', t~~n it i~ 'cold,' ,' , , ! 
. '~ 




, .. i, . 
then the inescapable' consequent of 
, . .. ' 
,.. ,'.' . ' ,J 
these , t1"o .sta·t 'ements is' the conclu-: if , " , • 
. ~ ... . ~' . ' - : 
, . ,( 
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. ' . . . .. ~ . , . ' . ' · d~duced · t:hestateinent: .. It is cold:.' That is, we have proved that; the 
. " ', ' " 
. ·de?;ivedsenten.ce fo'tlows Jogic;llly from the given sentEmc~s.,' 
\ 




. ), . '.' ;'p'remises: 
. ' 
. ; ~ ... . 
," " 
, :' 
' : Logical Consequent: Q (Law"of Det~chm,ent) . 
I ,: ' 








.' j- ' ~-
, IJ 
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'. 1 • . p .~ Q 
2; .p ' 
3 • . Q. 
, .. ~, 




' .. f 
Reasons 
1. Given- . ' 
2. Given 
.' 
. 3. Law of D~l=achment 
' . 
. / 
. ' , .- and by . ~ and 2;' 
4. '_ Given 
~,' 
. 5. ' Law of Detachment 
" 
" 
and by 3 and 4 
1 '~. 
. Th~se, proofs ~ere ' th.en' . ,relat~d ' to. the . 'IIDictionary" .. used in the 
, ,'J 
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, ~ 
main p'!-rtof}hiS study: The dif:ference, between th,e Dict
1
nary gro~p 
and . the ' Dictionary. + 'Log'ic gro~p was tha:t ,the, latter, were .e licitly 
' sh~wn ' how "~c; sequ,~~c~ in.-the :~~1~.tiOri.a';;,,' wa~ d~veloped: ' '. " 
", 11, ,,' . ": " IJ' , - ' . ' " • 
',: .' The ~~eri~l~ ,used ,in . tea~~~'.lg · the , b~~~~ /.t.inciP~l~ were 
'/ ' ..f" " . • ' . . ' " ' , ' f, . ' . adapt~~ £,rom , Seconda,ry School ,Matl1emat~cs -: .G~ade Tep. t"~~c-Lea~ •. W ' >~ •• . 
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SYMBOLS AND ABBRE:VIATIONS~USED IN GEOMETRY 
" 
SYMBOl$' 
L. Ls . angle, angles ' 







congruent, is congruent ·to 
e'qual~~ is-e'l.ual to 
-: . (is) not. equal to 
'. (is) similar to . 
ther~fore 
sinc~. because 
(is) parallel to 
----.. 
(is)}erpendicular (to) . 
6. 6s ' trilln'gle, triangles . 
II gut. . parallelogram 







y, ~ . 
B, ~ 
is. greater than 
is less. than 
is equal to 'or greater than 
i~.iess than 'or' equ.aJ to'· . 
the 'square dra~n on ~lie 
line' AD 
alpha, beta- . } . Greek . 
. .' . letters used 
gamma, delta for the 
. measure 
theta. phi of angles. 
. adj • 











~en. t. . i os. 
opp. . 





































·supple.me tary. . 
tranversa 
trapezium, trapezoid 
vertical (Iy) . 
~. 
501.S. = . S.8.S. If twJ, triangles have two sides ~nd the contained angle of one 
. . triangle respcct~~ly equal t.O two' sides alld the contained angle of the . 
. other"triangle; the triangles are congruent. . . . . ' ..... 
1.5.'. = a.S.a. If two angles and .a side ·of one triangle ' are res~ctively equal 
, '. to two angles and the coriespon~ing side of another triangle, the triangles 
" are congruent. · or --:- . . _ . . 
Sos.s. 7'" 5.5.5. If three ~ides of one !riangle are res!*tively equal to tjJ.e . three 
. ~ldes. of ~nother triangle, the trIangles are congruent. --!) ' .' 
8.§ 
.... ~-- -..... ------~u;;,.er. .... *y S • .,.. .......... "1 Clb- ? " ' b'MC'" . 
.j 
I ' 
-3 ... ' BASIC ASSUMPTIONS" REASONING 'ANn . ;PROOF . 
.- . 
· , '39 YOU· CAN'T BtuEvE ·YOUR "· OWN EYESI 
. .. 11.1, •. iP' . M~~yst~de.nts when-fi~tintrodu~·.~o deductive geometry fail to see .. . 
. .! . '. ~ the nee'! for proof. They are prepared.· tQ aecepqhe equality of the base .' . 
I :." • .angles of an. isosCeles triangle because. on examiIiation~ t_h~ . angles loqk . 
~equal: Yet it is weU-lalown that t)Vo witnesses .oran autom~bi1e accident. 
both equally honest and sincere, ~ay give widely different versions"i>f~h~t 
they saw. It.would seem thatthe ~tatement, '~I saw-itoWith my own ~yes:'- ­
is open to question if 'one attempts to use it. as, a foundatio.n for proof . . 
, ~ 1 
J. 
, 












. This. is true in geometry as iii oth~r phases of life •. Corisider the following 
'diagrams . . Use your .own eyes to' arrive at a conclusion and then test this '" 
. coriclusion ~y measurement. < '. • • ,.. ' ' . ' " ..... 
.... A8 8 "B Op ·: QO. 
Which is longer, line 5"egment AB' or .!ine segment PQ? 
, - , '" 
.. 
0°0 . f) . . 000 . 
.J 
0°0 
0 • 0 






. ~ Which of the grey circles is the larger? 
Examine the di~lgrams on th~ following page, 
.', 
'-(i) in the given figure tak~n as Ii whole, which is gr~ter> ,the 
vertical dimension or the horizontal dimension 7 
. (ii) Which line segment appears to he longer; MN or HK'l 
Which actually is?' . . .. .. . .' . . ". . " 
(iii) · Are . PQ andAB segments of straight 'lines or of curves l ' 









, .... ' ' . . .... / .. ," i " , . , " > ,. '" --: ' ,-r 
, " ,,- - .' /. ' · (324) '(325) " - " _ " : .... : r' 
. . ",z" . . < .. ~ , ...., .... - .". -. - " __ -': __ .~~:".-_~ _ _ ~~ " > : 
- _ (v) ' Rank ilie'>llne segm:DtS ~~n grey, "x,_ y; z,_ iIi 'o~der ?f Jen~'.· " , . i ' . imp~ssiblc' to cxamin~ ' jnductiv~ly: all possi~/~ 'Cfz~;S ' before' ~rriViilg , ~t. ' : t-. 
• (vi) Which of the . ~ines b~low :the grey rect~gle is a pontinuation . -~ a .conclusion. As . sQon' 'as' a sfng1~ 'exception is fq~nd to a conclusi~n . li-
of PO? '. --, '" i" - ".. arrived at by inductive reasoning, that ,~oJlclusion must be false. . -
, H 
• M.~" . I . N 
l' .. 
I :; <":'A' I'>?:> c: B , 
': 
, :' . A~. interesting .example of the'hidde!1, dangers in , i~duc:tive, reasoning _ .1_, 
, ,' : occurs j~ the study of.,p~rfect numb~rs, a su~ject- v.:hich jnt~rested the . _ '~I' . 
\ . Greeks even before the _tlm~ ott-Euclid. _- A -perfect number IS a .whol~ r , 
number 'Y'hich is . equal to the ~um of .aU its possible integral factors, t:-, 
including I, but not inclJ1ding tlfe- number itself. Thus, · . . , . ,~- , 1 . 
\ ~. , . . . __ ------. -. - t.' 
6 = ' f+ 2 + ~ . " ' f ~ - • . ,Q-,. : - f ~ 
_.-,:" t. 
- . 'K ':. -
28 - Ir2+4.+7+!4, _ -' . . '_ . ,:. V ~ 
, r 




- ' , -~.:, '.- I J a  . .- Q .. 
-··1-' X ' . 
. - ' . t. - .. 
,' ,<\, c5r . / 
A ' 
. '(IV) 
. .' '- / 




. .. . ... 
(vi) 
. The illustrations giv~n ;bQve are ~ll · w~ll-known opti~l illusions: . _. 
-Doubtless other examples ·will o~cur to you, such-a~'the effect. obtained .. :. .' 
when a pencil standing iri. a glass half full of water-is viewed from'the side. · , :, . i 
These plusions ~ave, practic3:1 applications. In architecture, stone columnS'- , - : - ' 
are maM 'slightly convex so that they will appear-straight. ,Without -
analysing the 'teason, most,Jall ' girl~ instinctively avoid dresses which.' . .' 
feature vertical stdpes in the material. ' For ' the _ same reas~n a shor,t 
chubby person will avoid m~terials with a prominent horiz~ntal strip,e. 
Of cOl,lrse we know that a dress cannot actually make atall person·taller, . 
or a stout person, fatter, but our eyes deceive us. Theref6re; ,in geometry, 
. it is not suffiCient to say that two a1}g}es are equal, or ,two ,lines -are equal, 
because they look equal. . We must JUtve proof. '. ' . - __ '. -. 
In the two preceding chapters ' we have emphasized ,the l'act that 
, - conclusi~ns ,arrived ' at from- inductive reasoning are, only. probable 
, . conclusions or possible conclusions , and ' have no~ -been · proven. There ' 
are-two reasons for this:· (i) the conclusions depend llpon' m~asurement 
anq ~bservation, neither,ot'which can be absolutely accu;rate, and (ii) ins 
- 90 .' \ 




-~' . -: 
.' 
. ' 496:;= 1 +.2 +.4 -I:' 8,~ 16 + 31 + 62:+ .12~T248 ..... Li 
- . ..... . . . , ...... :., 
_'Pteteforc 6, 28 and. 496 arc perfeCt numbers. About'fout 'huJidred years ! .. 
after E,uclid, Nicomachus of' Gerasa noticed thac'there was -one _ perfec.t - ' 
· . . number with . one digit-, on~ wtth two· digits and o~e with three digits . 
· _ He proceeded to find , a fC?urtn perfect·number, 8128, which has four 
. digits. He therefore concludCd that tI:te~e should be ·one peifect number 
with five-digits, one. with si~, digits and: so ·on. This seems r~onable, 
but the generalization is not true, Jor the-next perfect number .after 8128 ~- , 




.40 , .. lN~UCTI,ON,~D . DEDiJqIO~ . _, .. 
The,word-in'duction comes from the Latin in,_puco; (1 lead into),' -so 
~ induction is . the method of reasoning in which we consider, a' number' of 
.;-
':. cases and arrive at (or "lead into") a gen'eral rule. Thus, if each:me:ntber -; . 
-.- of the class measures .each of the interior angles-of 'a triangle ;and fii1ds '. '0 
thaLtheir ' sum isapproxiJ!lately 180°, we might reason .inductivelythat:-,_ ' 
• ' the s~m' of the angl~ of a triangle is. 180° .. In Euclidean geometry this is' , "-
correct, but since no measurement is really exact, we carinot say" that we - _ -.' 
'have proven the statement. ' . .. .. . . . 
. In' d(ciuc(ion . (Latin, lead away from); ~e · reason from the gerie~l , 
. statement 'to a particular case . .. Thus, if we ha.veestablished (proven) thai . , . 
·the _sum of the interior angles of a: triangle IS always -180", and we meet.-.. ,-
a new-triangle, we may say, quoting our. general statement as autltority, _. . -_", 
th~t t~e interior angl!!s of this tria~gle will also have a sum of 180°,. ' nlus. ; 
the system: of deductive geometry consists of estab~ing a · number of ·· ' 
: -genera~ statements (p'ropositions) for which we must_ develop -proofs ' 
witho).!,t the -use of measurement,. and-then applying, these -prinCiples to 
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, co . (326) : ' ·1 : " .(327) ,., '. ,', ,, ' • 
. I . , . . -;. ,() • :,... 
" A~ ~epointed out in the section on why"" we study'geom~t~; :ids ', 
in the, thinking. which' leads to these proofs, and in ~he ·amllysi~ Of the. 
" problems' prese!ll:d.~ , ·that the · great · yalu¢ 'of deductive ' g.eometry l~es. 
," Th~ basiC thought-processes . of geo'm~trY .·can 'be appUedJil <?the!.fields. 
, .. . They:shOuld enilple:"<~~e, ~tudent tl? 9:e criti.cal of the a~'s~i'p.ptjons made in 
~~:,,: ~. 'arguments ~4~anced ein~er by himself or by' othert.in· ~he fields ,of cd!Jca-~ 
>" ~:<J!on, politics, social, welfare~ ,advertising, intellJational rela~ions and'so'on. · 
, .. ' . Wnen , th~., ' announcedn dulc~t tones affirms that uMore ~ople- cleaii.' . 
. :, ~_!,hejr tecth:wlth.-.KI6endent-toothpastc , than any other kind,' ' the stuacftt ': 
. "'"' ' t~!~ w.analytical .thinking wil1 ask many questions. 'What proof have, 
-t ';. ___ we that ~~c statement ofothe ~nnouncer is true? If i~ is .true, why d~ ,ni.or~ 
. '. people. use Kleendent? 1s~ i,t better or is it cheaper, oris it bette.r adv~r7 
tis~d ? ': Because ,a largellumber of.people do .a 'certain thing, does that 
, prove. it is the best thin~ to do 1 poe~ the value of brushing. one's ,teeth 
. lie\iri tne- brushingl or in tife particular dentifrice used 7 . , '. ' .. 
: ~ : The subject matter of geometry provides us with glood JIuiterial for 
. devel<?ping a. thinking process~ becausc_ the elements of geometry '(such, . 
. ,as Iines~: p~ints, n~cas' a~d s?oh) are . ~ot. calc}Jlated .to arouse emotions ' 
. . and preJudices. whiCh 'might mterfere wIth our reasonmg. . ,..... ' 
- ......., - • ". ...... .. • . L : 
~ 
G 
41 " 'iLEMENTARY iOGIC":"'THE SYLLOGISM " 
.. ~ogic is an ;nalysis of the deducti~e thought process:'. It presuppo'ses .. . 
that we can all recognize\valid rea'so'nfng~when il'is reduced to its essentials. 
~.'The skeleton ()f deductive reasoning is the syllogistrf, a 'form of argument which consists of II inajo; pre.mise,. a minor premise and It cohClusion; 
· The following i~ ~n .example. , ' . . . ' . , 
. Major premise,: A:~i 'dogs are ~ertebrate~. < . ' . 
. , 
Minor premise: Fido is' a '<log. 
Conclusion: . Therefore, Fido· is a vertebrate. 
.:.. 1 " ,>, '.:, :', 'Add~n~, !"achine {/~:,cps~i~r( ' i ~ gav~ you a\ Valid t9t~1 r.orthe' ~f!:l0lll~ts .. -
.', , .. ', " you gave me.: 'you gave tne WTo.ng amounts . • ' " , .. ~ " ' 
'/ ',> ,;' . ~ "'~ Logic ,is concemed;with"the fact ~hat from,the giv~r.1 amounts a valid ; 
" , total was obtained,- even· if -it :was' not the true amount. In the exerCise '; 
.. , i:' ' .. which fo'llow~, w~n~rne(1.<)[lly ~th arriving at a concluSion which ' ~ '. 
. . i~ ·valid on-t1re:'OaSis of the . giv~.Ji assumptions,-'aod:n()t with th~)~th C?~ ,: 
,' ;' , fa~ity bf the assu;mptions. ' .. . '. ':.' . :.:,: . . .. " .. i . 
.' . . . . ~ .... . "- ~ ~. . - ~. . ., 
Exercise 17 ... . i' . ,, ': ' . . .. 
'0 •. ' Each of the following questions".c~nsls·ts.otthree ~~ement~. ' } 
" . .. j , . . Irr~pective of the ~ruth of the two initial·. statements, d~de,Jn' eaCh. 1 
, question .whetJicr. oi 'not the third s~teQlent ~ a valid· conclusion from :-
" 





' 1 . 
/ 
. 
,//'. J •• ' , 
1~ All birds have ~ngs. ,, ' 
. All flies have wings. '-
. All birds are flies. ' 
. 2; All fish are vertebrates. . , i ': 
A salmoIl.is ·a fish; '" ,.' . 
" A salmon is a vertebrate~ 
" . '.. \. 
3. All 'fish nced water. ' 4 .. The ~nly animals that ilccci . i . 
.-1 need water. ,'., water' are fish. ". ~ 
'. , I ant a' :fish; , ' 0, I am an animal that rieed$ ' f," 
'5; '&ch spide~ has eight legs. . . ' water .. " :, .:":.. . ~ t . 
Eachtcam of horSes has . . I am a fish. ,' , .' t" , 
. 'h I ' . ; . t 
'. '. elg t egs. · . . . 'h 1 h' •. 
' . Each team of ,ho~ses' is ' a' ,:' .' , . 6~ All. figures Wl.t on y t r~ '1' 
'd ' -- ' " , SIdes arc trian&es... \ .. 1 -Spl er. ---.: .. , . fi' or fi ' . 'th ' . 
, , " • ' , . -.. .' This. gure IS'~ . ~~re,~l . ; 
.7. All s~elters ~!1 whic~ people .. , orily three sides •• ' ,v- . 
'live are ~eUin~s; . r.:" This-figure is. atriangt~. . .t ' 
The .,shelter In whIch I hve ' 
8~ All ducks can 'swim;' . 
, AU'fish'can swim. " ";; 
Fish are ducks~ ~ ' ,', ' 
, ' is a tent. . 
. A tent is a' dwelling .. ". ' 
, It should , be pointe~ out that logic is more concerrieci- with the :, 
' raliditv of the argument than with the truth of the conclusion. There, 
.. 
9. Mary, is a girl. ' 
. , M~ry has short hair. 
All, girls have short' hair~. 
. 01. ... '" . ~ .. .' .: , .. .. . :' 
10; StUtfents' . eat ·..: ·sunftower ; , 
• ·.~·s ... · " . . ~ _~:. '. " .' :' 
Birds eat sunflower seeds. ' : :" , , is a .difference bctween,being vaiid~ an~eing true. If-you are shC?Pping 
at · ~hc groceteria and the cashier liappe~ to push the ~rOi key on the 
~ash register, .she. may ask you t~ pay ~!l the, true· alue of ~our 
· purch,nses. as I~dlcated by t~e prl~eso on: ~~eartlc1es. Wh~ . you ' obJect~ 
· w~J!llght Imagme the followmg ~onv!!fsauon: .. .(,- '. ; ' . . , ' $ 
Cashier ((0 adding mqchine): . You gave me the wrong t tal. 
. ~ " . . .. 
. . '.' 
, . 9'2 
---'----'----~, 
fl · 
.. . ( 
" ) 
, 
11. All 'four'-sided iigu~s are " 
, quadiilaterals'. ·. , ," ." 
A'rhQmbus is ' a four-sided 
figure. " . , 
. A rhombus is a quadri;. . ~ . 
• I- . lateral. - \.. ' - " . 
" 
. 93 
. " Birds. are student$. . l ' 
. , , . ' i 
11. All fish live in the' water • . 
',A whide lives 'in' th~ water • 
A'.whale'is a fish.' . ~'.' 
~ " 
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. 13. The only animal.~/living in 
'.. , - water ar~ fish. .' . 
A whale is an animal living 
, , in watdi-. · , '. , . 
. A whale is a fish. t, 
. ' , 
, ...- (328)_~ 
'14. All - school . rooms have 
, , wind'aws:, 
. " : ' This rocr.m-h~s win'dows. ' ;, I 
, . Jbi~/ rdom is a school ' 
, rpom.'- . , . ," , 
'/.16. 'j\~~ Can.adians betweeQ sIx 
/ .. 
IS; {XIL Canadian0>et~et;n ·si}C. 
. :" and ,sixteen yeats of age 
, .- must atten,d sp'hqo1. '. , . 
, ' JQ.hnJaUends s,hool. ,/ 
. .' /. and sixteen years' of age ' , 
'. i . 'must ~ttend school. . ' . 
. ' / Roy is a Canadian, who' is-' , 
I . 1 
i J" /", 
" , J I 
. : . 






· -' fohn must bf between iii" 
· • I' · a~d sixteen years of age. ,. 
' . 17. A squar: IS a figure wi~h '.: 
/. four Sides. . . 
. / . Ii'd . 
. , ten years. old. . - .. : . 
Roy.·must attend 'school. , ~ 
18.; All people who:live in Van-
couver live in British 
Columbia. ' 
. . . !.~ A trapeziuinis a.figurewith • '. 
. ~, .-.', I ~ our SI ,es. . . 
.. ' " . t tn;p~zi~m'is a sqlare. , 
1 .19. ny triaI;lgle with t!~ sislcs " couver. - • . 
,1/ t d~' erent · is ,a 'scalene .20. All people' who , live in 
, Mr. 'Jones lives in Britisb 
." -Columbia. .' ~-::;;:Y ' , . 
Mr'. Jones lives in 'Van-
• I tr angle. ,I ' . . '.' <,' Montreal live in Q.uebec. 
, "Thi . tripgJc: has 'all sides . _ .... M.: .Letendre lives i~ Mont-
.I ," +1 different. ' . .' . real. /. ' 
I ~1~ t~!mgre ' is .. a ' sCalene. - • , M.' Letendre liv.es" In 
1 triangle. ./ . - . Quebec. 
-~ " ~. 'f' ' 
i.' / I • ~ 4Z ' :.,, ~t)NDI~~~FOR A VAtU:, ' ~ONCLUSI~N Y'<. ,-
/- . ' - " , I£~ 'E1erc~se ' J 7 ' each. question ~nsisted of three s~atements . . Each 
. statement:'was a;' tompletesente,nce, )Vit~ a subjec(and a.predicate . . Read 
_________ the staterftents agaIn, picking out the .subject · l}nd the .prediCate in · ~ach ' 
, statement. ··- " " , . " . ' ' - '. 
. ' / ,Some of the conclusions in Exercise; 17wer.e va rid arid sonie invalid. ,'- ., 
, . , ~., If you will exami"ne the. questioJis in '\~hich the conc1~sions were valid, - ," 
.... ~.you will find; that'they have the r0I¥>~ing i,n commoll.. . " 
/-:: ~ .~ ... (the major premise makes /a/general statenjent abo.ut a subject. 
, , , 2. ,1:he subject of the min,or premise is a part of ti1e subject of the 
.... major premise. ,,' " fi ' , ' . ' . '~ ' :" ,3. The conc\u~9'n invo~!es .t~e subj~ct of t!1e minor,premise and the 
. ,"predicate of the. maJor ,pre,mlse. ' .:: " . . 
, . ' In .brief, what ,is ,true fot the- whole is true for a part ont; 'but what 
., . is true '~f'Pl:!.rt of a subject i~ true o~ly of that part of it. " . ' , 
• - // I I I 
, " '. , ; ~ 'fl 94 
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,l~. Considet,the fo~lo~jjig syllogisms . . 
. . (a) ~any policemen are Irish. . . 
'Michael O·Shea· is Irish; .. 
.Michael O:Shea is ~ police~an . . 
(b) A~ :pciliCemen~ ar~ Ir}~/ '''. 
, Michael O'She.a IS 'Insh. . . 
" Michael O'Shea is' a policeman, 
' (c) All E.oIicemeri are Irish . .-
MichaerO'Shea i~ a policeman. 
. Mic1iael , O'S~ea is Irish. ' 
... 
/ 
,. ,(i) In which of the · ab~ve is the :majo'r premise 1'/0': ~ general ' 
t . statement. Is the 'conclusion valid l' ,' , . ,. , " 1 ' 
. . . . ~ . 
(ii) In two "of the abQve, the subject of the minor premii.,e is not ' 
a part of the subject of the majorpr~mise. '. Which two? Are .the 
con.elusions valid 7', . / '.' , . : _ _ , " , .- ' 
..' (iii) Which of t~e llbove is the o~Iy validsyIIogism? ' . . ., 
. \ - ,J ,-
. '. . ' . -. . . " ~ 
. Refer to J;he answers you gave to ~he questions in Exercis'c J 7. 
2. List ' the numbers of the sylIc::,gisIJls in ' which the, subject of the . 
, . minor premise is a part of tQe, subject of the major ,premise. ' . ' . 
Compare this list with the . numbers of the syllogisms ' \vhich you , 
'considered valid. . . ,' I.. -; ' I ', I" " , 
. . .. . .' ' , .. ' " / . " 
. . : 3~ List the numbers of .the syllogisms which 'contain 111'0 general : 
.. statements, rather than gne, general a~d . o~e pa~ticu~a!./' , • . 
, . ~ompar~ this' list with. your list of-valid syllogisms. {/ " '. 
: .. ~. , In ciues~ion ~;. ~x7rcise 17, while tl.!e jeasoz' i . ~ is valid theconclu~ . 
Slon IS not,true. Why IS It not true? • . : ' " . . 
F!nd a ' second "syllogism in '~~erc:ise' 17··in which you believe ~.he . 
conclusio,~ 'is vapd ,but not true'.~ -, . /. '. ' . ' , ;'. '. , . 
~. Inqu7s~ion lS'~ c.ould JO.hn be ~wently~ar~ ol~? Which test of 
a valId. syl!c;>g!sm ,does thIS one vlOlat.e? . f . ' , ' . . / . " . 
,6.~e syllogisl11s in questions IS' and' 20' appear to be much alike. 
- What i the difference between them whi&h makes ' one conclusiqn valid 
and tI:t other invS:lid T ' / ' / ' . .' . ' . ' . . 
r
.. / : .' -" 95 / ' " . ' , 
,A • I • j 
I ~_. .., . \ " _ oj:, .:/ 
:1 , ' / , ' / 
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43 SUMMARY-VALIDITY AND TRUTH OF. CONCLUSIONS 
- ' . , - . -; 
I. The truth of a conclusion depends on: 
I 
(330) '~ I , (331) , 
. : ' . 
, I 
, / : .. 
7. Angle~ which are 'stfaight angles ~re equal. · 
: LX. and Lz are sir' angles. . , ' 
, Lx and Lz,;ue i uaI~ ... ' . . , 
J '" . (i) tp,e- trJ.lth of the premises. 










. , ~ . 
· 2. 'The logic ~111 'not b~ valid / 
(i) if the major pretn'is~: is 'not a general stat~ment • .that is • . 
, ./ if Jhcre are ~ny exceptions to 'jt. . .' . . . . 
, . (ii) if "~ miflOr premise rep~ats. the predicate i.nstead of the , 
, subject of the major. premise. . \ " . .... ' . , . . 
· . ' (iii) if the .. minor prem~sefaits to be a part of the subject of the 
· major premise. ' " : - ' " '. :, ' .. . 
, '(iv) iJ the conclusion :does not 'contain the subject of the minor 
.premise. and the predicate .of the:major ·premise.' 
.' (l,I)- if 'the'syllogism contains .two major premises. / '/ 
, ~vi) , if the syllpgism conjains two' minor premises. .. 
\ . , I 
Exercise 19 
'. Stine' whether ,or not the follQWj~g' syllogisms a~e / valid. If the : 
. c~!1cIusion is, n~t. valid, tell why it i~/not. , ' . .. ' I _ -( 
1; ' All guadrilaterals' have fo~t ave;! only f'2.~r ,sides. 
A trJipezium has e~actly ffur sides. 
, A trapezium is'a quadrilateral. 
. e " /"" 
• 2. An isosce,l~s triangle ha,s twb equal si.d~s. . 
An' equilateral triangle/has two equal sides. ' 
;An equilateral trlangl,c IS isosceles. 
. " .!, " I . 
'. ' . . 3. A pentago~.has five, and only five sides;' 
. ', A, hexMon ~as five/si~~s. . ," . . .~ 
A hexagon I!; a pentagon.. .-,/' , " 
4'- A pa:rallelog~am ~as both pairs of opp6sjte sides parallel'. 
" A square has bqth pairs of opposite sides parallel. 
, ,A square is a:pfrallelogram: . ' ' .. , , . , ". .' 
S: Right an&ies, f.nd only right"angles, hav~ their arms pefpendiculard, ' . 
• " Angle A 15 a/ng~t angle. . . . ,.", '1. I,,: 
· The arms ~l angl~ ~ a,re perpendIcular:: ,I: _ I·'·' , . 
6. Angles whjch are fight angles are equal. ' ' ,I 
/. I I 
-4-x = <-y . . " ' ' I 
Lx and'/Ly are fight angles. . i 
'. ' / . 
• f , . · 96 ' 
f . / / , \J 
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A square IS ,a regular polygon. , ' .., ', ' .' , , . , 
/ 
9. AnY'figur,o/with equ~rsides and 'equal angles isa regular polYgo,O. , 
- A rhombus has equal sides. " '" ': - -, '. ' 
A rho~bys is a regular polygon. , " . ~ 
10 •. The Slum of two supplementary angles is'l80° . . ' -
'" g' L..,.Yand LB are supplementary . . 
.. Tye stim of LA and LB isl~O°. 
. t . . ' . ' 
44. "" :mE '"1F~tHEN~ '~EL_~~IONSH~ I , 
In everyday speech .th~ syllogism frequently takes the form oLa ""' 
sentence contaiIiing an "if" clause, followed by a second clause beginning 
-. With "then." Thus, the syllogism All dogs are vertebrates: ,Fido is q'dog: . 
'F{dois a vertebrate, cqlll~ be written: ' if all dogs are ver~ebrate~ and Fido ' . 
is ~ dog, then F}do is Ii vertebrate. Notice that the order of major ,premise, ' 
, minor premise and conclusion,- is mainlained. The same· sentence could , 
! ~ writt~n~; , if Fido is a tW, and all dogs are vertebrates, then Fido 'is a 
vqtebrate. ;fhi,s form is' considered dangerous because the m)nor premise ' 
has.been put first. " . . ' , '., ' '-
~ost propositions :in geometry. are stated in the if-t~en form. ',For 
, example, if two straight lines intersect, (then) the vertically~opposite angles 0 
'are. equal; , )"he i.fclause contains what is given a.nd the' then-clause states ' 
what is to be proven. , Theif-c1a}.lse is called the hyp.othesis an~ the then:. 
claus\! is the conclusion._ ' ' ' , : , '! ' j . " 
, Example · ,i : ' Rewrite tlie, following ' statement in the :standard , 
syllogistic form. then. as an if-then relation'ship :' This is a goodspace:-suit, ' 
so ,il must be air-tight: ' . ' 
'Ci) '~yllo~s~ic form' 11 goo ~ space suits must be air-tight. 
: • This is agood space suit. " 
, ' This space su..it is air-tight. ,' ' . 
. (ii) If then rorm: If this is a good, ~pace suit/ then .it must be 
air~tight.· . " ',,1 
/ < 
. :./ 
. Gjv~n (hypothesis): this j~ a good spacl"suit. 
Conclusion: then it must be ,air~jght. j 
'. 
, 97 " ~, 
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~ 
,Example ~: . Rewrite the follo~ing ' syll~gism in .the if-lh~n form and 
'state jtshypothe~is and C:;Oriclusion: ". . ' '. -. 
All right angles are equal.~. 
LA and LB aTe right angles. ' 
LA = LB. . ) 









- . (333) . 
· num~r and' ~ize .of his catch. In' other words, if the inltilil assumptions are 
changed, the conclusions must also change. . . • 
. . .' In geoine.try~e argue that,"because certain statements are true, ' 
certain, valld and .true conalusi0l!~ must follow .. It is apparent . that in 
: . '~ such a' chain of reasoning. the' very first statem,c'nt;;. cannot be proved .. 
We .must therefore make certain initial assumptions: In geometry, these 
.tlien L~=:= .LB, ~ .' ' . . 
. Cliven (hypothesis): LA and LB are right angles. 
. ·Conclusion; , LA = LB. 
, . . 
Examp~e ): Writ'e the · foll.owing sentence in ' the if then form: · 
A stuaent who lives in British Columbia lives in Canada ... 
. If a, student . lives in ... Briti~h c;'olumbia. then he Jives in Canada~ . 
'assumptions are ,of four kinds: .. ' . ' 
. '~ ' . I. Certain terms and ideas which are accepted without definition' 
! (point, line, etc.). . . 
, . 2. Defined t,erms. , . 
• 3. Axioms-accepted~ without proof. \. I 
. ~. Geom~tric postulate~-assumptjons made as the · basis for geo· /<.' 
metnc reason~ng. . . . . ':". . . ' : ' / 
E~erci§e ,2.0 
:' . B . . - , ! 
' . . 
'. ,Rewrite each of the fo1lowing ' sentences in the if-then' fonn. State: 
, the ~yPothesis and the conclusion.. . . \ 
'" • :1. ' Ari¥ animal with 'rouc 'legs,is a quadruped. ,J 
. . -2. Two lipes which are para,lIi:l to ' a third line are parallel to each 
other. . . ' .' I '. , .' .' 
3. Any s~lid which ~s light]c than .water wi!l float in water. 
, 4. The dlag.ona1s of a rectangle are equal. , . , " , 
5. An eqJ,lilateral trian~le is al$o equianguiar~ . ... ' ,. 
6. Any an'imal which 'br athes with gills gets ~ts o:ygen from witer. 
, 7 •. ~ tpjan~Je is, a figure ounded by threest~aigtit lines. . . ' 
~ " , 8. Complements of th same angle are eqilal. · .. _ ' . 
~ _ _ ~n jSQ~ccle$ triangle, the base angles 'are equal. 
. , - '. ' I' f.\ ..' . . ... -~ '-. . , 
. / . rj .. :' " . 




'. In a seq'~ence of reasoning we must be,gin with .certain·initial ass~mp- ' . 
tions. Having accepted these assumptions, we must be prepared to aecepV- , 
, the co'nclusiolTS whicltfollciw from them. For many,years it was assum~d . "I / 
that the \;lest fisherman in a given '1illage was,the 'one"who caught the-most - " l' 
fish. This may h~ve been true in pioneer C~na(da, but it was an assumgtion I ;'. 
. . which had·. ~isastrous · effects,on the game-fish population of our lakes. , ; / -' 
TQoay the best fisherman is a true conservationist who · limits both the i:'. J ...- . , .. . . ( 
r'" ' ,.'. , .' / ' . . 98 ,." • ,,' , / /if 
. "' ,' - . .' . ! . 
_.-~-.-- - L -, ; . ' t / o \: 
. '. Once we have decIded upon a set of lnItlal' assumptlOns we must be 
· earefl}lto see tha~ we corr,t?ctly apply the,Iaws of logic to thes~as,sumptioris. 
When. we are reasoning about things with :-vhich we are fa~. su,ch as 
circles, it is very easy t? jump to cOI?clusio?s·~',"hich are based ~}'erience . 
ra~her . than on a chilln of reasonm,g. Similarly, when we ~re/ asked to 
think about things which. are notfainiliar, we are apt.to giye stock.a,n'Swers 
in terms of things with which we are· familiar. . . ' 
·Some of the ideas above will be clarified ·in the two sections ' which 
follow. . . . 
, . , . 
46 ' HAVE SPACE SUIT~WILL TRAVEL ,: 
. The. next ' frontier to be conquered by ~~n ' is iliat of spa~e. The 
, establishment of a space station will 'be followed by trips to'. the moon.' . 
.andperha,ps tb otherpJanets. ' A recent news item . tells of a company 
which is already' selling deeds to land· on' Mars. What. assumptions a're 
, being made' by this ' cOIIlpany? What assumpti~ns 'are being made by ' 
. those purchasing these deeds? , . . ,. , . . . . , 
· Most of the distances, ' speeds and time? connected with space. travel . 
wbich:we now acc~pt are the result of the deductive pr9cesS-. The di.stance 
to the sun, or to the inoon, has never been directly' mc:as~red: For that 
matter, neitherhas the cirtumference oqhe earth.' Yetas early as 240 B.C • .. 
Er'atosthenes •. the librarian at the U~iversity of.Alexandria; with the aid 
of geometry •. calculated the. circ\1lIlferencc of"'fhe-eartlL as 25,000 miles. 
One.{)f the assumptions made by Eratosthenes. was that llW-sun is so far 
, away that it~ rays'may be consiqeredparallel·for- any two' points reasonably, 
.close .together on .the earth's surface. He also .B,ssumeq that the earth -
'was sufficiently large that its curvature over a distance of approximately 
99 
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.j j . ~ 500 miles coufd be ~eglect~ On .the basis of .thesc.',assumptlons ~d ' 
. some deductions concerning triangles and circle~ 'which tlJ.e Greeks had .. ,., _, 
pt:,ovbd, he madl! his iun~zingly accurate calculation, :. . . . : '.' - '< , . ~ " 
. .It is this kind of .deductive reasoning which · h~s ':mea~ured~' for ' u~ 
. all t~~ aSfronomical distanccrs we now take for granted .. . It is this1cinq. 
'of re~sofling which 'suggest~ some of the new assumptions which' must .be . 
the:·basis of life on .a :. space station, ' To insure ' that) the spa~ st.!ltion ,· 
remains.perman!!ntly circling the earth and does "no~ fall abd disintegrate; 
its centrifuga! force musfequal the gravitational pull ,'of th~·ear~. : This 
me,ans tha~the . space st~i.on, 'and ~Il its passengers; ';.viU in, effect .~ 
weIghtless, .' .....: .. , . . ' , 
. -L~t.us t~st your deductive thinking on the basis of qne new postulate .. 
, you . are the first high school studenL t'O visit a: spa.ce statio!'; 
' now in the kitchen'-cafeteria of :the. station; . It is much· like a. 
. iunch ,counter, : but: ·one . thing is ditre~ent!~ • THERE IS' .NO ... 
.. . . ' . . • ' . . . . "1" '. ' . .' . 
The purpos~ of this secti6n is not to train .~ new ge.ner~ti~n of iQter.-
travelleq; but to convince y<?u of thr¢e things: . . .... .. ' 
; :-...{I~How easl ~t" iii , to' sub,stitut,e ·the '.familiaritY of,:<experierce 
for .logical reasoning. . ' . ' . . .. .. ... . ' . ..' 
. I' . (2) The iinportilnce of deductIve < reasoning in . sclentifilC and 
·maihematicai"fic1ds,. . I .. .. '. . . . . ... . . ' 
.. j ' (3). ~The importance or baste. as~umF'.tiorrs. , . . . 
. . Can you adju~our deduc{ive thinking on ·the basis of t!1~one new postu)~lte "There' is ' no gravity on a space station" ? Try the following 
exercise, ' . . ' , '. '. , 
I 
I . '21 ' .. I ' . ExercIse, ' . .-
• Of: the ,basi~ of\h~po~tulate Ther..e is no grov'uy on a space $tatjon~ 
state wh,ich of the following conclusions are valid and which are invalid, ' 
. if the brety al}d ,comfort of the passengers is considered. ' . , • 
1.1 All furniture must be fastened to the floor. ~~ .. i J The' passeng~rs l'~ust be strapped to' their seats~: 
.,', ' I . ' " ' : . .. _ ~: 3.~ The cook must never lift the lid from a kettle of boiling soup, , 
. :,: . 4.~ Alld;ners must remember ' to place their knives' and forks back 
on their plates before the waitr~s remQves the dishes. ' ' . . 
I 
. /l / .. \ 
s.l No drinking from .cups is-possible, ~ 6: ~il di.shes c~mtaining fo~d' J;r1ust have. lids that fasten down. 
7. You .must not Spit on the floor. 
·' ·100 ~ 
/. 
i. 
. ,. , 
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8 • . ~e ·gues1s---muStb~ ~tri1pped into their beds at night •. 
9. Cups mu~t .be heated befC?re hot ceff~e is poured into them. · 
10. While . on the space station, passe~gers should be supplied with 
lead insoles for their shoes,' . 
. . 11 .. A111iq·ui'd~ .~us~ be'kept ~n closed containers. 
. . 12. The offiCer in charge . will take care that" all . passengers do not 
stand on ~e .same side or-the space station at·the same time. , 
. In trying~o de<;i~e' w~ch. of th,e above 'conciusions 'follo~ from' the 
assu¢ptioD. of weightlessness, YO'u undoubtedly found your ~sense of 
teasorung competing with ~ther thip,gs . which you believed to b~ true . . 
Mo~t of the· students who ~ry' to answer ·these. questions feel that lead 
insoles would: undoubtedly~elp ,.Ianchor'" the passengers. Butif the lead 
· i~ \\-eightless, what is the only possible conClusion? .'. •. . . , 
· . Ifnow'you leave the space station and continue to the moon, ca.n you 
pt~fit by the deductions made on the station, or does an entirely new set 
of' conditions (major premises) prevail? In . the ' exercise W~"fOllOWS 
y6~ are. asked to supply 'the conclusion In a number of if-t en relation~ 
shIps. , . . ' . . ' 
, , ' I '. ~ . ' . . ' ,_" / 
Exercise 22 .. . . 
. . .1: If r~cket."rnissiles are streamlined only beca\!se of air resistance, ' .. _ 
. and ' there is · no J air between the space sta~ion and the moori, then; •.• 
. 2. If there is no oxygen on the ' moon, arid humans need ' oxygen, 
" any human' who goes to the moon must then .... . ' . . ' ' . " 
.43. If winds are horizontal .movements· orair, and there is qo air on 
· the moon. then, . . . . : . " .'" . . . . 
.. 4.. If 0llr atmosph~re keeps us from ' getting unbearably hot in the . ' 
daytime, and there is no atmosp~ere. on th.e moon, then. : . . " 
5. If daylight is caused 'by the.' scattering of light fron1 ' dust part..icles· 
'. in the air, . ~n'd there is no air .on· the moon, then .. . , . 
'.' 6. If w~theI~. changes are· ~l.!sed bY 'unc:qual' heating of the atmo- .. 
spher~, and there IS no iUmosphere on, the moon, thel,l ... ' . . 
, 7., If a :boy's weight. of -ISO lb. on earth is ' due to. the pull of the 
earth's gravity on .that ~ass, and if the gravity "On "the moon is one-sixth 
the gravitiltiona1.force on eatth j • then. .. . • .: '! ' . '.; 
. · 8. Ifour atmosphere prot~cts us from .the' damage caused 'by cosritic 
rays, and .there is no atmosphere on the moon, ·then-;-. .. ' . ' . 
, 9; If'the tractors 'plarined. for· exploring' the. moon use "rater-cooled: 
engines,. and there is no water m~ the moon, then. . . . . 
.' ,lOt 
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: ' CHAPTER , 'I,I 
. :. , : 
\ 1'1 ; . ~ .. 
. : .. , Th,i,s 'chapter , is ' a review, of, concepts necessary 'for. proving' 
<1\ " I . ', ',-
, . 
'" 
.. ; I 
U s ' ", . 
.. .. -
The ',obj.ect is, to have the student' ~nderstand and ',learn: th~'~e. 1', 
: (No attempt , 'at formaldef~ " ths: eic.) 
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',Defini tiohs, , ~ ! • 
. ' 
.. ' j _ ... " 
• , . ;. ' - ,.. I ., " . . '. I ' . . t . 
.An angle is " theunion~f two rays :with. a cO,mInon endpoint, ' ,. . '. 
. ' i" ',. ~.r .;--j.-
\.' . '~ • . I (!, called the" vertex. , . ,. , , 
. 1 
: LB 
2.Jrnc ~~ ,L:CB~ ' 
I 
,: 
" ' Ll . . 
: '. " 
B c. 
,Adjacent . angles are ang~es that have ~ cODm\~nv~r~e~ conimon 'side 
.' 
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. Ll. a'rld. L 2 are adj acent 'angles'; 




A B ' c 
Mtweeness of points ' 
B lies' , bet~e~n A and C if (i) A, ' B, kind Care distinctP.oints 'on a . Hne. 
, \ . 'j 
, " 
. and '(li) AB ,+ Be '" AC. 
". One }ngle . I , ' 
(iii) If m L 1 is . gre~t~r than"~Oo, then Ll is an .o~tuse· angle '. 
, ' 
Tw9 ' Angles 
, I " ' 
, ' 
, .' 
(1) If roLf +. mL 2 
': , .' ' a-i:~o ~: sa; ,thcitL l....:i~ , a co~plement , ~f L.2 or , Lz is,. a ,complement 
) . , . . .,' ~ 
' . . ' . 
,~ of Ll,:. ~ , .. 
" 
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,The Angle' Addition ' Postulate · . 
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L l ' + L 2 are supplementary Exterio~ 'sides' fob .oPposite ray. ; 
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· Perpendicular Lines 
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I • Two lines ' in ·the . same p.4lne· tha~ have- ',no, points in common are 
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. calleq parallel lines, ' 
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" .INTROD~tTION 'TO , DEDUC~IVE REASO~iN~,;~ /'0 , ~ 
'I " ,' , ,' ," , ' iJ,~,":~ 
.. 
" ., .... 
. " 
'\ 
Sentences, ,Sentential Connectives ', ' ',' 
o >'. ~ ';> 
In , the study , of:t~ducti'\re reasoning, we le~'rh'ed how to make' a' : \ ' 
" I '. 







' . ,' . 
" 
, ,J 





"'l . ca8es: ~ 
' 4. 
We:'also lear'ned that .:f.nchictfve reasoning does not provide pr.oof " ' 
. • , I • ,' . , 
, ' 
. , 
~ '. ' 
' . ,~ 
th~~ a conjec'ture ' is true.... Math7matical proof' de11)ands a type ,:of reason-
_ ~ ' .1 ' . '.' '. , I 
ing known ' as ..deduct,tve , r,eas~ni~g 'or logic{ll deduction. To beg,in with" 
".. ' ' ." , 
", ' we must become; acquainted, with, the language of 'iogic. ' 





In:, logic, each English sentence has a form which ,~s gi~en a~ 
. , . . 
, identifying name. For example'~. the stinten'ce: 
" , . 
It is raining'. 
, ' , 
", 
~ 
"i:S ':a 'basi<: type of seri~ence.ln logic : ~uch a sentence is ,called a 
simple s~1itence' or' an atomic sentence. 
1 
. ' . Definition:, A sentence, ,in logic, Hl a statement which " 
", ,is either true ,or false, but: ' not both; , 
, ' 
• " 1 
If we combine two simpie sentEmces by meanfl of a ,connecting word, , 
. ,. . . , . 
, I f j . 
" '" 
, . 
. , ', 
\ , 
, ' 
5'", '", • I 
' , ... , 
" " 
, ~he', r~sulfin~ sentence is no :longer a' simple s~ntence. I 't is called a 
. " , . 
.' .:Compound, sentence ,or a molecular sentence. ,For example, tl1es~ntence: 
" l t;: ', 
.,.{, 
" . ~ . 
~~-- " 
". 0 , 
" I 
" 
" ,r-" ' 
- ~I -
\ ' y ' 
It , is .raining 'and it is ,c,?'ld. 





.... . , . ; 
.I " ; .. . . .. ' . 




It ,is raining. ' 
It ' is cold." 
'y 
'It should ,be noted that the connecting word ' and is not part of' , 
either" $ imple ' sentence. 
" , 
It merely connects' the two simpie sentences' ,to " 
- '. ". " . . 
, prpduce a ~9mpouncl , sentenc'e. Thus" the wordatlCJ, in:logiciS called a 
, .. ' -- , ' 
, . , 
" , 
' , ' 
', ' <, , 
. : . 
'- . 
• 
:~~'W , .. : 
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'. , ':', :' i" " ".. " "'" 
.' ::.:~ . ;. ) ". : ~ 
" 
',:, . 
" " :' 
" •• • ' . f 
.:,' 
' .' ,. 
. ,~. 
I ' , "(I 
, ' 
; ,' .. 
;;:" ' 
• 0 ' • " 
.-.. 
.... 
. "," , ' 
. i· 
, ; , " 
" ~ ~\'III ' 
: ' j 
': .\ .' ': ... ,' . - '.' ~:,.~ ... :-'':,p '. ~ .... ~ . ~.- .~ .... ,,;:. ,~.:rt'~H\''''''''!o::'~ ''' '':'~.'I":.rl'' :--C'':'' '\'P;,:P.:-:...:i.» . :. j'" 
,~ 
~: ... ,,:. --_ .. .... ' .. 
. ~, I ' , , ' ',' ' " ;.: " L ' ~.~ -' . I . 
, .~: " " ... . " . " .. 
, ~ . 





• .- .. : . ~ · I· , .. " 
. ' . 
" ' 
' . ~ j 
, ' \ , 
. ,' .. ..... 
.. ':. ::; " t~,:--prod4~e :cqmp.ound· sente:n~e's , :L,s iilusi~ate'd lin the follo:Wing: .--' 
, I,'" ' ' '-','" . '.' .: I ~ 
' 1 " 
. i " 
I : ' :., '! ,', ' 
'(.- . 
.... I I ' 
" 
; ' ,. t', 
\ ',.' ~ , ' 
1. 
..... '" 
,. ,' ',. 
" . , . 
. '.; 
. , . 
..,.:., " \ 
;-:" ~-r " t · • • • ' . 




. (i)' Connec'tive: . and 
. ' 
: : .. .- (1i) Conn~ctive: or ' 
" , 





", , \ 
./ . 
. It , 'is raining ' or.- itis· cold, 
" ', ' - ', ' 
' .' 
" .. 
. \ , \ " .. 
, . ;. 
. ,' . 
, 'I' 
" ',' 
, ; '. 
, , 
.- ' 
, '. '. 
" .,' , 
.' ,' . 
This' sen~~~~e is .~~11eci th~ disj ~n~~ion of· the t~~ ' s1:mple ·Sentences. 
I , .' . 
',' ,". 
";' .. ' 
.'. , ..... ~ ' : 
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" . :.,.:': 
• j • • 
, .~ ' . 
.. :' " .! :" . 
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, <; /. 
. " ; , ~ .. :. 
. " .; 
',t 
,-· ·.'.·,1·.-, . , ~ ', .' 
.- L; ',' .. 
" .. . 
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',: " .,." 
;' ,,:: 
. .. : . 
,', 
~ ' .-
"''': '~. " ; 
·'.t 
,," , 
• , tt. , " •• ," , ' 
'/ . " ,' 
-: ~ ,' . : 
. : . .'! " ' 
" ... . 
" , 
:, ': . .' , . 
. . ': . ', " 
", ,' . '~:~" :~ .. ': ,,' : ••. r: ",.,,' 
','. " ;' , " , .' 
'': ;':, ~ L5 :: ;',: ..... '. ;', ' . 
·~iii) .Co;"n"'tlv~' : if : : , .>.then ". 
' . :-"': .: ' ---: '.' If ·i.t·,~·is ' ·r a'ini~g , then 'f. ~ , is , ' cotd~ . 
." . 
. Thi; " sente~c~ is 'ca'lied ,a ': cop.d{tion'al. ~entence or: im .implication,· ~It . ): ' 
." ',', " '. " " " ", ' . ' . ' . " ' . ' . ' . ,1---
' .. ~ho:u1~ ~e ~otf:d that :t~~vc~nnec,~i~~.S: . " and; or, H, ~ : ""' ~ , then. :~~ , .", .'. 
. control o 'r :modify ' t~~~{ s~~t~nc.es. / ' . . . 
", .• 0' - - --.. ,:(-i~) : Co~:Ic~i~e: ·' _nb_t : ;. " 
.' / . , - ', ' " . , 
" 
It· is. not 'raix:£ng! 
. 'This set;tteil(~e 'is ' cal'fed the' n~gation':'of: the ~enten~e ', : ' ~ It , isr~in~ng ':11 ', ',.' 
"/ 1 
'. I~,-should be noted ' that .' the connective not c.on,trols dirmcidifie.s o~iy' 
';, . . 
, ', ' , 
, , 
' . . 
' .. ' 
, t .· 
, .. " 
, . 
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, : ':, ' 
, <, 
. '. ',f 
, ' Th'eb~sic forms ' of ' c'ompound' sentences'~ , are: , . . 
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', .. - ----:where:.the parenthesis- may b~''''' fil1ed ' oy sfmple or/~~mpound.' $entences. ':' . 
. .. . . . ' .'. ." .' . . 'j . . ' : . ... : " ( . . .' , . ". :: • ". ". .;~ 
. 0 ~ In logic, : c'apit~l lett~irs, · su~h,.as P, Q, . R, ·S, ' T, A, B,:, a:te used 
. , . to. r~pr~sent /~~~i:1nc~s j ' \h~S ', . if:.; y;epre~ents the sen~ence. tt · is rain.,. ',' 
• • ',' I 
. ing~' ~rid 'Q r~p~,esEmt~ . ~he sen.~e~ce~ It' is ' cold, th.e Comp.ourid s'ente~e, ; 
I . , .' 
! . , (It is . rairiing) .and (it:: ·~s . co1d): . 
" . ". i" . ~ 
. '~y b~ . represent'~~ s~b;o~ip~lly : a~:. 
I 
' . .' . 
... ' .. " :" 
'. ' G9. 
' ! (p) a~d (Q)' 
, o . . 
'! . 
i.' p. and Q •. . '. 
. ': . -In'' ~ner~l: '{'f' 'A~nd a~repr'es~I\t a~y. ·two · s~C;;ntences.,"~th~. basic, .. ' .. 
. - ' . . \ ' . 
: . :~ .; '" 
,\ 
,'0. . " 
.. :' ':~.' , 
' .' \ 
"'" 
'; 
I -< ~~',~ 
.. ; . 
• j' ". ' 
.:: . · .' ~ . ,,~" :. 
. . .' . '.j" ' : ':. \ :. .... .... , ' . 
compound . sentences may ·b'i! represente,d symboli.cillly as: . 
. . . '. , . ... .. . ! . \ , . . . " 
·.(i) A and B. 
" " 
A, o~· B. ". , ' , ,1\ . , 
. : . 
• ..:: . ' •• , .... t ()', . " " 
<i~i) If. A them . Bj .(or)' A i.1~plies B; . ({lr). A."t \ ~,' 




CI.vr Not A; · (or) JV' A. ' I' 
" 
Exercise 
, \ '!" ... " : (A) 
'I 
\ . '.. Classify each of.~ tne following ' sentence,s 
, . . ',. • . ' 0 
as ' simple o'r ·,compound·: .. 
. ·.,:\ .. 1: · .. T~da~ is· M6~d~y .. ....... . : ' . ' " . I ' : 
itt 
/!o 
2. . Ma~thematicsis' the Queen. of the Scien~es .... . 
. ' . .3" Camp'ing is fun ; 
'.' 
4 '; Go';ernments fold at ·-the· polls . 
. . . . ' . 
" 
5 .• '. Time does no't stard s;~~l~:, · . . " . 
. ". 6. '. J()~l.Ii- enJo~~musid~ andhe ha'~ a CiU.arge· rec.oid coU~cti~. · 
. ' ., . i 7 • . 4x = 3y. · . . , 
.'),. . 
9 . .'The b~tt~r: team does not always win. · . 
. ···.':·10. x £!r ' Y"and Y'; Z • . ·
. " ,' 
. . ' . ' .1/ ' 
.. 1 I 
. f I . • 
. 




• ~ ' ." ~. I J; ,.... . :', .: I • •••• 











. j ' 
" ,'. 
,~ .' . .'. 
: . -,' ,', 
too • 
. , .... 
" ~' ,. ~, ' , ' : . 
· ;' 
.' . 





.' ' . 
r ' ...... ' : ".: 
" \ . . '.,' 
· . '\ 
" . 
~ ., ",: 
, . 
, " . 
" " . 
:0 . ~ ; ' . 
i , : . . , 
, ''. 
1. .... " •••• 
• J : '. ~ 
. :."", . 
· ' : ' 
.. . 
" , .J 
;. , : . . . 






-I •• ' 
,. ',' --'-.-"--'-"-''' '-'''''':~--~-.--" 7 '" ::. . . :- ' ~ ..... .. .... . 
·· ~ ·,:f~.·· · · 
:, '.: .: ... :.: .. , ~ , >(.:': .:.: .:. , ,, • • •• • , I O . OJ 





. \ . 
,, ' ~ ; ~ 
j ' " • 
r· • 
' '; . ,' 
. ' 
I ' 
'. , , 
. " 
" ' 0' 
, Y' . , , I 
, 
~ ~~ 'J 
. , t , I, 




1 ( •• 
," .. .. 
. '. 
o p 
'. :" . " 
, ; 
" , \ . 
, 
'. \ . 
, .. . '~' ,; 




'. , . 
, ., 













• f ~) 
~ .' 





. I ' 
.! 






. _ .. , ... . 
, . 
" 
, '\ ,,,, 
' ;12. ' If two lines 'ire' 'parallel.; then they d~ not have a~ common point. 
" 
. ' . 
2 i~ ' rat:i.on~l~nd 12 is . irrational'" ;. 13. 
14. He . is ,~ntelligent. 
SC.ientists are not eccentric'. 
, .. ; .. 
./ 
,~ 15. " . 
.16. Nero fiddled.~ 
', ' " 
. ' . ; . 
.I~rove to the cot~age arid hitch-hiked ' back. . 
":-:, .> ... n\\ . t ' 
, . 






In each of, 
' -ar~ · ~ny: , . 
the fallo'wing . sentenc'es .make a h,st ~f 'connectives, ': ;1.£ there . 
: I f • 
, . ' ·L ·'· ·..., 
l8~' '0 Today. 'is Mond~y, ' and tomorrow is T~esday • . 
. " 
." " 19~ . °21&:>+ j ;=: 9 or 5:l!! :. + ·7 = 22. 
. , 
' 20. 'I,f ' ~. b '€ N, the~ ~£. N. 













, ; ,The pr'oc~sp ' o,£I!W-king ne~~ssary conclu~ion~ from acc~pted st~~~:- " 
-.. .~ .' , 0 , . , ::-; ..... :".~ • • ~ 
.' ments applying 'a~<7.~p~edr rules of 'logical ,inference is called deductive· 
.. 
. ' 
. . ',. 
'. are given ' the following statem~nts: 
.' , 
:-1. ' t~ it ' i~ r<iinin~ • • the~it .is 'cold .' 
: . ,2: . It" 'is raining.' , . . 
the~~ , the ine~c.apa:bleconsequent of thes'e two statements is ' the conclusion: . 
.... : 
. ' It is cold. 
:.. 
·The two given statements are the, pr'emises of the ~rgument, and, 
I 
the conclusion is the iogical' consequent , of the .premises. ' 
. . ~ 
. . "f 
conclu- " . 
" , 
,The :t~le of lcig~cal ' ,inference' whi.ch permits us to make ' this 
sion, from these statements is called the' Law of Det.achment ,"Thus, by this .~ 
n a~y>implicatiqn and py;ecisely .·the "if .clause~' of this" 
.'det,achthe 'ithe~·clau~ell and~ st~te ;i.t' as. a · logical . 
, , . 
.. 
, ,.;) 









' , ' 
, " 
\ . . , 
. : :101 
c()Iisequ~nt. 
. '. ~. ' . , 
'Iri the above ~~alI!ple, we' say I'we have proven or .de'due,eel ):he state--
. n 
'ment: ,It is cold;" That is, 'we' have' proved' that the derived sentence, 
. " 
t · ' : ' , , 
. " follows ' log;l~allY , from th~ giyep s~ntence9. 
. ~ . -
, • • ~O,' ,01 The complete argument may be arranged as fn11ows: 
, . ~\ !::, ,:,t:} .: ,~ '. . .:J~:: '~ ' ,1 0 .: , . 
. . <;i;!f~.;irgt,ses, ?-:: ::::i::::~ng, ,then it i~ c~ld . 
• : . , ~ ~ - . " oil • • ~, ;.tv.!~, ~' " , 
"," ","·" -" :Cogi~al . cons'equent: It~is col,d • . (Law cif Detachment) ' 
. ~ '., .... ... " ,. ' . ': .. ' . ' :.' . 
... 
, , ,'. 
In: ,synibo,ls ·the ' argument 
----- , 
, r',: :,: ~ ' may be , repres~n~.ed 'as}ollp~s: · 
'. P~emi;et;: 1.; P'"+ Q 
.2. P 
. , 
' Logical co~sequentc: · Q .(Law ' 0d.' Detachinent) .. ', ' 
. ( , . 
It shotiici be noted that h~~aw.of. D~t C~nient e*su~es that ifP 
~ :\~:~':~~~ \' t P :"'- , I ,... 
and p' ;. Q are ~rue(a9sumed or previol.l?l'y "pr:pye' statements) ,then Q is 
". a true statement. " , ",' \ .' . 
. n:elmpliCot~in theobove is. sometime~ .' referr~dti~ 
majo'r preniise of the a~~Ument; ' ;he ,seco~d statementi ·.i~: referJ!ei to _a~~ 
. .. . ... the" ~inor preniise; together the two premis~s form'the ~othe~is of ~he . 
argumeni: .. , -'. 
,I' 
,. 
Example:' State , the logical consequent; if there is Qne, for each 
. of . the following sets o~ premises: -:. 
' .. " , 
, "1 ' : ' , 
"(i) 1. If logic' is easy'; ~n he will , master it . . 
.;'. 
" 
, .. ~ 
, : 
", . 
• -- . . '. '(I " . • " . 
2. Logic is . easy. 
'. , . ~. ", 
(it) 1. If l~gic' 1s easy, th~n lhe ~ilimaster it',- ' " 
'./ ~, '\ ~. 
: .. 2.' He will master-: it! ' 




2. x - 3 !l: 0 or x + 2 = O. 
(~~).f. If . x = '-2, then ' "~2::: 4. 
2,>i ::: 4. " 
. " 
. ,". 
, . ' • . 1. 
f. , . 
, .. ,"" 
I -
o . then x ,;, 3 or' x . ~:: -2. r ': ~ " 
. ' . 
• '4 : 
, - ", ,": 
. ' 
" , .. 
~ .. 
. . 



















. ~ . 
• • ... . , ' r _~" r / 
, ,\ ., , '\ 
" 
" 





" , - ,r.· 




"' , Solu1:'iori: ,' (:1) Logica'l cOTlsequent: '_ Hewill '~ai'e<it. 
Deta~,hmentf ' : ' 








" , ':, )\OI;~, '" ' 












. ' .. ' ~ 
, " ~k 
' ,:' !. 







I ' , . ' I , 









', '. r 
, ' , ' , 
. . . ' \ 
" 
.\ ".. 
' , ', ( 
",', 
' . " 
)U): 'No logical consequent·, since 'we are not' given ', prec1sely ', 
' -,:" " the "if Clause"<;lf t 'he imp,-1::.~catlcin. " ' ''',,~' , '., , " 
(ii:i)~cigica:i consequent: ' ~ =' ,3 or 'x, ':: , ~ ' 2 " , (Law of ~De~a:ch- . 
, 0" 
, , .- m~nt) " " ' " .' , ", 
.' . .' . : . . , . . '. \' .' . .;' ' .~ ::- ,, ' . 
' (iv) ',NO : logic'~l ,cons~que~t' ~ sinc,e"w~ ' ar~ ': 'T~to~\ given pr~c:i.l?~i
. the ' "if clause" or the implication. "" ",\ ' " ""'" 
D.~UCti"e prOOf~ In~'Ving several's~eES ' ' , ' \ ," : ' 
M?,st de~uctiY~ 'a,rgUments :----~nsist , ()f more than orie 'app:{.ication " ," 
, ." .' ' . . '., - ' . ' "'"'-":: ' .. ~ ' . :. -
, ', of, the Law of ' De'tachmeni:'.This is i11:uBtrated i.n the 'following 'exil.lnple:" ", : 
, • ( ,'.. .... ' ' . j. ,,' • '. , ., - ," ' •• , '. ' .,' ., ' , 
Premise's: ,1. ,, ' If it . issn:owi_ng,- , then i i is .cold. ' " . 
; I • 
'2:." It .is ; snowi.ng. " 
, I v ~ , 
'.,' 3. ,If it ',is coid, ' then, I will stay, at 'hom~. 
. . , ' .. '
Conclusion: 1- wi;L1 stay at home • 
. : ' This " con~lusion may be sho~ to be 'a 1ogi~al; eon"seq'uent' of 'the 
, p~re~is~~ by ~PFlYingt4e ,Law, of bed.~hme~t ' twise ~ , Thus, from statements 
',-'1 and 'Z' we obtain the . c?n~lusion;' It . ~s cold, by a firs-t applicat~on 'of 
, .. \ ' ' 
\ ' 
the law. Then by combining this co~clusion with statement 3, the Law' 
~ " . . , 
, " ) ' 
A formal ~educ.tive, proof dnvolving' mor.e , than . one application of . 
~ 
': ,the Law of ,Dedchment' follows: 
-;--.. ' 
." .... 
;" Hy,pothesls:: : 1. P; +- Q 
2. P ' 
. .I ' 
' \ . 
:" .. 
] , 
· 3." Q ~. Ii 
I , ' " 
Conclusion: . R . ; • '-' ., 'v' 






"i ' . 




• r ~ 
I , I: .. 
.j ,: 
!f' 




'J, J ,. 
, " 
t. ' t 
" 
'. ' 
'. I , . : ," 
.. ," 
, ',:, ' 
•. ~ :. 4 ." _ ... , 
r -
, . 
-' .','. -; ..... ' -. -~- 'f", /, ' " 
". ~ . 
;" ; " , ' . 
.. .• 
" " " 






'. ' .... 
' ,> 
:.' . .: '., . 
0 , 
, : :' ':-, 
- ' . . ' . 
, 1 
..... . . '~ .. 
' .. 
.. " . , I ' 
.- .-
. ' . 
" \ , 
. \. .' . ~ }-- .:.... .. ~ --: ' - .-
,. 
I ' ;, ' 
,. , .... . ' , 
, ' ~ , 
• '1 • 
. ' . 
~, ', " 
; :::,.:.". : ." ... ' : . , 
.'. :,><: , .. . ,
-: " . ' . 
, . "'. ' .. ' . 
,,- , '~' 
. " 
. , ' '' . .. 
. ,., . .. :~, .. " 
. , \~ 9~ . " " , , ' .... '" , .. 
... . " . 
' .. . . '
, , 
" 
. " . 
.proo'f: ·, . 
. ... . 
~ . 
:' ;. :' , ' 
. .. . , . 
. '.. ~ ~ .' 
- ':, <~~ ... ' 
"Statements' 
:.\, loP + :Q' 
2.' : ,P .. 
, ,'3:Q 
. " ~. ~~" 
.. -........ .. " , 4.:"Q -+ R,: 
' .. 5 • .'R ·.' 
' -. . : 1 , I • , 
.... " 
,: " 




, ' ,:" 
. ,: . 
'1.:' Hypothesis' '" 
, '2 • . , 'ltYPQtpes!s ' "" . . 
", •.. :3. :" taw of Detathment·: f, . ,2. , 
. 4. Hypothesis 
5. •. Law ·of. Detachment '3, 4 .' 
" . . ' 
',' , 
. I 
1 ' . " ' ... 
" , t:;--
' '', ' 
Each,'. statement . is either a ' premise ' or' 
:t " 
". ,·a·statement derive~dir:ectlyby.a:, rtil~ df . i~fer~rice. ' The {lroof .i,s. , . ' 
;, ., 
.. "'" . 
.. 
••. ,a'rransed .in: twoc61umns:' ~tatei1lents in, the · firs~ coiumn arid ' authoriti'es ' ~ . . . 
'. .<' ' 
. ' i . 
. ~; 
I ' 
, ; . 
, I . 
. ',,-
\/:. 




o,r · t?ese:sta~~e.nts ~n··the 'second colUmn. The process of building ' 'a " . 
'f 'rmJt d~duct'i~e proof is~~l1e:d sy~thesis'-. · 
", " , 
" . ,, ' 
'. ' 
.... 
. ' ' . . 






. , . 
' , ' 
• ,: f 
, :. 
. .-
, , . 
, r' \ ~ 
; ..... 
. . ~ 
.' 
ample 1.' 9o~plete. the' fqllgwing fo~l ded\fct':(ve proot; .. compar~ 
Ii '" 
, your proof with·' the complete pr()of on. page '. . , ., 
.\ ,'. 
. ' ,' 
" ',' 
tements, AuthO-ri ties I . ' " " 
1. , A :+' B· 
2 .. A' 
, ' -3.B 
." , 
," ;,, ' 
., . ·l~: 
' 2;': 
::J •. 
. . :.' 4 •. B + ' C : " . \ '4; 
' : .' 
': " 
' , ' 
',' 
,"/'. " , . 
" , : : : 
.' ' ,' 
. ,'(,.'- .. 
. ; , 
. ':, '" 




".'\ f " 
. , . ' 5 • . :c':· \ . . : '. :.'.' , :5.:, 
", 6.~ : c· :.:r . D . '. -., . . . ' , : . . '6 ~ 
::;..:.., ' " , . 
',' :' " ', 07, • . D ;' .7,. 
.~, . , . .. '.1 ,';'" 
" : " 
', '; 
,~~ ' " ' : " 
',' 
. -. 
'" " ' ,'I ' : ,~ . 
:' , -. ,' 
, '" 





-: . ,,, '. , " 





", ;' . " , ," . ' . , 





, ~; " 




.' ' " 
. :~ 
" . :. ~ . -'. r "~' 
"" ., . 
" , 
, ' . 
.,' .. 
:,', 
,' . .: . .. ... 









' .. . . .. 
: . : '. 
... . , 
,. ; . 
" .. : " ' ;: '~ : ':" 
'.' :'Ib,: ::.-: ~rJ , ' . 
" ' I., ': \ ' 
. ': .' 
, .-
'. 'I 
., , ',,' . 
'. , 
, . 
.; ' . 




, . ' I ,' ' , ' . 
,'. :' ,,":'--·~'- :"':·~~~~'-~~';"'':::'···~~;''7:i~·~ · .. ~::::,::;", ::..-: ·· .... ~ ., . :...: .~~.~. :,:~:.:', ' :: ... : .~: ,,~ ':.. .  / . .:.,:" ': ,;~ , , "' . ; " " 
'; .' 
·r 




.' , ; '.,' ~ 
. ". L: , 
"' . . 
,' ,':.1. 
" ' . 
~ . 
'. ',',;'; . 
' ,: ' 
, ~ " , 
-- ''', . , ' 
" !' • ·')V ·:·', 
\, ... : 
. , . .~,. 
"';" 
' . , ~. .' "., '\:" . ' '. " ": '. ' 
'. , 
" , 
. !.~ ," 
" ' 
. . " . ... , 
, . .' : 








\ ' ,' 
.. ] ... .. 
, 
" 




':1 :: ' 














d ,. t o :' , .\ ,~" ' 
. " 
, '.: 
. .. .. . 
'.-
.. 
" \ ', ' , -
, ' ::. ' : .- " ,.- \. : 
; , 
" : 
. ,' , 105 , 
. " 
Sequence: A. Infprmation 'you can ; ~on:clude"'from ~ iig'ure ,without' , 'bein~" -:, 
g'i-venanything else ~ ,' " " . 
' .. . ' . . , 
.. . 
::z , '. 
" " . 
,', " 
,' . . 
; ~', ' . 
,:.w L' ' . 
= i 4", 
. "'.' 
L 1 .·;gndL, 2 _ : ~·re .~ supp; 
• ~ . " . . •• 1 • -1', • 
" '. 
. '. : 
.. , . , 
, " , 
. ",~ • ". A :J _________ ~_ AB:+ .13c".'= AC ' 
, 
B C · ' 
.. 
. Ver.t:ic~i Ls .-
V~iti~a:iL s 
' . ' ---.. ' 
. \ ' . , 
'. , ~ 
." ~ : 
'j , 
I ".;. 
, . ., 
. " 
'- ',' 0 
•• of 
. Ext . . sid~s . JOrDJ '. : , . 
'ipp. ~YF:' ~::.., . 
' .' . 
.- " . . 1,, ' . 
. .. ' ., 
" Def. );'e~weeriess 
". 
: " ' 
... 
.~q' , ," 
. : .~ 
mL2 '=mLABC " 
. ." ~. . 
A:A.P. " 




, , .... 
" . " 
. :.': . . ' . , .. 
-' , ',': 
:(f ., ,
. . .' . . 
. ': . ,.' )., .. ' 
. ·B .. .: 
, J ' 
B 
' .. " 
\ ' . '. 
" ,: 
" .. 
\ . ~ :' .:.. ,5 • . 
." ~ 




. ,,', " 
, ,' 
':"\' .. ,_ ... · ~eflexive 
'; \ ' 
. " . . '
:"., 
. ~. . 
. , '-
-" 
' . . :' 
/ ' 
. J " 
Cor' 
BD ',: BD 
D.' 
6., ~- ,- : ' ," LA' ,~L~.· ", DE" ' . '. l ." • . 
. B. C' , 
.:B • . " Wluit . conclusi~n!l 'can 
,," 
1. . Given 
. ;, ' 
.. 






be 'drawn fr'cim a~ given,' 
:, 
Statement ' 
, . ,'~ 
',', Reason ' 
.. .' . ' , -;""" ~ . (1)' BX. bl.sec!=s~ABC 
'/, " - ', . " " Gi-.ren .... 
(if L 1 ' ~'L 2 
. , . . . . , 
BX 'hise~Cts~,:~x~ .\) '.' 
,. " , . 
B . , . 
" ",'~ '. , 
,' 1 . • 
" ' , - :, .... 
. ... 
..... . " . 
; I 
" . 
,, \ ' " ..... 
~ ~ . 
. ~ , , .' ~ : . :. t ,:', .;" " . 
'.:. 
.," " " 
. . , , 
',' I. 
" t ' 
" . , .. ' ... ',' ' ", ' 
I . ... ;,,' 




; ~ ' .. 
. .•. 
i ' . 
o· . ' 
.. '; 
. ' .; ' . 
. 




! " • ' I I • ~. • \ I .' 
,,:'. ' " : '; . 
. .' ' .... \"1 . ~ :-7 ... ~ • .;. .. -:--:. - '. : --: ...... :-:-\ -::r. ~ .. ..... ~~~ ... :.:.-;' ... .. : . ~ .. ~ -::-,-...... T ·-i7.'·-J: .. ··-... ~~ ~ · .. ..... ~ .. :~'.'!.; ... ;~ 'i""' .;....., •• , •. 
'.": .. .,'" . ',. :. ,'. J. .. 
- " 




,- : " 
' /, ' 
'. 1 ." 
. ' .~ 
• • 1 ~ • 
, ' 
':,', ... , 





. ' " ~ . 
r:. " 
', . 
: ', .. 
: ". " '. :, , 
, : 
·' ''1 ' 
, "" 
"" ." 
' , : 
, '-
, 'tI. f. '.: 
" , ,. ' 
'. ' " 
. ' .. ,.. .... . .' ' " . ':~ " ~ ' ..... 
I " .. 
. ' .. " " 
'" ~\ ... : { ~ . 
. ', . 
, , 
., .... ,: , , 
. ,.' .. /'" ',"\,," " 
" " . 
' ., :": "'-., 
• .' I 
, ~ : .. . , " , ~.~. . 
" \, 
" ,~ 
, "2. ~ Gi~e'~~:" " ,,', . ' ,. D ,:' : , . : ' Statement " 
, ., . 
" , 
, - AB, b.is~ct~" CD' 
, ,j :', : ',' 
", " , ':, ,t'·, '." 
:',\' I 
- '\ ' ' 
, I. ~ . , 
-~-' (ii,)' ,Gl1. '" , MP , 
,~. ---... 
, '" , 
, : ~ 3~ , I1 midp1t. of ~-AB ' ", ' '" '" ,", (1) ~" , : 'dPt ~': :~ , 
'. ~ • , ' ! . i~ ' \ " ,',' , ' '(ii) -AM rJ ,' - , ' 
, ' \, : : ' , (" = ,,' .' , 
' A l ; -B I" " ' 
',' " , ', :" .. , .. - ,;"", ,---::~, ' ,+.'\-:'-;" ~.~:-, "";', " ~' ::-.' """:""""~, ,', . ' , . , '~,,', 
" • • _.: f .~ ~ I'. ' " , " • • 
. , • , " I:·, . , " '. : '. ',',' 
.' ,. 
'. . ': ". .-
, 4. : .; ABLcn :
A
: ,;' ", : '~, '(I.) . AU..L' 'CD . . 
/ 
, Re~soi:t", 
(i) Giy~~ ' . " 
' .. -. " 
I.' 
' " . 
~ . " 
,, (1), ' Given 
-': 
, (ii) , D~f. midpt. , 
~, 
I .': 
. ' I " 
, \ , ' 
,'" ' : \, 
, , 
' ·i, . ' 
,: , .. 
-:.: . ,,:#, ': ., { 
' ,' ~:. ' 
." . 
, ' . • ' . ' " : /~ ... .. \ ' . . , . .. I,' 
','" ': ' . , "\ '.', ' .,',-, :", ': ' \~~) _ Ll a,ndL,2 " 
,I· '. ,' are , rt. ' ' s 
I • • ••• 
, ' 
',1) Given . 
, ~": '(h): ' : r't~i,I\e: "fro~,'~ '" "". ~ / ': '.: ' , 
" " .' .... " 
" . . " \ 
..... . 
' (iU)L 1~'4-2, :. ,::' __ '_/~'~.:... . :,.,:~~ 
" ; " C ' B , D 
, I 
: ,' (iii) ,All rt: .' L ,s 
't are,"';';- , ' 
" . ': . ~" ' 
, . , ' . . . 
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